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Abstract

The historical segregation of neurodivergent people has disrupted their agency and
belonging, along with society’s natural diversity. This research explores how art therapy and
community arts paradigms amalgamate to create dynamic, experimental spaces where a
multitude of connections form. Group art-making as a process remains under-researched.
This study aims to elucidate its impact on a neurodiverse population in regional Australia.
The research should contribute to the literature and practice of art therapy and community
arts with groups who may face marginalisation in their day to day lives. The research was
conducted with nine neurodivergent participants who access group art-making. A single case
study design with participatory action research (PAR) data collection incorporated five
qualitative methods. These included three focus groups, nine observations, nine mood
questionnaires, nine artworks, and nine third party interviews. Nvivo7 software with thematic
coding tools was utilised for the analysis of the data. Participating in group art-making led to
four discernible relationships. First was their relationship to the art as an object, but also as an
embodiment of identity or subject; second was relation to self; the third, relation to others
within the group; and fourth was the potential for relation to the individual’s community
through the showing or gifting of the artwork. The research found that facilitation can
enhance how those connections are formed. These outcomes foster individual agency, a sense
of belonging to the group, and connection to the community external to the group. A sixstage art facilitation model was created that can be used to guide art groups that emphasise
connection throughout creative process.
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On the first day of the research, it is thirty-six degrees and there is one ceiling fan in a tin
shed. There is no air-conditioning. Very warm, but most are used to it. Plenty of art materials.
Over the 9 months of art-making, I notice that the shed seems to emphasise the weather
outside - whether it’s hot, cold, windy, or rainy. The light is very poor when it’s cloudy. There
is a multi-gang full of plugs that come in from a single electricity source. There is no hot
running water, there is no drain. The tap is from the tank outside and undrinkable. To washup or get water for the kettle, we need to go outside and into the main building.

The lead arts-worker tells me they usually direct and theme the art-making as it is to be sold,
and that it has always been like that...she says this research project would be very different,
as since she could remember they have been producing work to sell or to auction, and
therefore art needed to be marketable. For this research, on the other hand, I would be
encouraging the artists to feel unfettered in their creativity. We discussed the difference
between art classes and art workshops, teaching and facilitating, directive and non-directive
art groups. These arts-workers are used to doing things for the artists, including the choosing
of materials. Art works were often “enhanced” by the arts workers so that they would sell.
The income was important to the artists, and the organisations.
On the first day of the research Jane is painting using the semi-directive theme of “all about
you”. She ponders aloud about her brothers “why are they in one stupid house together…I
wish he would get…I feel like I’m falling apart…I wish they would get over themselves”.
Later I ask her to show the group her art and tell us about it. She responds: “It’s a volcano”.
I ask if that is her, she quietly says “yes”. That afternoon she talks about what her family
have said to her so the group can hear: “My sister-in-law said: ‘I’m glad your fuckin’ dad’s
dead’…I got really upset…how dare you say that. Yeah, I’m a disability kid…my dad and meI know we weren’t close but how dare you say this”. A worker then asks her what materials
she needs and she very clearly responds: “bright colours, we want bright colours”.

Later, I complain of the heat and everyone agrees a breeze would be good.
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Prologue

The script above describes the atmosphere in which the research for this thesis took
place: a regional art studio in Australia where people gather to make art. The people use local
disability services and are described as having an intellectual disability, this is a common
term. The World Health Organisation as cited by Katz and Lazcano-Ponce (2008) defines
Intellectual Disability (ID) as:
a disorder defined by the presence of incomplete or arrested mental development,
principally characterized by the deterioration of concrete functions at each stage of
development and that contribute to the overall level of intelligence, such as cognitive,
language, motor and socialization functions; in this anomaly, adaptation to the
environment is always affected (p. 33).
My experience of working with populations with ‘intellectual disability’ has made me
uncomfortable in using the terminology. Although many in the field of disability are working
to improve the life chances of people with intellectual disability, this terminology implies
deficit and is a medicalised expression (Singer, 1999). The term ‘neurodivergent’ has come
through the more recent neurodiversity model and its approach to learning and ‘disability’.
The Neurodiversity paradigm that incorporated neurodivergent people along with
neurotypical people, originated in the work of Judy Singer (1999). As a self-described
“autistic”, she founded terminology that better described her neurological condition and
removed the stigma associated with terms like disability that were borne of deficit models. In
keeping with Singer’s position, my experience of working with neurodivergent people has
meant I too have viewed the difference in people’s cognitive functioning as rich, nuanced,
interesting and vital. This thesis uses the term neurodivergent (the individual), neurodiverse
(the group) and neurodiversity (the model) rather than intellectual disability for those
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reasons. Nocella, George, Schatz, Bentley, Conrad, Hurley, Lisitza, Lupinacci, Lupinacci,
and Parson (2017) stated that “the inability to define oneself is a basic form of injustice” (p.
43). I do use the term ‘intellectual disability’ when looking at certain literature, however, I
also replace that terminology with neurodiversity terminology and use the language of
neurodiversity in my own work. I am aware that not all neurodivergent people would
necessarily agree with or use the language I have chosen.

1

1. Chapter One: Introduction
Background
I have facilitated art workshops and community art projects over 20 years across a
range of groups. These have included: in London, women experiencing serious challenges
with mental health, refugees, young people involved with knife crime, young neurodivergent
and neurotypical people; in Mexico, indigenous and non-indigenous children and young
people often living from the streets; in Australia, indigenous and non-indigenous young
people, as well as neurodivergent people in both urban and regional areas. My interest in artmaking as a tool for wellbeing was deepened by the many years that I have facilitated these
types of art workshops with members of such diverse, yet often marginalised groups.
Through my post graduate studies in both community arts and art-therapy, I gained a better
understanding of the underpinnings of both disciplines, as well as an increased range of
practice tools. My research interests grew directly from both my theoretical learnings and
practice experience as an art therapist and community arts facilitator.
With this background, the study came about because the art studio workshops in a
region of New South Wales, Australia, had been regularly featured as part of many disability
services, but due to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS), would soon become
more difficult to fund. The scheme is changing the landscape of the funded disability services
providing activities that are recreational and/or have social enterprise at their centre. In this
new climate, neurodivergent people will (along with many other emancipatory changes), take
control of their finances, and like most of the rest of the population, choose how they will use
their resources. I had worked casually as an arts facilitator in the locality this study took
place, which gave me some insight into how the NDIS could affect regional areas.
Consequently, this research was influenced by the changes occurring through preparation for
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the approaching NDIS, which is making smaller local disability services less likely to be able
to survive without amalgamating. These changes are impacting the art studios that have
traditionally been provided by these organisations for neurodivergent people. Ergo, the
research asked what impact art-making has on neurodivergent groups in regional Australia to
understand better what makes them appeal to the people who access them.
I wanted to enhance my understanding of why art-making spaces seem to provide a sense
of wellbeing to those partaking in them; whether the facilitation of the art-making made the
workshop popular and enjoyable; or was it the activity itself; the social aspect; and/or the
escape from day-day difficulties? As the review of the literature shows, some of these aspects
have previously been written about, but not specifically with this group of people or by using
the variety of methods I wanted to employ. The phenomena that I sought to research was the
impact of these art-making groups, which soon after the field work began, expanded to
include the connections and relationships participants formed, and how the workshops
connect people to their community in a unique capacity.
The methods were designed so as to not recreate environments where the participants
were objectified. This was particularly pertinent to a population who due to neurodivergence,
have been historically segregated; often to unimaginative art spaces that catered exclusively
for them (Rhodes, 2008). Regional areas generally have fewer resources which leads to
segregation of services that would be more likely to be challenged in urban settings. The
NDIS should help change the segregated services model but have many people wondering
how they will access art-making groups if organisations that used to provide them close or
change their provisions. These questions are particularly relevant for the groups that feel a
closeness with others from the same service and feel part of that environment. I hope the data
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I have collected, and subsequent analyses can contribute to this discussion and be used to
inform art-making spaces in the future.
The Role of Researcher
I worked in the regional area of Australia this study took place, and as such have seen
value in the art workshops provided by some of the local services. However, I am not ‘local’
to the area and was therefore an outsider and then also a researcher. Though I had made some
inroads in being accepted by neurodivergent people in the area and the organisations they
used, I was not acquainted with all in the group. The acceptance I had felt by some people
meant there was a general trust that had already been built. Therefore, I would not have to
spend the first part of the research, possibly more, in forming trusting relationships as
regional areas often take longer to accept an ‘outsider’ (Harrison, 2008). I was going to take
on the researcher role, allowing the art workshops to be facilitated by local arts workers, but I
became concerned I would not get as nuanced data if the workshops were structured and less
experimental. Allowing the art workshop to grow from the interactions of the group with
their art materials, with me, the rest of the group and with their own imaginations gave a
more dynamic frame, in line with constructivist ideals. I also felt that as a researcher, I may
be thought of as judging the group and the facilitation, thereby the flow of the art workshops,
and the authenticity of space, could have been jeopardised.
After completing preliminary investigations, I realised that I would be best placed to
be both art workshop facilitator and researcher, as this allowed me a unique role that would
incorporate a non-directive (at times semi-directive) approach. McNeilly (2006) found that
theming and directing an art workshop can interfere with the relations formed between
participants, facilitator and the art itself. Though McNeilly (2006) used a psychoanalytic
approach, this reasoning holds true in a person-centred humanistic model of an art-making
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group, as the group can find a resonance that directive work does not, which could contribute
to its success (Waller, 2014). McNeilly (2006), an art psychotherapist, wrote that the anxiety
and chaos of non-directive work is a necessary part of group work, and I have found this type
of facilitation allows for the group to form its own identity as well as minimise power
imbalances that arise through having a director and being directed. This art therapy approach
also aims to encourage workshop participants to feel free to express themselves through art
materials using an array of techniques as advocated by art psychotherapist Rubin (2008),
uninhibited by constraints that may be present in their usual more directed art-making
sessions or lessons. However, I found as the research began that being semi-directive made
the group feel more comfortable and I allowed for people to ignore direction should they feel
inclined. Many did. I decided I would not make art with the group, though by the third
session I encouraged the other staff, who attended the session from the participating agencies,
to make art if they were not supporting the participants, as I had felt this would contribute to
a sense of flow amongst the group. It could possibly have provided a resonance within the art
group that would filter into the space creating a sense of group that is more than just the sum
of its parts as is described by both psychoanalytic art therapist McNeilly (2006) and group art
psychotherapist Waller (2014).
There were two main reasons to be what Hellawell (2006) describes as useful to
reflexive research, that is both an insider/outsider. The first, to get subjective results that
could give me an informed understanding of what was happening by using my experience in
facilitating art workshops. The second was to gather objective data that allowed me to
consider the process as a researcher maintaining some neutrality in a quest to better
understand the impact the art workshops had on the participants. These duel views
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contributed greatly to the grounded authenticity and rigour on which the research foundations
lay (Hellawell, 2006).
The question of subjective and objective observation in qualitative research is seen as
being relative to the field of enquiry. Anthropological field work uses observation to verify
subjective data (Kawulich, 2005), as is done in this research project. Etherington (2004)
described reflexive research as creating a bridge between the researcher and participants,
finding the space between subjectivity and objectivity, which demands self-awareness This
creates what Angrosino and Rosenberg (2011) describe as objective findings. There is a
space somewhere between subjective and objective that is not clearly identified in the
literature but is often suggested and questioned. In keeping with Angrosino and Rosenberg’s
definition I have used ‘objective observation’ throughout the thesis to indicate where I have
collected observation data which in turn to check for bias was reflected on through
discussion with my PhD supervisors.
General data collection concerns helped me keep the research questions at the
forefront of my mind throughout the art workshop, but also took away some of the more
naturalistic facilitation of the project as I found it harder to trust the chaos that McNeilly
(2006) and others see as an important part of forming a cohesive group.
In her book on studio art therapy, Moon (2012) described how art-making impacts not
only the creator, but also the atmosphere they create in. This led me to want to explore further
how group art-making affected artists and their worlds. This thesis is dedicated to that
exploration, with a focus on neurodiverse populations who live regionally in Australia.
However, as most art-makers intrinsically understand or naturally engage in the synchronistic
experiences that occur in the process of making art, and where it can lead, I have worked at
gathering data so that the research communicates also to people outside of that privileged
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place. Namely, I have done this by carrying out an empirical investigation that has
incorporated a range of methods and sources whilst iterating the art workshop research
environment. Anwar McHenry (2011b); Hall (2010, 2013); Kasat (2013); Kelaher, Dunt,
Berman, Curry, Joubert, and Johnson (2014b) community arts studies in similar fields used
fewer data collection methods and sources, I have chosen to use five methods, gathering
information through three sources to ensure the exploration is thorough, nuanced and robust.
The research topic was chosen because although there has been real change in the
lives of neurodivergent populations, there are some major areas where inequity and social
injustice continue (Taylor, Vreugdenhil, & Schneiders, 2017). Bauman (2013) wrote that:
“…notions of disability, historically constructed and culturally maintained, [which] cast
human variation to the margins and beyond” (p. 77), remain prevalent. This is reiterated in
more recent work by Howard, Blakemore, Johnston, Taylor, and Dibley (2015) who stated:
‘Disability exacerbates disadvantage. Disabled people and their carers often experience low
levels of income, educational attainment, employment, superannuation, health and wellbeing’ (p. 1367), showing how little has genuinely changed in this area. This disadvantage
and inequity afforded to specific groups, permeates the fabric of a society. The effect of
marginalisation has manifested in neurodivergent people participating 1 less than other people
in their communities (Verdonschot et al., 2009). The World Health Organisation saw that
they experience reduced social opportunity in comparison to neurotypical people which
‘…results in a continuum of inclusion/exclusion characterised by unequal access to
resources, capabilities which leads to health inequalities (Popay, Escorel, Hernández,

Participation here is defined based on the ICF as: the performance of people in actual activities in social life
domains through interaction with others in the context in which they live (Verdonschot, de Witte, Reichrath,
Buntinx, & Curfs, 2009, p. 55).
1
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Johnston, Mathieson, & Rispel, 2008, p. 2) This includes mental health difficulties that are
often unaddressed in neurodiverse populations (White, Chant, Edwards, Townsend, &
Waghorn, 2005).
Art-making is in and of itself an emancipatory act, it offers a moment to be connected,
to be a part of something else (McDonald, 2008), which could counteract some of the effects
of marginalisation (DAADA, 2015). The isolation and exclusion experienced by people who
are socially marginalised can be a driving force and tool for making art (Wexler, 2009).
However, it is also possible to use the art-making experience as a health-giving tool, which
could contribute to a person’s wellbeing (APPG, 2017; Clift, 2012; Pittam, 2008), and go
some way to counteracting the negative effects of exclusion that often results in
stigmatization (Goffman, 1968; Scior, 2016; Werner & Roth, 2014) and lowered health
outcomes (Owen, 1999; WHO, 2008). Allen (2008) states that therapeutic applications
through art show that “the healing occurs as a natural unfolding of the artist’s truth as
expressed through the images” (p. 11). Community arts groups are well placed to form
communities of practice (Clennon, Kagan, Lawthom, & Swindells, 2016). Wenger (2011)
describes communities of practice as:
groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn
how to do it better as they interact regularly. Note that this definition allows for, but
does not assume, intentionality: learning can be the reason the community comes
together or an incidental outcome of member's interactions. (pp. 1-2)
These groups support cultural inclusion on a deep level, thereby having the potential
to lead the way for authentic organisational and social inclusion. However, there have been
many questions raised about the methods of evaluation of the arts, in particular, the work of
Matarasso (1997) was critiqued for his view that art participation was seemingly a cure for all
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social ills and able to be evaluated in ‘one size fits all’ manner (Belfiore & Bennett, 2007b,
2010; Merli, 2002). Though recent research commissioned by arts councils like the Ontario
Arts Council (Nanos, 2017) concurs with Matarasso (1997) by claiming exhaustive benefits
of the arts in belonging, social capital and community cohesion. The counter argument has
been made that the arts need to be studied for aesthetic value, and relevant to this research, its
creative value (Belfiore & Bennett, 2007b).
Barnados (an organisation that supports vulnerable children and young people), have
shown interest in how art-making can support marginalised communities and has
commissioned literature reviews in the field (Newman, Curtis, & Stephens, 2003), whilst the
Australia Council for the Arts (ACA) case studies also highlight the impact of art-making
(ACA, 2017). My research builds upon participatory studies like those of Anwar McHenry
(2011a); Kelaher, Berman, Dunt, Johnson, Curry, and Joubert (2014a); and Milner and Kelly
(2009), by adopting an emancipatory iterative research approach where the artists join the
facilitator in exploring art-making.
This research study reconnoitres creative, authentic ways that art-making can
contribute to the inclusion of specific groups and celebrates the differences we have. The
thesis aims specifically to contribute to the field of art and disability by investigating how artmaking affects neurodiverse populations working within an art workshop/group setting. The
study incorporated ‘art as therapy’ (the art-making process as being in and of itself
therapeutic) and community arts (collaborations between professional artists and
communities) as modes of creativity within an art workshop. Thereby both the theories
holding this research, along with its processes were guided by an amalgamation of these artmaking disciplines. I implemented both approaches as the art facilitator throughout the data
collection phases, employing minimal artistic direction (Malchiodi, 2012c; McNeilly, 2006).
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This allowed the impact of art-making to be studied in a real-world life setting, and
encouraged self-expression not burdened through teaching instruction. These workshops
differed from art classes, because they placed less emphasis on learning a specific technique
and instead encouraged experimentation and expression along with reflection of process
(Malchiodi, 2012c; McNeilly, 2006).
The facilitation of the art-making employed ‘here and now’ paradigms using a
position of positive regard (Crago & Gardener, 2012; Rogers, 1975), and the use of
democratic process where all voices were heard and considered (Jeffers & Moriarty, 2017).
The facilitation aimed to serve as relational modelling, whereby connection to others within
the space through sharing the artworks was encouraged, as the artworks expressed something
of the participant (Malchiodi, 2012c; Skaife, 2001). This technique also created deeper
connection to the art which goes beyond object relation because in art-making, the object is
being created by the individual, it embodies something of the individual (Malchiodi, 2012c).
Malchiodi (2012c) uses the work of Henley (1992) to describe object relations in art: “the art
product functions as a transitional object because it supports self-relationship and
empowerment and encourages connection with the therapist who facilitates the creative
expression” (p. 71). Malchiodi also stated “the art process, including the presence of the
therapist who facilitates and guides creative expression, is considered to be somewhat of a
holding environment within which object relations can emerge and develop” (p. 71). The
final object (the artwork) is subject (an expression of the artist). This differs somewhat to art
classes that are often more focused on ‘how’ to make art, and work toward specific goals.

The Research
The capacity for art-making to be enjoyable as well as therapeutic is largely accepted,
however, there is a lack of evidence into how the process affects participants in a group
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setting. Though art therapy literature has expanded over the last 30 years, the majority of
evidence is derived from institutional settings or the therapeutic setting it takes place in
(Dalley, 2008); whereas community arts research is historically tied to activism or social
change (Mirza, 2005). Art production and the value of the arts is very well investigated,
however, it usually requires the subjects of the research to have a good understanding of art
history and the vocabulary of contemporary art practice, which excludes many artists, not
least those who are neurodivergent (Lige, 2011; Rhodes, 2008). Non-traditional art-making
and the creativity of an art workshop is well placed to inform education paradigms for
working with neurodivergent people (Wexler & Derby, 2015). Art classes are accepted as
being a useful tool for art production, identity formation and social interaction, within
educational spaces (Wexler, 2009). The uncertainty around the usefulness of art workshops
can undervalue their impact, limiting availability and associated funding. This scarcity of
documentation on their value can reduce our understanding of the benefits of such an
approach; one that could encourage the creative expression of an art-maker from within an
art studio.
The process of making art with people who are too often marginalised i.e.
neurodiverse populations, generally falls into three main areas: The first is art therapy, where
therapeutic application takes priority; the second, community arts where the group work and
the finished product take centre stage; and historical sheltered workshops that were often
used as a diversionary activity (Rhodes, 2008). My experience in the field has indicated that
art therapy and community arts have a great deal to offer, influencing this research to
combine some of each of their elements using a person-centred (Cambridge & Carnaby,
2005), and democratic frame (Craig, Mayo, Popple, Shaw, & Taylor, 2011), within an art
workshop setting.
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This research aims to contribute to the arts and disability literature by undertaking an
empirical enquiry on regional art-making with neurodiverse populations. Anwar McHenry
(2009, 2011a) has completed studies in regional Australia around art and its impact, but not
with neurodiverse populations or from within an art workshop environment that uses specific
facilitation methods. Regionality and neurodiversity in Australia has been researched by
Wark, Canon‐Vanry, Ryan, Hussain, Knox, Edwards, Parmenter, Parmenter, Janicki, and
Leggatt‐Cook (2015) but did not include art-making experiences. There have been studies on
the use of creative art workshops with neurodiverse populations in educational settings by
Daye (1998); and Wexler (2009); as well as research focused on art and neurodiversity by
Solvang (2012); Verstraete and Van Goethem (2012); and Wexler (2009); that however did
not cover the many nuances of the art workshop and its potentiality for unfettered selfexpression. Using a research design that allows deep enquiry through a variety of methods
into an art workshop will be novel, building upon the work on inclusion, art and belonging by
Hall (2010, 2013).
Neurodiversity and Art-making
I concur with Perske (1981) who commented:
My world-view has changed for the better. Over the years, they [neurodivergent people] have introduced me to a world I had never known before. And as
bewildering as it seems, it is a world that society had programmed me to shun and
stay away from (p. 77).
This exclusion that so many have been affected by, has been supported by the
accepted use of terminology such as impairment and disability, as they inadvertently (or
directly) assume a position where something is considered lesser rather than diverse. Wexler
and Derby (2015) explained how “the medical model of disability ascribes pathological
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labels that position people as outsiders, literally and figuratively, and fails to honour disabled
individuals' embodied ways of knowing” (p. 128). Whereas the neurodiversity model focuses
on the variation of the human genome as natural. This perspective is recognised in this
research to celebrate the many ways in which our brains function rather than unconsciously
judge how one type of neurology is superior to another. I use both the terms intellectual
disability and neurodiversity idioms interchangeably when citing literature in the field, and
only neurodiversity language in my own work. Historical models are discussed further in the
next chapter as a mode of understanding modern civilisations’ positioning on how it often
labelled and pathologized people who deviated from the dominant norm. Art-making with
such groups has regularly reflected such a pathological approach.
Art-making with neurodiverse people includes art therapy where the therapist
encourages their client to make art and then explores the artwork with them (Malchiodi,
2012b). Art therapy is often termed as art psychotherapy, which portrays the psychodynamic
frames utilized by art therapists. Psychoanalytic art therapist Joy Schaverien’s work focused
on understanding a client’s world through their art which contained embodied and/or
diagrammatic image/s. The embodied image held the client’s feelings within it, whereas the
diagrammatic was a pictorial description usually accompanied by words. Without discounting
Schaverien’s work, Havsteen-Franklin (2008) described unstructured and disembodied
images, as the antithesis to the modernist surety in the work of Schaverien (1992). By adding
unstructured and disembodied images to the concept of embodied images, Havsteen-Franklin
(2008) encouraged greater complexity in the interpretations of the inner world of the client,
rather than solely focusing on the feelings embodied in an art work. Skaife (2001) was
interested in re-establishing the inter-relational aspect of art therapy, questioning the
separation of the relationship between the client and the created art object, between the client
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and therapist, and between art therapy group members where there is a recognised network of
relationships at play. These art therapy frames, due to the analytical nature and their complex
underlying concepts can exclude participation of neurodivergent people. Though art
therapists have neurodivergent clients- the client needs to understand that the process being
applied to the art-making is therapeutic. If this is not understood by the client then it could
put them in the position of “psychotherapy outsiders”. Therefore, a frame that is accessible
and therapeutic could ensure that the position of outsider is not repeated for those who
already face social, and many other forms of exclusion.
Where neurodivergent people do not require or relate to a therapeutic environment,
this approach needs careful consideration. Therefore, this research does not implement an
analytical art therapy paradigm, but is more closely aligned with the psychodynamic concept
of ‘art as therapy’ (Kramer & Gerity, 2000). However, it could be argued that people who are
marginalised and stigmatised will experience lower self-esteem.
Got and Cheng (2008) showed that “by promoting understanding of self and others,
emotional expression, and social connection, art making can produce positive QoL [Quality
of Life] outcomes” (p. 33), in people with developmental disability. Community arts have
also been used as a tool to engage neurodiverse groups and generally has had less connotation
around its application. Vick and Sexton-Radek (2008) emphasised that regardless of their
respective epistemologies, community art programs generally require several funding bodies
and a commission from art sales to remain sustainable.
Sheltered workshops are now considered to be an outdated means to art production, as
they were often diversionary practices, though usually a great improvement from
institutionalised activities (Rhodes, 2008). However as Hall (2010) and Mansell and BeadleBrown (2012) note, they became more like institutions without walls, where choice was
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limited and participation enforced. The effect this had on participants and their art-making
became problematic for societies that had renounced previous practices that did not put the
person at the centre of planning and service provision. As seen at the start of this
introduction, many of the more traditional art workshops have continued to be unwittingly
influenced by those times and the accompanying policies (Wexler & Derby, 2015). Though
there are some highly creative, artist lead art studios that have been established, these seem to
flourish more readily in urbanised environments.
To understand how art-making affects its neurodivergent participants, I set out to
answer the following questions:
1) How does non-directive art-making in a group support the connection of the
participant to their art?
2) Can art-making connect the participant to themselves?
3) What are the social outcomes on short or brief art interventions?
4) Can making art connect people to their community?
5) Can regional community involvement in art workshops contribute to the UN
conventions’ concept of inclusion and cohesion?
These have been developed alongside literature, models and theories that inform or are
connected to art-making.
Theories holding the research
The practices of art therapy and community art contribute to this study. I have been
influenced by parts of each which will be explained in more detail in the methods chapter. As
the sheltered workshop and its accompanying mindset are becoming something of the past,
the current person-centred Australian National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) ensures
that choice of services is in the hands of service users and not dictated by a service provider
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(Green & Mears, 2014). The NDIS generates support for people with disability, their families
and carers, providing them with the reasonable and necessary supports they need to live an
ordinary life. It takes a lifetime approach, investing in people with disability early to advance
the rest of their lives (Green & Mears, 2014). Consequently, where people choose to make
art, this will help incorporate inclusive art-making spaces as well as give people better
options.
Art-making lends itself to a constructivist epistemology (Moon, 2011), through its
innate subjectivity and the interpretive position it naturally occupies along with its essential
creativity. The relativity associated with art production also gives it a constructivist ontology,
which has propelled the choice of a qualitative methodology in this study, where multiple
data collection methods were used to create a single case study. This research incorporated
multiple standpoints and has in this way been influenced by the views of Bhaskar (2014) and
his critical theory paradigms. Bhaskar (2013b) saw all paradigms as relevant, which
contributed to my use of multiple sources of data collection in this study, thus enhancing the
reliability and validity of its findings through triangulation (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Bhaskar
(2013b) influence was also reflected in my preferred model of disability, that sees intellectual
disability as neurodiversity, where multiple neuro-pathway configurations are valued rather
than seen as a deficit (Obejas, 2016).
Structuring and visualizing the research with a Bio-ecological Systems Model
Laing (1967) wrote that “It is tempting and facile to regard “persons” as only separate
objects in space, who can be studied as any other natural objects can be studied” (p. 23). This
perspective influenced the data collection methods. An adaptation of the Bio-ecological
Systems Theory of Human Development as set out by Bronfenbrenner (2005) acted
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as a conceptual framework for the study against which to explore the interactions between
research participants and the art-making within the studio, and outside in community spaces.
This theory stems from Bronfenbrenner’s earlier models demonstrating the multidirectional
influences people encounter throughout their lives that continue to affect their individual and
group development (Bronfenbrenner, 1977a, 1999, 2001, 2004, 2005). This theory is
complex including layers as well as interactions that impact our development. Though this is
often used in child development it is relevant throughout life (Bronfenbrenner & Morris,
2006), and indicates the complexities of developing selves which highlights constructivist
paradigms that emerge from evolving interactions. Figure 1.1, below gives the reader a
simplified understanding of Bronfenbrenner’s systems which are each outlined below it.
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Chronosystem
(the historical context)
Macrosystem
(factors that hold the
system in place externally)
Exosystem
(factors influenceing the
systems)
Mesosytem
(how the systems
interconnect)

Microsystem
(the areas that
connect on a day to-day level)

Figure 1-1: A diagram of Bronfenbrenner's Human Bio-ecological Development Model
(Bronfenbrenner, 2004) systems.
In describing the stages of the Bronfenbrenner model, I draw connections to the art
workshops, where this study took place. The Microsystem represents the relationships and
interactions in a person’s (in this case an art workshop participant) immediate surroundings
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that influence the development of that person (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006). Structures in
the microsystem can include family, neighbourhood, the people at the art workshop and the
art workshop itself. Bronfenbrenner showed that at the microsystem level, the bi-directional
influences (the individual is influenced by and in turn also influences) are strongest and have
the greatest impact, however, interactions at outer levels can still impact the inner structures
(Ryan & Paquette, 2001).
Within this study, the microsystem encompassed the interpersonal relationships
within, and the space of, the art workshop. The importance of social interaction on a person’s
wellbeing is described by Baumeister and Leary (1995); and Lave (2011b). In this study, this
system also suggested an intrapersonal (internal) component where the internal worlds of a
participant are considered. This is shown in the findings and discussed in the culminating
chapters. Internal processes have been described in the work of fathers of psychoanalysis
Freud (1950); Jung (1933, 1958, 1959, 1964); and early humanists Laing (1967); Maslow
(1949, 1971) and (Rogers, 1961, 1975). The selective use of focus group as a data collection
method to reflect the interactive aspect of the workshop also aligned with the interactive
nature of the microsystem.
The next system in Bronfenbrenner’s model is that of the Mesosystem which connects
the systems (Ryan & Paquette, 2001), and in this case, the people to each other and to places
close to, but outside of, the art workshop. Within this study, it represents the facilitator as the
observer, highlighting the importance of their pragmatic and social interconnectedness with
the participants, and the spaces outside the art workshop. The research facilitation is strongly
represented by this system along with the participants, the arts-workers and others who
supported the research and formed connections between each other and the art as well as to
their communities external to the studio.
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The Exosystem is the next layer and describes the systems that a person does not
interact with but influences them (Ryan & Paquette, 2001). In this study, it was the
community transport availability, an organisation timetable or the funding of a project that
influenced how the person engages in the art workshop and the project. The individual may
also influence those external factors such as a participant having competing options to
attending the art workshop. The Exosystem was also represented through the ethics and other
research protocols that were thought of as affiliated with this system.
The Macrosystem includes the beliefs, cultures, customs and laws (Ryan & Paquette,
2001) that the person is impacted by, such as models of disability and human rights
legislation. This research considered the Macrosystem as the beliefs, customs and cultures of
the wider community that could be changed through interaction.
To highlight the multiple connections to Bronfenbrenner’s model, several figures
follow that outline how his work has been used as a conceptual model for the study.
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Philisophical
frame employed

Methods chosen
for data collection

Data collection
from research
participants

Figure 1-2: The research process represented visually.
Figure 1.2 uses the concentric circle model to emphasis the overall conceptual model
of the research. The complexities that are inherent in researching people are discussed in this
thesis using philosophical, anthropological, sociological and psychological underpinnings.
Bronfenbrenner’s systems paradigm was appropriated to visualise the frame, integrating
psychological roots, anthropological constructs and philosophical frame to investigate the
impact of art-making on people using regional disability services. Figure 1.3 becomes a
theory-driven translation of his model and shows the reader how different philosophical
frames have influenced this thesis allowing the reader to see the epistemology and ontology
of the research as a system. The appropriated diagram below suggests constructivism within
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the Macrosystem, then within which is the socio/anthropologic process of the research, and
then central is the psychological inner processes of the participant, in the Microsystem. The
participant in the research corresponds with the individual in Bronfenbrenner’s model.

Philisophical Theory
(Constructivism)

Socio/Anthropological
Process
(Authentic, Personcenterd Participation)

Psychologcal
Process
(Reflective,
Humanistic)

Figure 1-3: Visualisation of the Philosophical frame appropriating Bronfenbrenner’s Human
Development Model.
In Bronfenbrenner’s development theories, proximal processes are emphasized as key
to developing an understanding of the importance of context, not solely person and place
(Rosa & Tudge, 2013). Bronfenbrenner and Ceci (1994) developed the earlier models of
Bronfenbrenner (1977b) to place more emphasis on the impact time (the chronosystem) has
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on development, and the proximal processes of the individual within systems. Their new
model represented a transition from a focus on environment being changed to a focus on
proximal processes as instruments for development (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007). See
Figure 1.4 below.

CHRONOSYSTEM
Over Time

MACROSYSTEM
Attitudes and Ideologies

onnects systems

MESOSYSTEM

EXOSYSTEM
Wider Community impacting
individual but not directy
interacting with

MICROSYSTEM
The many Systems
the individual
interacts with

INDIVIDUAL
Characteristics

Figure 1-4: A graphic based on the Bio-ecological Systems model developed by
Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2007).
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Bronfenbrenner critiqued his own earlier models for such an omission and identified
three main components of character that could sit in all the systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
The characteristics of the individual within the microsystem came to be seen as equally
important to ecological factors (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007). These are: 1) dispositions
of an individual that can set proximal processes in motion in a specific developmental
domain and continue to sustain their operation; 2) bioecological resources of ability,
experience, knowledge, and skill required for the effective functioning of proximal processes
at a given stage of development; 3) demand characteristics invite or discourage reactions
from the social environment that can foster or disrupt the operation of proximal processes
(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, pp. 795- 796).
Using Bio-ecological Systems Theory as a point of reference, I could better value the
many contexts of the systems that influenced and are influenced by the individual (participant
in this research). Further to that, the relationships formed within the research became
prominent during data analysis.
In the data collection, I situated each of the methods within a system. As an overview
of the study, I placed the individual participant (art-maker) at the centre of the microsystem
(including the art workshop, other participants and art-educators) and who they interacted
with. The Mesosystem was represented by the interactions within and externally to the
microsystem through the participants and the facilitator/researcher. The Macrosystem itself is
contextualized by the research frame of Participatory Action Research (PAR) that affected
the individual and their Microsystems within the study. The Chronosystem was described
using historic arts, health and disability underpinnings including marginalization,
normalization and other relevant historical policies that impacted how data were collected.
See Figure 1.5 below.
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Figure 1-5: Research frame based on the Bio-ecological Systems model developed by
Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2007).
The following figure organises how I approached this research from both a
conceptual/philosophical and methodological approach in relation to an appropriation of
Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological Systems Theory. Figure 1.5 shows the sources and
corresponding methods of data collection.
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Figure 1-6: The interconnections of theories relevant to this thesis appropriating and
expanding Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological Systems model.
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Thesis Overview
This first chapter provided a framework for the research by showing how the thesis
was influenced by the choices I have made. The work of Bronfenbrenner (2004) helped to
conceptualise this study and is backed by other theories that have also been central to the
research.
The second chapter discusses models of disability in a historical context, whilst also
looking at how art-making has been influenced by them. The effect of historical
institutionalisation and the consequential exclusion is illuminated and focuses on mental
health and wellbeing (WHO, 2008). The isolation and lack of social networks available is
also referred to as another side-effect of institutionalisation (Pockney, 2006), and the
consequent institutionalised thinking that continues today. The lack of engagement in what
most people take for granted, such as community involvement, social lives and everyday
respect, is addressed as another impact of marginalisation (O'Brien, 2003), that greatly
impacts wellbeing (DAADA, 2015).
The third chapter considers art-making and its connection to groups, specifically
neuro-diverse groups. It begins with art therapy, as a mode of art-making that is contested yet
can be used to enhance people’s lives, and also discusses the problems around how we work
with ‘psychotherapy outsiders’ (IARPP, 2016) to possibly take the therapy into realms of ‘art
as therapy’ as described by the influential art therapist Edith Kramer (Kramer & Gerity,
2000). This leads into community arts and how they have been used historically to bring
disparate groups together and to work within communities as creative teams (Kasat, 2013;
Kelaher et al., 2014a).
The fourth chapter discusses the frames that the research borrows from
methodologically, and goes on to help the reader understand what methods were employed
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and why they were chosen. The epistemological, ontological and methodological
underpinnings are explained so the reader grasps the constructivist lens that was utilised
throughout the research. However, this chapter also discusses theories that could have been
utilised but were disregarded in favour of more fitting frames and touches on those that
influenced the direction of the study.
The fifth chapter outlines and then discusses the data-collection methods and how
each was employed. This is a detailed description that aims to allow the research to be
replicated at a future date using the features of this study. This chapter gives the reader a
clear understanding of how the research took shape to not just provide the findings, but also
outlines how the research process itself was carried out so that it had meaning for the
participants.
The sixth chapter details the findings using the themes that stemmed from the coding
of the data that was compiled using Nvivo7 software and had emerged from the study. At the
start of each of the themes there is a diagram that shows the codes that were formed from the
data sources as attached to a main theme. This was done to help the reader see the process of
the research data collection theme formation at a glance, helping the accessibility of this
research and thereby more likely to reach the participants of the study, increasing inclusivity.
The seventh chapter then discusses the findings and relates them to some of the
literature from the earlier chapters. The findings are placed within the themes that occurred
through the analysis in chapter five, and then elaborated and verified using different data
sources to triangulate and thereby strengthen the outcomes. This discussion helps identify
areas where further research could illuminate and where the findings are in line with other
work in the area.
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The eighth chapter concludes the thesis by summing up the research and its findings
and discussing how they may be used to further the dialogue and contribute to other research
in the field that uses the inclusive research frames championed by O'Brien (2003) & O'Brien
and Sullivan (2005). Practical working models are introduced that aim to support work in the
field is here also that ideas for further research are discussed with the aim of allowing this
study to be contextualised along with other studies in the field. I outline where there were
shortcomings in the research by discussing some of the methods employed and the inability
to transfer the findings to all regional, neurodivergent populations. The thesis concludes with
suggestions for further research in the area, together with practical modes of working with
neurodiverse populations argued by Rhodes (2008), and illuminates the processes of
collecting data that serve to empower and support inclusive practice as advocated by O'Brien,
McConkey, and García-Iriarte (2014); and Parmenter (2014).
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2. Chapter Two: Neurodiversity
It is one thing to know and analyse disability as a social concept – an observable thing from
the outside – but if we dare to turn it inside-out and look for the affective patterns that society
has impressed on disabled individuals, we can begin to understand human ability more
thoroughly (Cranko, 2017).

Introduction
There is a vast and growing amount of literature from research in the field of
disability which has a variety of perspectives and uses different models. However, it is only
relatively recently that people with lived experience of disability are at front and centre of
research in the field. This literature review is focused on what has been commonly termed as
intellectual disability, but which now has been appropriated by the grass-roots neurodiversity
movement. ‘Neurodiversity’ is defined as an approach to learning and disability, and
contends that diverse neurological conditions are a consequence of normal variations in the
human genome. Walker (2014) described this as the naturally occurring “diversity of human
brains and minds – the infinite variation in neurocognitive functioning within our species” (p.
1). ‘Neurotypical’ means, simply, not autistic or otherwise diagnosed with an intellectual or
developmental divergence. In other words, neurotypicals are intellectually, cognitively, and
developmentally typical people. I identify as neurotypical, which has meant that there has
been a need to write from experience of working with neurodiverse populations, but not as a
person who lives the experience of neurodivergence.
Generally, the views of marginalised groups within the literature are limited, but that
area is also necessarily growing, as are inclusive research studies that recognise
neurodivergent people as the authorities in the research (O'Brien et al., 2014). Thus, as the
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experts, they are integral to research teams studying in the field. The formation of a
community of practice with a group of co-researchers with intellectual disability adds value
to the research process (O'Brien et al., 2014), and reflects our human variation. Through
ensuring neurodivergent people’s core participation in research, different views formed
through lived experience can be utilised to help change systems that do not necessarily serve
the people they have been designed for. The neurodiversity model would assume that
diversity in a population needs to also be reflected in research practice and should be a norm
rather than an exception. However, this chapter is based in the literature of many theories that
have been developed over time, not all of which used inclusive research. I have chosen to
incorporate an inclusive research paradigm within this study (Johnson & Walmsley, 2003).
The first section of this chapter looks at the historical context of neurodiversity and
how its social and political frames affect the psycho-social needs of neurodivergent
communities. The ‘othering’ that can be experienced by many minority groups is discussed
using sociological and anthropological frames. The extreme marginalisation that
neurodiverse populations have experienced in ‘westernised’ worlds is illuminated, showing
the importance of policy and practice to ensure equity; increased advocacy on diversity, and
its celebration.
In the second section, models of disability are discussed, illustrating the many
changes the disability movement has journeyed through since its arrival in the late 1960’s
(Campbell & Oliver, 1996). The Medical Model, the Social Model through to the recent
WHO International Classification of Functioning (ICF) with the holistic and practical
recommendations by Solli and da Silva (2012) are investigated. This section also includes a
discussion on working policy models such as person-centred planning and communities of
practice that are becoming recognised as essential components of changing inequitable
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structures (O'Brien & O'Brien, 2000). This section concludes with considering the resolution
put forward by the United Nations Convention of the Rights of Persons with Disability
(CRPD), adopted in 2006. The CRPD is an international disability treaty that was inspired by
the global disability movement in recognition of the rights of people with disabilities; a vital
framework for creating legislation and policies around the world that embrace the rights and
dignity of all people with disabilities (U.N, 2008). I show how Australia’s National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) takes these goals forward.
The third section looks at the normalisation period that arrived through the work of
Nirje (1969); and then Wolfensberger, Nirje, Olshansky, Perske, and Roos (1972) and led to
todays’ inclusion policies. It discusses how the policies that led deinstitutionalization then
served to make long lasting changes. These changes were slow to emerge but are the focus of
a growing number of research studies that challenge the older strategies of institutionalization
and consequent exclusion of populations of people. ‘Inclusion’ is described as a policy that
has now moved towards that of ‘belonging’ (Hall, 2010). A sense of belonging (Baumeister
& Leary, 1995; Parr, 2006) and wellbeing (Scott & Havercamp, 2014) have both been
recognised as important to peoples’ ongoing mental health (Pockney, 2006).
In the fourth section, community connection is discussed in relation to the effects of
marginalisation for neurodivergent populations, particularly those living regionally. The
inclusion criteria in Quality of Life (QoL) scales that use subjective wellbeing (SWB) as a
measure to examine how included people feel in their communities, is considered. This
measure shows that subjective ideas of community connection can be quite different to
objective, highlighting the need to use both when researching with any population (Cummins,
2016). Communities of Practice are discussed to emphasize how groups learn from each
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other and how they provide organic roles for all members including neurodivergent people,
that are both empowering and meaningful (Wenger, 2011).
The fifth section looks at literature on the importance of social relationships on health
and wellbeing (Cohen, 2004). This is examined to focus on the impact that institutionalised
thinking has on limiting the opportunity to form, grow and nurture relationships. However,
inclusion as a policy is also described as possibly having given rise to the rejection of organic
friendships that grow from similar viewpoints, interests and understanding between
neurodivergent people (Sullivan, Bowden, McKenzie, & Quayle, 2013).
The sixth section looks closely at stigma and how it is influenced by segregation that
limits the visibility of difference within communities and beyond. The ill effects of stigma
and its catastrophic impact on people is examined The stigma neurodivergent people have
faced over time has increased the likelihood of their experiencing stigmatisation (Corrigan,
2014) which impacts self-esteem (Parmenter, 2014; Paterson, McKenzie, & Lindsay, 2012).
The last section in this chapter looks at the importance of social worlds, and forming
groups to support a stronger sense of identity. This is explored through art-making spaces that
have been traditionally accessed by neurodivergent groups during the times of deinstitutionalisation, but then stereotyped as being merely diversionary, rather than
considering the potential of these spaces.
The historical foundations of segregation of neurodivergent populations
During the last century, due in part to the industrialisation movement that interrupted
community cohesion, neurodivergent people were increasingly removed from visible society.
The institutionalisation of people with unusual and various forms of cognition who were not
viewed as ‘normal’ included neurodivergent populations. This led to social segregation that
was both discriminatory and oppressive, creating social inequality (Culham & Nind, 2003;
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Goggin & Newell, 2005; Hall, 2004), and stigma (Corrigan, 2014; Werner & Roth, 2014).
During this Darwinian-inspired eugenics era originating in Europe, and cascading throughout
the colonised world; people were monitored, scrutinized, locked away, and made into
charitable ‘objects’ because they had intellectual variations that were regarded as deviant
(Snyder & Mitchell, 2006).
The sociologist Szasz (1974) observed: “Whereas primitive man personifies things,
modern man “thingifies” persons” (cited in Campbell & Oliver, 1996, p. 195). A considerable
amount of Szasz’ work was in the field of psychiatry, where he ascertained that reasons for
behaviour are an important part of understanding a person as a whole, rather than by an
image, label or a displayed behaviour (Szasz, 1974). Behavioural difference is one of the
many reasons neurodiverse people are marginalized. However, Cresswell (2008) cited Szasz
who understood that, “human conduct is not a natural event” (p. 24), implicating behaviour is
usually socially driven, which had been inferred earlier by Durkheim (1951). It became
recognised by other medical professionals that “all medical disorders have their social
components” (Cunningham Dax & Hagger, 1978, p. 267), though it took the grassroots
disability movement (Campbell & Oliver, 1996) to make the deep changes that continue
today. These changes challenge words such as ‘disorders’ that do not account for our
diversity and imply deficit (Singer, 1999). Gaskin (2015) emphasised how the attitudes of
disablism are so ingrained that they have impacted the way professionals respond to the
psycho-social states of neurodivergent people, that are not to their advantage.
During the 70’s and 80’s, along with other emancipatory theories and practices,
normalisation reached many oppressed and marginalised groups of people. The
“normalisation” process began with the Danish Act no.192 in 1959 (Nirje, 1969) that had
been introduced by Bank-Mikkelsen and was soon adopted by Sweden through the work of
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Nirje (Wolfensberger et al., 1972). Nirje had worked for the Swedish Red Cross with
UNCHR and with his international recognition disseminated normalisation as a principal with
the support and continued work of Wolfensberger (Nirje, 1985). This work greatly influenced
much of the rest of Europe, and the “westernised” world, including Australia. The aim was
to increase social and educational opportunities for people who had been institutionalised,
and thereby provide a means of inclusion in every-day society. This was later formalised and
legislated through the signing of the UNESCO (1994). agreement which mandated deinstitutionalization and encouraged inclusive practice at all levels as it acknowledged that
“…inclusion and participation are recognised as essential to human dignity and the exercise
of human rights” (Culham & Nind, 2003, p. 66).
In 1981, the International Year of Disabled Persons was Australia’s opportunity to
change the basically apartheid structures that excluded neurodivergent people, however
sheltered workshops, special needs education facilities and diversional centres continued
(Goggin & Newell, 2005). Inclusion thus far had only meant partial deinstitutionalisation
because it focused more on structures than mind-sets. Othering is defined by Jensen (2011)
as:
Discursive processes by which powerful groups, who may or may not make up a
numerical majority, define subordinate groups into existence in a reductionist way
which ascribe problematic and/or inferior characteristics to these subordinate groups.
Such discursive processes affirm the legitimacy and superiority of the powerful and
condition identity formation among the subordinate (p.65).
The attitudes of neurotypical people that allowed segregation and the ‘othering’ of
neurodivergent people were not being challenged in any meaningful way. Rather,
neurotypical people were offering charity, as though that would make the neurodivergent
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person feel better. In fact this attitude more often served to make the giver of charity feel
better, thus doing little to address the structures that were serving to keep apartheid in place
(Goggin & Newell, 2005). These perspectives originated in what is known as the Medical
Model of Disability that came from the WHO, International Classification of Impairments,
Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH) (WHO, 1980), which emphasized a diagnosis of a person
and usually centred on presumed deficit. This emphasis often came from well-meaning
people trying to understand human variation through a medical lens. However, it was also
borne of historic and current capitalistic social structures that contributed to inequity by
placing a person’s worth on their ability to work and contribute monetarily (Weber, 2012).
Models of Disability
The types of categorizations mentioned above, can also place a person’s
neurodiversity as a hindrance to the economy rather than an addition to diverse ideas,
populations and cultures. This was demonstrated in the World Report on Disability (2011a)
that stated that populations with intellectual disability suffer worse inequalities in the poorest
countries (Officer & Shakespeare, 2013). Devlieger (2005) highlighted that due to a sense of
having technological superiority, the medical model alludes it can resolve disability that sees
disability as something in need of remedying. These impairment- focused disability policies
eventually gave way to the social model that exposed the disabling structures and societies
(Officer & Shakespeare, 2013) that were being faced that contributed to inequitable living
standards. The two aforementioned models are still prevalent; the medical model of disability
which implies people are disabled by their impairments and differences and the social model
of disability which implies the disability is caused by the way society is organized (Abbotts &
Spence, 2013).
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Michael Oliver, a person with lived experience of spinal injury, first challenged the
medical model in 1983, coining the term Social Model (Oliver, 2013), which was the
beginning of a change in attitude around human divergence. Dialectical change is also an
important step in reconsidering the inequitable power dynamics that are reinforced through
language (Foucault, 1972), and had influenced and reinforced people with disability as in
need of charity, that had arisen from their occupying a vulnerable position. Devlieger (2005)
added to Foucauldian theories by questioning the medical model’s construction of disability
as a problem whilst also highlighting the need for language change. It took the people with
disability to challenge this model, by politicising disablement as a problem of capitalism,
emphasizing that it had focused on the deficit within the individual rather than on the
oppressive structures of society (Oliver & Barnes, 2012).
These changes had been strongly influenced by the global disability movement
(Morris, 2011) that had gained traction in the UK, Australia, Canada, the USA and Europe,
and were based firmly in the social rather than the medical model of disability.
The cultural model of Devlieger (2005), was critical of the social model, as essential
creative components such as culture, identity and world views were not considered
adequately. Devlieger (2005) developed a European cultural perspective that showed how
‘othering’ people with disability was incongruent with societies that are diverse and people
who are most likely at some time in their lives experience disability
Kittay (2006) also critiqued the social model for using able-bodied-ness as a normalcy
that was to be achieved by disabled people. Emphasis continued to be inadvertently put on
the ‘dis’ in disability (Kittay, 2006) . In the UK in 2004, an important amendment to the 1995
Disability Discrimination Act would influence social inequalities by supplanting the
terminology ‘poverty and discrimination’ with ‘social exclusion’. The newer terminology
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encompassed marginalised groups, taking the blame off the individuals and putting it firmly
with political and structural issues (Hall, 2010).
Gustavsson (2004) along with Shakespeare (2006) found the polarization of the
medical and social models difficult to reconcile, when contextually each had validity.
Devlieger (2005) had stated that models do not occur singularly or in a linear fashion, rather
they are more, or less, prevalent in different places at different times. Gustavsson (2004)
along with Bhaskar, Danermark, Hälsovetenskapliga, and Örebro (2006) had also called for
less reductionist models through what has been termed as the “double inclusiveness”
(ontological and epistemological) of critical realism. The double inclusiveness allows
different perspectives on reality, like what is disability, a physiological divergence from the
standard, and/or problematic social structures and society? How we understand and research
that reality can be multifaceted with the double inclusiveness of critical realism. BriarLawson (2012) explained that the social sciences already use multiple approaches and
understand the ‘isms’ or unjust structures as well as the various individual perspectives of
those effects. However, Briar-Lawson (2012) stated that “critical realism promotes the power
of the individual and the collective to change structures and not just be victimized by them”
(p. 524). This makes it an emancipatory paradigm.
This movement of change was reflected in the International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) that integrated the social and medical model to
incorporate (1) health condition, (2) body functions and structures, (3) activity, (4)
participation, (5) environmental factors, (6) personal factors, and (7) health (Solli & da Silva,
2012). Bhaskar, Danermark, and Price (2017) found that this model sat with a critical realist
frame due to its integration of the bio-psycho-social model that was employed as a system
necessary for capturing the multilayered reality of being. Bhaskar et al. (2017) wrote:
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Significantly, the ICF sets the stage for interdisciplinarity by insisting on
multidisciplinary. This is because, when using the ICF, one cannot code the
magnitude of a disability in a domain without also considering the context and the
way that the domain may hinder a person’s participation (p. 117).
However, the ICF classification was critiqued by Solli and da Silva (2012, p. 277) as
“monistic materialistic ontology”, implying that “a whole should be understood only as the
sum of its parts, that is, there is nothing more to a whole than what can be understood and
exhaustively described and explained by studying its part” (p. 277). They recommended the
ontology also incorporate the mind-body connection described as Cartesian Substance
Dualism. Solli and da Silva (2012) describe this connection:
Physical reality and mind are two separate, independent, and opposite existing
realities. Each single human individual, alone or isolated from others, can in principle
pursue and succeed in attaining a good life and can develop freedom, identity and
characteristic skills, independently of other human beings and of society (p.280).
Solli and da Silva (2012) also saw emergentism as important to classification. Kim
(1992) described emergentism as a standpoint that “presents the world as an evolutionary
process but also a layered structure, a hierarchically organised system of levels of properties,
each structure organised from and dependant on the one below”. Solli and da Silva (2012)
proposed including a classification that employed:
(a) a pluralistic-holistic ontology (PHO) and (b) a multidimensional view of the
human being, with individual and environmental aspects, in relation to three levels of
reality implied by the PHO. For the ICF to attain its holistic claim, the interactions
between its components should be based on (a) and (b) (p.277).
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Their model, like the ICF, looked at not only the experience of people with disability,
but also people without disability, by putting all people’s existence as having the same
conditions affecting that functioning. It blends the complexities of human experience without
bowing to reductionist theorising, as was put forward as necessary by Bhaskar et al. (2017) in
developing the ICF classification. Solli and da Silva (2012) provide a more complex
ontological ‘disability’ model that bends to fit our complex nature and incorporates the
multifarious environments that our lives consist of. Epistemologically, it can be continually
constructed through the nuanced person-centred approach developed by neurodivergent
people and their advocates to increase choice, and challenge labels (O'Brien & O'Brien,
2000).
The person-centred planning model was built from the expertise of neurodivergent
populations who came together with other people who were family members, professionals
and advocates to form communities of practice which strengthened their influence (O'Brien
& O'Brien, 2000; Wenger, 1999). They advocated listening and responding to the person and
those who know the person best; supporting and building relationships, individualising
support based on higher expectations, whilst also demanding that agencies adopt new forms
of services (O'Brien & O'Brien, 2000). O'Brien and Sullivan (2005) described the
development of this process in the title of their work: Allies in Emancipation, Shifting from
Providing Services to Providing Support, where they emphasised how attitudes disable more
than impairment, by using the lived experience of one of the authors to illuminate the impact
of these attitudes. Using a person-centred frame has been seen as a vast improvement on how
organisations and individuals work because it steers away from reducing experience and
expectation (Cambridge & Carnaby, 2005), and ensures that information is gathered and
disseminated through the expertise of those who have real life experience of divergence.
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Gaskin (2015) took these models further when she argued for a more nuanced
disability model that incorporated moral, medical, social, bio-psychosocial, and postmodernism. Her review of the current research in the area, emphasized the need and ability
for psychologists, disability workers, researchers and families to change their perspectives for
inequalities to shift fully. Gaskin (2015) reiterates the work of O'Brien and Sullivan (2005),
who like (Parmenter, 2014) saw the imperative need for transformation in attitudes around
disability. Both Gaskin (2015) and Parmenter (2014) expounded that without our own
psychological shifts, there will be difficulty in creating deep and lasting change. The
neurodiversity movement supports the change in perception that is necessary for individual
transformations to occur.
In line with the literature described above, the neurodiversity model used throughout
this thesis employs a perspective that removes insinuated power discrepancies of other
models. This model acknowledges a neurodiverse populous. Obejas (2016), a neurodivergent
person, explained the Neurodiversity Model as follows:
Every type of mind is equal, that they are all valuable, they are all normal, healthy.
That there is not one type of mind that is superior to another, this contrasts with […]
there being one type of mind that is healthy to exist and everyone else’s are somehow
flawed or broken. (2:02)
Contrary to the Solli and da Silva (2012) Cartesian Substance Dualism, and in
comparison to the Neurodiversity Model used in this thesis, Winance (2016, p. 12) outlined a
Care Model developed by Kittay (2006) which uses our dependency on one another as a
given and as a positive aspect of our humanity. It also “allows one to recognize that people
with complex needs are full members of the human community” because it recognizes the
normalcy of inescapable “dependency generated by certain forms of disability—as one form
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of dependency among others” (p 12). Normalcy is not based on the pathological in this care
model or based on the capacity to make decisions or be independent (Winance, 2016). It is
built on people’s ability to be involved in care relationships (Kittay, 2006) or more broadly
relationships of love, “of enjoying reality” (Kittay, 2015 cited by Winance 2016). Such
relationships are universal, and as such, like the neurodiversity model, more ontologically
and epistemologically relevant to the lives of neurodivergent people. This universality can be
used to feed legislation that aims to encompass the rights of all people without reverting to
outdated modes that single out certain groups.
Human rights legislation encompassing the disability models
The World Report on Disability WHO (2011b) provides a strong base from which to
launch a model that emphasises the rights of physically, and neurologically diverse
populations. Officer and Shakespeare (2013) wrote that this aims:
To enable access to mainstream policies, systems, and services; invest in specific
programs and services for people with disabilities; adopt a national disability strategy
and plan of action; involve people with disabilities; improve human resource capacity;
provide adequate funding and improve affordability; increase public awareness and
understanding of disability; improve disability data collection; and strengthen and
support research on disability. (p. 86)
Officer and Shakespeare (2013) noted that there was little in the report that addressed
issues that pertain to neurodivergent people or focused on human rights in that area. More
recently the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD) and a UN commitment promotes the inclusion of people with disabilities at all
levels. Post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) have also given this area a robust
framework from which to implement changes. The SDG states on their web page that
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“Although, the word “disability” is not cited directly in all goals, the goals are indeed
relevant to ensure the inclusion and development of persons with disabilities” (U.N, 2016),
which shows the shift away from labelling into general inequity.
Mittler (2015) stated that the SDG goals should now be used as a frame by
organizations and individuals who are advocating and implementing strategies that improve
the Quality of Life (QoL) of neurodiverse populations, implementing a tangible measure. In
the life of people with intellectual disability, QoL scales have been developed using both
objective and subjective understanding, but highlight the importance of subjective experience
(Bermejo, Mateos, & Sánchez-Mateos, 2014; Cummins, 2005; Cummins & Lau, 2005;
Reinders & Schalock, 2014; Schalock, 2004). Putting the person (subject) at the centre of
QoL inquiry has operationalised person-centred practice that has blossomed into inclusive
research paradigms highlighting the profound changes that are being seen in the field of
disability and consequently in the lives of neurodivergent people (Brown, 2014).
Mittler (2015) emphasized the radical possibilities of the CRPD as a step that will
change the landscape of the disability movement as its articles cross both policy and practice.
Like Gaskin (2015); and Goggin and Newell (2005), he also highlighted the need for all, not
just people with disability, to move toward real social equity. Mittler (2015) showed how the
CRPD necessitates that people with disability lead the change with the support of “service
planners and providers, members of professional and voluntary organizations, the research
community, and by society at large” (p.79). The disability movement is not just for and about
disabled people but for humanity. Equity and decency have the potential to be realized
through the disability movement, (Chappell, Goodley, & Lawthom, 2001; Shakespeare, 1998,
2006), promoting that society does the changing.
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However, an individual also needs to be aware of their rights in order for them to be a
part of the change. Young and Quibell (2000) explored human rights with sociological and
philosophical frames, and identified that a lack of understanding of a person’s rights majorly
hampers change. They argued that without a better understanding rights will be administered
top down and therefore real changes that would see oppression, discrimination and injustice
removed from the lives of neurodivergent people will not be established.
In the USA the seminal work Nothing About Us Without Us (Charlton, 2000),
demonstrated how the disability grassroots movement grew to be global and has had great
influence on the presumptions people held about people with a range of divergence. The
strength of this disability civil rights movement that had stemmed from the civils rights
movements (Charlton, 2000), during the 1960’s and 70’s was that it grew from the ground,
from the people it directly affected, and was an organized protest which gathered strength and
eventually had great influence on policy. Grassroots movements are intrinsically empowering
(Kenny, Taylor, Onyx, & Mayo, 2015; Maton, 2008; Mayo, Mendiwelso-Bendek, &
Packham, 2013; Rooke, 2013), and can offer opportunity for people who have experienced
oppression to engage with democratic process (Charlton, 2000; Davis, 2002; Rooke, 2013).
Oliver and Barnes (2012) found that the one place that is still missing the influence of
the disability movement is politics. They established that disability policies of Britain in the
90’s, that were directed by people with disability, had a huge impact on changing people’s
perceptions (Campbell & Oliver, 1996, p. xii). Similarly, the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS), which was introduced in Australia in 2008 and has a person-centred
approach, allowed people to choose services rather than services being chosen for them, thus
bringing deeper change (Butteriss, 2012). This scheme came to be legislated by the
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Australian Government in 2013 to provide divergent people, with the power to choose
instead of the unfair and inefficient previous government-directed support (Knaus, 2017)
The NDIS in Australia is a part of this new beginning because it grew from lived
experience along with decades of research in the area (Butteriss, 2012). The aim is for
neurodivergent people to have better control of their lives and to be treated with the equity
that most populations enjoy (Collings, Dew, & Dowse, 2017; Green & Mears, 2014). This is
a time of opportunity where service provisions can take on the mantle of change at all levels
and counteract the negative experiences that so many have faced. They can look at the
services holistically with the people using that service so that in time services are supporting
rather than just providing (O'Brien & Sullivan, 2005). This will ensure they are addressing
the needs and desires through being led by rather than leading neurodiverse populations.
Nevertheless, Green and Mears (2014) research into the implementation of the NDIS
employed self-advocates including neurodivergent individuals who found that using the
scheme had inevitable issues, particularly in regional areas that were piloting. This personcentred model found a major concern, as outlined above, is the potential drying up of funding
for the specialist support organisations that are providers of information to, and advocates on
behalf of, those with disability and their careers. Loss of these organisations, and the
knowledge and human capital within, could be devastating to the disability human rights
movement (Green & Mears, 2014, p. 37).
Green and Mears (2014) investigation invited the people who the scheme affects to
the research centre and, also implemented outreach research to encompass those regional
areas using the NDIS. Their approach reflected the principles of inclusive research, where
people with a lived experience had ownership over what was to be researched, and how. This
is in line with the disability movement, and civil rights, principles. O'Brien et al. (2014) have
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argued that such an approach leads to the development of a dynamic community of learners
where advocates and researchers become expert research teams. Such a model has the
potential to connect neurodivergent people to research the policies that affect them.
Communities of practice are being borne; they are empowering and informing all who are
part of them like the inclusive research practice central to the reviews and research that takes
place through the Centre of Disability Studies (CDS) in Sydney. Its work gives authenticity
to inclusion strategies that go toward instilling a sense of belonging as advocated by Hall
(2013), whilst also helping organisations meet the needs of the people using their services
Normalization, inclusion and belonging
Rhodes (2008) described how policy had not translated to lived experience:
“…invisible in society, and often demonised through a fear born of ignorance, were now
much more visible presences, though still socially marginalised as citizens” (p. 130). The
global movement around inclusion and ‘normalization’ of people with intellectual differences
has incorporated humanistic philosophies that highlight the strengths and rights of all people.
These philosophies began to be realized once they were put into policies and practice through
the signing of the UNESCO (1994) Salamanca Statement that emphasized “…inclusion and
participation are essential to human dignity and to the enjoyment and exercise of human
rights” (p. 11). Normalization was queried because though it was heralded as a much-needed
change it did not go far enough in its valuing the diversity of people and their communities
(Culham & Nind, 2003). This was shown when specific spaces were designed for
neurodivergent populations, inadvertently producing more forms of segregation. Inclusion,
though based in a real understanding of the ill-effects of segregation, had become a buzzword
that did not necessarily represent authentic inclusion. ‘Belonging’ was flagged as a more
appropriate language than the less nuanced ‘inclusion’ as it incorporated emotions as well as
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space (Hall, 2013). Belonging, in reference to marginalised groups such as neurodiverse
people, has been under-researched (Wood & Waite, 2011).
Citing Foucault (1972), Culham and Nind (2003) stated that the policies around
inclusion were often based in academic theorizing, politicized and otherwise used in ways
that did nothing to redress the inequalities inherent in our social and educational scaffolding.
Slee (1993) used examples of politician’s speeches which have influenced segregation in
Australia and went on to dissect the political and economic aspects of past inclusion
strategies as a veneer that had interest in maintaining status quo. (Slee) noted that
professionals, both the ‘specialist’ and ‘non- specialist’, who worked in the field of disability
as well as schools and special bodies were usually able to get more resources if they too
employed the strategies that had been employed through government policy. It is as though it
were only lack of resources and equipment that were the issues with inclusive practice (Slee,
1993). Slee (2010) has exposed the disabling nature of inclusive paradigms in learning
environments and advocated for democratic processes that serve to enable through genuine
participation, rather than disable by reinforcing structural and social inequality.
Choice Theory, developed by Glasser (1999) is a psychological educational theory
that can be practiced to encourage learning and is based on a person’s (student) need to
belong, feel freedom and power through agency and choice, and to have fun. Glasser (1999)
used a person-centered approach that also understood the importance of the group, as a
whole. This standpoint provides an individual with tools to actively engage in learning no
matter what their style of learning is, as each student is valued as separate, and as a part of the
group this form of meaningful inclusion is based on an innate desire to belong (Baumeister &
Leary, 1995). The work of Pockney (2006) and Hall (2010, 2013) also focused on authentic
inclusion/exclusion principles, and the complexities of feeling part of something as opposed
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to looking like one is part of something. “Inclusion” was achievable on paper when
evaluation of projects used tick boxes to prove success and thereby were more easily
refunded by invested bodies. Many organisations that have achieved a more authentically
inclusive space and practice have not been given opportunity to demonstrate the nuances that
have supported ‘real’ inclusion. That is inclusion that gives people what Hall (2010) terms as
a sense of belonging. Through his research, Hall learnt and understood better marginalised
people’s need for attachment, and their desire for recognition, thus he replaced the term
‘social inclusion’ with ‘belonging’ and ‘place’ (Hall, 2013, p. 244). His hope is that
transformative terminology will be used, such as his ‘becoming toward belonging’, which
endeavours to change how we think about inclusion so as not to deprive it of the complexities
that stem from an individual’s need to be somebody, and to be a part of something. This work
is reflected in the framework introduced by Clapton (2009) which emphasised mutuality,
interdependence and even chaos rather than illusive ‘normal relationships, allowing for
difference within the formation of relationships.
The issue of terminology can be particularly important in redressing the language of
power (Foucault, 1972), however it can also become a means in which to repackage an idea
as though the words themselves will bring about change. Academia and other pursuits of
critical reflection can get caught in the reconstruction of language, which may only be
accessible by a few (Slee, 2010). Academically this can lift a theory and give it a new
direction, but may be hard for the subjects of a study to make sense of, therefore possibly
contributing to exclusion. The call for collaborative, inclusive research has increased in the
hope that studies are done with people rather than on them to increase equity at all levels
(O'Brien, 2003; O'Brien et al., 2014). Inclusive research has been shown to empower people
who historically, have been marginalized and socio-economically challenged (Mayo, 1974;
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Mayo et al., 2013). The Centre of Disability Studies explains how “inclusive research is
about people with intellectual disabilities doing research, not having research done on them”
and outline the principles of Inclusive research in the Quality Statement of Disability
Inclusive Research Collaboration (CDS, 2017). Working with people with lived experience
of disability can bring perspectives and nuances that can more readily be captured in
collaborative practice (O'Brien et al., 2014). This engages people whom policy affects whilst
modelling the democratic process that Slee (2010) saw as missing from inclusion discourse.
The Relevance of Community Connection
Rapley and Hopgood (1997) implemented Quality of Life (QoL) measures and found
that in rural Australia, community service providers were getting the rhetoric of inclusion
right but struggling with genuine community participation. Rapley (2000) then highlighted
the importance of feeling a sense of belonging to a community, feeling part of a community,
rather than just living in it. Keith and Keith (2013) more recently discussed how inclusion
became one of the standards during ‘normalisation’ and became an important criterion used
to measure a person’s QoL. The measure was used to understand how deinstitutionalisation
was functioning for neurodivergent people through Cummins (1996); Parmenter (1994);
Schalock (1997) work, whom sought to understand lived experiences of neurodivergent
people in the community and beyond. QoL has been developed to now include the people it
was aimed at supporting by finding out subjective experience of QoL (Brown & Schippers,
2016; Cummins & Lau, 2005).
Community as a concept is integral to human development and can be separated into
two general categories: territorial and relational (Gusfield, 1975).When in regional Australia,
territorial communities are more obviously defined by small towns or their clusters. Linking
the clusters by connecting services can provide a wider sense of community through a sense
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of belonging to something bigger. Cultivation of a sense of community connection and
belonging has historically relied on the grouping of people with neurodivergence as a
commonality (Rhodes, 2008). That diagnostic grouping can serve to medicalise community
engagement and thereby create barriers to genuine community inclusion. In Australia, the
NDIS may help to remove those barriers by allowing people to choose their activities and
thereby meet others with similar interests rather than similar diagnosis. However, the NDIS
could compromise those territorial communities as the services may not be able to cope with
pricing which is likely to make regional services less viable (Knaus, 2017). It is possible
smaller disability services will close, leaving their already formed proximal communities to
be re-built, possibly compromising long held proximal, communal spaces.
Relational communities focus on commonalities amongst people (McMillan &
Chavis, 1986) and in regional areas, due to smaller population and distance between places,
territorial communities are more common place. Clusters of regional services will likely
overlap, which may create chances for neurodivergent people to get to know each other
through those different smaller relational services, divided because of territorial geographical
boundaries. Relational community groups can also be cultivated to become communities of
practice that Wenger (2013) depicted as shared experience and interests that are enhanced
and grow to become authentic learning spaces. The strength of these groups will also
incorporate recognition of difference within the group, which is seen to be pivotal (Wood &
Waite, 2011) to that group’s wellbeing and thereby the individuals who make it up. The
NDIS will support the choice of neurodivergent people and this in turn encourages people
using the scheme to choose which services they use, rather than go to the one most
convenient to get to. These choices should see more inclusive relational activities and spaces
being accessed for what they offer not who they offer to. The formation of relational
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communities will be an important avenue because the people involved will not only belong to
groups with others like them, but also people with similar interests, hopefully countering the
effects of historical marginalisation.
Communities of practice are often formed when people come together and learn and
contribute to group learning (Wenger, 1999, 2013). It is a fluid, organic occurrence where
people bring their own expertise and consequently the group grows in its knowledge and
understanding. Each person has a valuable role to play in that community and as
Wolfensberger (2000) wrote having a role in life that is recognised brings better living
conditions and the ‘good things in life’ into reach (Keith & Keith, 2013). Wolfensberger
termed this Social Role Valorisation (SRV) (Wolfensberger, 1983), and in his more recent
work evolved the term so that it is not confused with the often-ambiguous interpretations of
empowerment. Wolfensberger (2011) stated:
The empowerment ideology relies a great deal on coercion, and/or a conflict model.
One gives people powers to compel other people to do something, or not to do
something. In contrast, SRV relies largely on educational and persuasive strategies
that change people’s mind content about certain classes of other people by changing
their perceptions, expectations, and attitudes. (p. 470)
The SRV perspective on power dynamics may be more likely to contribute to deep
and authentic changes in how neurodivergent people connect with and within their many
communities. However, Campbell (1998) pointed out that it was too intertwined with an
antiquated bio-medical model and pushed for the autonomy and individualism, steeped in
ableism and hetero-normality. The role an individual has affects their social interactions, and
in some cases, determines them (Wolfensberger, 2000). This perspective may contribute to
championing normative behaviour (Nirje, 1985), rather than forming unique identity that is
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valued as part of a diverse social fabric. Therefore, it becomes important that all people have
access to the roles they want to become identified with, but that room is given to allow for the
unfolding of an identity rather than fitting into what society deems as acceptable. This could
be achieved with authentic inclusion that can lead to communities of practice rather than
individualism based on the independence alerted to by Campbell (1998).
Nurturing Social Worlds
Mackenzie and Stoljar (2000a) see autonomy as a “characteristic of agents who are
emotional, embodied, desiring, creative, and feeling, as well as rational, creatures” and they
highlight the ways in which “agents are both psychically internally differentiated and socially
differentiated from others” (p. 21). However, like Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2007); Mbiti
(1990), Mackenzie and Stoljar (2000a) also appreciate that “an analysis of the characteristics
and capacities of the self cannot be adequately undertaken without attention to the rich and
complex social and historical contexts in which agents are embedded” (p.21). Collings et al.
(2017) have also shown that agency in planning with people with intellectual disability relied
on good communication and the formation of trusting relationships. Research shows how
being an autonomous agent in one’s life depends on supportive social networks.
Mbiti (1990) explained that in ancient African Ubuntu philosophy people are not born
with a ‘self’ (ena), instead this develops through interactions and experiences over time or
more succinctly: “I am because we are, and since we are, therefore I am” (p. 160). Birhane
(2017) concurs citing Dewey’s work that incorporates the liberalism of the self with the
communalism of our groups. Birhane (2017) discussed some of the psychological theories of
self that “cut away the webbing that connects to others” (p. 1 ). Birhane (2017) showed how
the Cartesian model of dualistic being was taken up early in psychology where “ego”, “super
ego” and, “id” are central, and separate from each other. However, Hasson (2017)
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neuroscience research has shown how necessary our interactions are for the development of
humanity: “the most important thing is just to keep being coupled to other people, to keep
communicating with them and to keep spreading ideas” (p. 1). Lieberman (2013) wrote in his
exploration of the neuroscience behind connectedness that we form attachments in safe
communities where we feel our wellbeing is important to others.
Sandel (1998) compared the work of Rawls (1971), who described how identity is
formed through agency where the subject uses will, which takes it beyond the confines of the
self, as the person is willing to engage with objects of choice. With this perspective, Rawls
saw the self as bounded rather than fully interlinked with others. This sits within Cartesian
philosophy of mind/matter dualism that sees the separation of mind from matter and from
other minds, rather than the continually interacting whole. However, the brain needs social
connection (Lieberman, 2013) and responds to loss of this connection similarly to the
experience of physical injury (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams, 2003). Lieberman
(2013) discussed how neuroimaging has shown how our “urge to connect, the ability to
understand what others think and feel is critical to building an effective social creature” (p.
178). Lieberman (2013) then went on to state that “increasing our social connections is
probably the single easiest way to enhance our wellbeing” (p. 250).
Hall, Strydom, Richards, Hardy, Bernal, and Wadsworth (2005) study found that
being part of a community of practice is like being a member of a social club. Their research
in Scotland discovered that historically, neurodivergent people at age 11 generally were not
members of social clubs, whereas later in their adult life, due to considerable alterations to
inclusion policy, this changed dramatically. Increased social activity demonstrated that
normalization and deinstitutionalization policy changes had a positive effect on this group’s
QoL (Hall et al., 2005).
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However, as was discussed earlier, inclusion cannot happen without a sense of
belonging socially; if people feel they belong then they feel included (Hall, 2010, 2013).
Inequalities can remain unchanged even though policies, such as inclusion, have been
amended to counter discrimination. This had been occurring in the ‘special needs’ education
system (Slee, 1993, 2010). Van Trigt, Kool, and Schippers (2016) confirmed this when they
highlighted that seemingly emancipatory and respected concepts such as humanity could still
serve to include or exclude people with disability and can still be based in the questionable
context of charity. Their QoL and FQoL (family quality of life) editorial in the Journal of
Social Inclusion in issue four, described how family and community attitudes to
neurodivergent people drive their behaviours. Therefore, attitudes that respect divergence
will empower or help to validate the social roles championed by Wolfensberger (2011).
Shakespeare (2006) also recognised that political oppression was not the only thing
contributing to exclusion, but that specific impairments, and social predicaments (that often
arise out of communication differences for neurodivergent people), can play as big a part. He
cited his continued research to illustrate that many supported living situations do not
contribute to socialising. His research also found that individuals are willing, but that services
often lack the support required for people to build friendships. Neurodivergence can lead to
impaired cognitive functioning, which can lead to behavioural differences (Oliver, 2014) that
can contribute to social exclusion. Gaskin (2015) review shows that the effect on social-life is
dramatic for neurodivergent people, particularly if they display challenging social
behaviours. These behaviours can lead to less positive social interaction in communities that
are not open to diversity, which can then continue throughout their lives. Exclusion and lack
of social interaction affect physical health, which was demonstrated in the work of Rabin,
Gwaltney, Skoner, Doyle, and Cohen (1997) who showed the effects of isolation on
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susceptibility to the common cold. Similarly, there is more research demonstrating the
physical effects of emotions, and on the biological importance of social connectivity in
maintaining and also improving health (Shakespeare, 2006).
Murphy (2011) cited the study by Hall et al. (2005) to highlight the disparities that
occur between neurodivergent people and neurotypical people due to the continuing effects
of segregation (p.1055). Murphy found that social interaction for neurodivergent people
continued to be out of step with neurotypical persons. Hall et al. (2005) also found that
employment and independent living were more likely to occur in the lives of neurodivergent
people than longer-term relationships and involved social lives.
The importance of forming relationships was also expressed by Winance (2016) who
wrote about the experiences and work of Kittay (a scholar and a mother with a profoundly
diverse child). Kittay (2006) understood first-hand, personally and from a scholarly
perspective, how the relationship between people is what makes us human. Winance (2016)
stated “…it is therefore not a matter of opposing “autonomy” and “dependency” but of
showing how care relationships and dependency underlie autonomy” (p. 11). This
dependency is viewed as strengthening our humanness because we rely on social interactions
in different capacities. Therefore, building relationships is a hugely important part of what
allows our humanity to flourish and should not be denied to any person. Ratcliffe, Wong,
Dossetor, and Hayes (2015) also placed great importance on understanding people, listening
to them and allowing voices to be heard. Thill (2015) expanded this to show it “involves the
desire to ‘understand’ self and others, which is explained as seeking intersubjective
recognition of our sameness and difference rather than mastery over the other” (p. 9).
Winance (2016) described it thus: “The person is seen from the get-go through several
dimensions, each potentially carrying meaning and value, different definitions of normalcy”
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(p. 11). This stance aligns with critical realism theory that considers a complex and stratified
world that can be seen using a multitude of perspectives (Bhaskar, 2014)..
Some serious implications of social isolation include abuse (Sullivan et al., 2013),
criminality (Murphy, 2011) educational disengagement (Elksnin & Elksnin, 2004; Sullivan &
Knutson, 2000), and mental health difficulties (Macdonald, 2012). Depressive and anxiety
disorders seem to have a higher prevalence in neurodiverse populations that could be
attributed to abuse and/or social exclusion (Bermejo et al., 2014). Lack of social support is a
high-risk factor in any form of child abuse (Murphy, 2011; Sullivan & Knutson, 2000) and
creates long-term issues with behaviour mental health (Al Odhayani, Watson, & Watson,
2013; Sharma, 2016). People with Intellectual Disability are nearly four times more likely to
suffer abuse (U.N, 2008), often combined with neglect, and is becoming a problem that needs
addressing within communities (Scope, 2015), rather than in segregated spaces where abuse
is more likely to occur. These outcomes show how past legislation, though carefully
considered, has not produced the changes that would be protective for people with disability,
not least neurodivergent populations. Spaces that are inclusive, supportive and value social
relationships can help counter problems of alienation and isolation where connections can
flourish countering the exclusion that has been intergenerational at the hands of inadequate
systems.
Making Friends
Social isolation has had a detrimental effect to neurodivergent people’s social lives.
Social connectedness is a protective factor yet of all marginalised groups, people with
disabilities are less likely to have other people with disabilities around them (McVilly,
Stancliffe, Parmenter, & Burton‐Smith, 2006a, 2006b; Shakespeare, 2006). Therefore, though
inclusion is championed as the salve to isolation for neurodiverse people, it also needs to be
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sensitive to the need of neurodivergent people to meet other neurodivergent people. Two
young people the author worked with in the UK in 2006 expressed a feeling of ‘coming
home’ when they left a mainstream setting for a space specifically designed for them and
others who also felt different to their peers in mainstream settings where bullying was rife.
They made good friendships and felt better about life. Though there were many possible
reasons that could have influenced this sentiment, not least historical segregation; it is also
possibly ideologically flawed to expect them to have been frustrated by going to a place
where there were many others with whom they identified. Inclusion rhetoric has at times had
an ill effect on those it was supposed to emancipate.
Rabin et al. (1997) showed there had been little research on social and sexual
relationships between people with intellectual disability. However, Knox and Hickson (2001)
demonstrated that this has changed with an increase in qualitative studies that include
neurodiverse populations, which has given more emphasis to social life and friendships. This
was shown in ethnographic research carried out by Cummins and Lau (2005) that had
illuminated how relationships are thought about by neurodivergent people and which ones are
most important in their lives. Issues in forming close and personal relationships suffer from a
lack of opportunity (Pockney, 2006), with social networks and relationships being more
restricted for neurodivergent people (Sullivan et al., 2013). There remains much work to be
done in this area.
In his chapter on Love, Friendship and Intimacy Shakespeare (2006) also challenged
some ideological inclusion policies that may have neglected the individual experience of
forming good relationships. Getting to know others through common experience is often
reported as being the base of many relationships (Howells & Zelnik, 2009). The research
done by Edgerton (1993) over decades helped professionals understand much more about the
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intricacies of the needs of neurodivergent people, particularly those who had come from
institutions. His research in 1971 saw deep friendships being formed as a type of sub-culture
where people with similar experience get together; his work was supported by the findings of
Howells and Zelnik (2009). Their research in an art studio showed identity and connections
were formed between the neurodivergent people in the group (ibid.).
The voices of neurodivergent people in Australia was captured by Knox and Hickson
(2001) when they carried out an in depth case study with four participants on the meaning of
friendships. They found that the people they interviewed developed long lasting friendships
with each other shown by the following responses: “I invite him…he invites me…we go to
each other’s places” (Michael talking about his good friend Zac p. 282). This research also
showed the intimate relationships between people: “she’s a different sort of friend…she’s my
girlfriend…I’d like to get married” (Michael talking about Lucy p. 284). The relationships
had strengthened with time and by living together or getting together frequently they had
formed deeper connections. This was demonstrated with: “yeah…we go out together
too…out to the movies…out to lunches…” (Lucy talking about her good mate Janelle) and
“we grew up together…we used to go to school together”. Knox and Hickson (2001) found
that for each of the four research participants, close friends and good mates were other
neurodivergent people, although they had also acknowledged important people in their lives
who were neurotypical. Their research also discussed how friendship with other
neurodivergent people is devalued in the literature, and that inclusion has been seen to be
having neurotypical friends. In the research by Knox and Hickson (2001), the participants
had been able to clearly define the difference between friends and intimate friends
(boyfriends and girlfriends) which shows how their social interactions also contribute to
emotional understanding, or emotional intelligence.
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In their study, neurodivergent people who shared accommodation and were good
friends said: “We like to do things…we have common interests…” (Knox & Hickson, 2001).
It is likely that community activities that consider relationships within the activity could
contribute to strengthening friendships (ergo, their sense of belonging), ability to socialise
more and form stronger relationships. A review by Howarth et al. (2016) on social
participation for populations described as having an intellectual disability recommended in
the discussion that “pre-existing relationships should not be jeopardised when looking into
forming new ones and approaches which embrace naturally occurring opportunities to
enhance social networks may be more effective” (p. 13). Fulford and Cobigo (2018) thematic
synthesis found that there is an urgent need to find “novel interventions to increase the
activity, social inclusion, social contacts and friendships for people with intellectual
disability” (p. 848). They cited a recent audit of disability research in Australia by Llewellyn
(2014) that found that most studies in the field described issues in this area but failed to focus
on solutions.
The importance of friendship was also seen by MacDonald (2016) who found that
peer support is underrated in the lives of neurodiverse populations, but is highly important to
their emotional wellbeing. Her inclusive research found that neurodivergent people would
like an opportunity to share their feelings and talk and that this was best achieved through
friendships with other neurodivergent individuals. The neurodivergent people who helped her
decide on doing a literature review had said this was “important because everybody should
have someone to talk to and share their feelings with” (MacDonald, 2016, p. 233). Within the
same context, research by Howarth et al. (2016) explored the importance of friendships and
successful “interventions included person-centred planning, alteration of activity patterns, a
befriending scheme and skill-based group sessions” (p. 44), and could be achieved with
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support of professionals. The importance of staff in supporting the friendships of
neurodivergent people was expanded on by Pockney (2006) who found that the role of the
support worker will influence an individual’s perceptions of relationships as much as the
influence of local traditional norms. Pockney (2006) also demonstrated that self-esteem and
personality have considerable impact on the depth of personal relationships formed with
peers, family and staff. Social isolation can lead to stigmatisation which has a serious and
profound effect on physical and mental health.
Stigma
The stigma that neurodivergent people face impacts self-esteem and self-efficacy
(Corrigan, 2014; Paterson et al., 2012), which also affects their social, economic and other
experiences. It is a layered affect that permeates most areas of their lives. Richardson and
Koller (1996) found that having close and intimate relationships counteracted the negative
effects experienced because of stigmatisation. This was reiterated in the work of Crocker and
Major (1989) who found that stigma may not in itself lead to lowered self-esteem if the
stigmatized feel a belonging to a group, it is possible this protects the self-concept. Paterson
et al. (2012) found using their participant-produced questionnaire that “perception of stigma
was found to be significantly related to negative social comparisons, which in turn was
significantly related to low self-esteem” (p. 166). This study implied that a sense of
belonging can counteract feelings of comparison that inhibit feelings of self-worth by
building resilience.
Both Foucault (1977) and Goffman (1968) viewed stigma as preventable with
politically (Freire, 1970), culturally and socially constructed equity. Goffman (1968) used
interviews to locate the many issues stigmatisation has on identity formation, social lives,
employment and community. His research was backed by the work of Hannem and Bruckert
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(2012) who looked deeply at the implications of identity within a society whereby many
neurodivergent people can be deemed difficult in a capitalist economy because they were
thought to be in need rather than contributors. Parmenter (2014) asked: “how do we create
environments where the interdependence of individuals is a central feature and where
individuals perceive their identity and conceptualization of self in the context of a mutually
dependent society?” (P. 422). This research attempts to create such an environment within an
art studio.
Werner and Roth (2014) research from South Africa with people affected by HIV and
AIDS found that stigmatisation can be challenged through community education, and that
understanding is most effective when it comes from community mobilisation, not only
legislation. This had also been found through the disability grass-roots movement that
brought about meaningful long lasting change and is reflected in current inclusive research
practice. Farrugia (2009) analysis of 12 interviews of parents of children diagnosed with
Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) argued for parents to be educated about it so they can
resist stigma. This would increase their awareness, but also the awareness of organisations
and the people who may unwittingly stigmatise due to lack of knowledge in the area.
Corrigan (2014) calls this a ‘benevolence’ stigma that is as damaging as stigma derived from
misinformation about contagious diseases like HIV. A qualitative study by Lalvani (2015)
looked at perceptions of neurodivergent people in the U.S. at school age. They asked the
families and teachers of neurodivergent people about stigma and found that parent’s views
were in line with sociocultural attitudes around marginalisation and othering. However
teachers’ attitudes were still steeped in the medical model (Lalvani, 2015) that reinforces
stigma through a perception of deficit. A case study by Campbell, Foulis, Maimane, and
Sibiya (2005) about stigma with young South African Community members also found that
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education with participatory paradigms incorporating a pluralistic, dynamic approach
supported a quicker and deeper change. The process behind this change would readjust the
power dynamics that both Foucault (1977) and Goffman (1968) saw as fostering
stigmatisation. Van Trigt et al. (2016) showed the recent changes that are arising through
work in the field of disability studies where Goodley, Lawthom, and Cole (2014) recognize a
‘norm’, and seek to question it, which is a useful perspective when addressing stigma and
difference by celebrating diversity.
Today, however we have a vast proportion of neurodivergent people who have felt
stigmatised; Evans, Howlett, Kremser, Simpson, Kayess, and Trollor (2012) wrote that
problematic mental health in neurodivergent children lies at 30-50% (Einfeld, Ellis, &
Emerson, 2011), and is a major issue for adults who are three to four times more likely to
have issues with mental health than neurotypical people. Paterson et al. (2012) showed that
lowered self-esteem will mean a higher sensitivity to stigmatization in neurodiverse
populations. These issues have been overlooked in the health and disability professions in
Australia and throughout the world; yet have major implications on the quality of life a
person experiences (Evans et al., 2012). It would appear until the social fabric is rewoven to
profoundly incorporate diversity, this problem remains.
Disability and other services can support the changes needed to decrease the stigma
experienced by neurodivergent populations. The standards for the Convention on the Rights
of People with Disability emphasised that the rights of people can only be enjoyed if those
same people have access to equitable access to health services (U.N, 2008). This standard
was not being met in Australia due to a lack of accessibility of services (Evans et al., 2012).
The Convention recommends that disability and mental health services pool resources (Evans
et al., 2012). However, there is a history of people being removed from society where people
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with mental health issues as well as neurodivergent people were locked up together because
of their ‘difference’ (Rhodes, 2008). People with complex support needs often bridge these
and other areas, which means their needs to be flexibility in capturing their requirements in
order for them to utilise the NDIS.
Research by Dew, Collings, Dillon Savage, Gentle, and Dowse (2018) used ‘bodymapping’ as a way of utilising creative methods in person-centred planning for people with a
variety of support requirements. Their research showed through imagery with testimonia
from people with complex support needs, how agency, self-esteem, and relationships were
central to living the lives they wanted.
.

Shakespeare (2006) warned against top-down services becoming oppressive and

discriminatory, thereby democratic processes need to be implemented and adhered to from
inception to the running of a service to avoid the risk of repeating past issues. This will be
minimised by creating spaces and programs with, not for the people who will benefit from
them. Feeling valued creates a sense of wellbeing that can be achieved through inclusion that
fosters a sense of belonging (Pockney, 2006). Thus, belonging needs to be at the heart of any
change; whilst stigma associated with mental health and neurodivergence is continually,
consciously dismantled.
Symbolic and material inequality is complex, however community building with
ethical underpinnings is as possible now as it has ever been (Corrigan, 2014). Recent policies
that have been incorporated into practice greatly contribute to averting the many problems
that stigmatisation causes, however combining this with action from the ground up is
essential to producing real change (Corrigan, 2014). An ethnographic study by Howells and
Zelnik (2009) of the effects of art-making on stigma and discrimination showed that mixed
(inclusive) groups of people with and without mental health difficulties started to share an
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identity, that of artists. The nuanced descriptive study highlights the medium of art as very
useful to group bonding and newly formed identity. Recent work in regional Australia
supports this through research into the power of showing art work to challenge the
perceptions of the wider public to the artist (Hurley, Linsley, Rowe, & Fontanella, 2014)
rather than a stifling label steeped in stigma.
Social Worlds, Groups and the Self
As has been discussed, self is constructed within and from our social world making
our identity formation fluid (Schachter, 2005). Further to this, Vygotsky and Kozulin (1986)
described the importance of group to formation of self and identity. Learning and the
development of a ‘higher self’ stems from social interactions according to Vygotsky and
Kozulin (1986). The use of symbols, signs and tools are a marked development of the mind
(Wertsch, 1985). Theories of social psychology placed the self as emerging from sociality
rather than sociality emerging from individuals (Mead, 1934). Eric Erikson showed the
importance of sense of self on identity (Kroger & Marcia, 2011) which is compromised if
people feel stigmatised and marginalised.
In A Safe Place for Change (Crago & Gardener, 2012), the need for self-reflection is
highlighted as being a useful tool in understanding our social interactions. The humanistic
counselling model introduced by Rogers (1961) was developed by Crago (2008) who focused
on individual response and action and brought group interactions through reflective practice
to the foreground. Vygotsky and Kozulin (1986) showed that our internal dialogue and
consequent reflections are instigated through communication with others. By using reflection
tools within a group setting people learn to understand themselves and others (Crago &
Gardener, 2012). It ensures there is less chance of falling into an “othering” trap where we
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can lose our empathetic response and reasoning which could increase people’s capacity for
acceptance of difference.
The act of authentic imaginative creativity that is channelled through art-making
could also have acceptance of difference as part of the experience. Vygotsky and Kozulin
(1986) psychosocial reasoning would sit comfortably in a group art studio where
communication, relation and expression are continually active. The work of Mead (1934) on
the formation of self being influenced through interaction with others, through the
surrounding community could influence this art workshop research setting. This space could
be where the self may be explored through group processes and interactions (McNeilly,
2006) that counteract the exclusion and othering that neurodiverse populations continue to
face.
However, it is pertinent to remember that ‘othering’ occurred again in the lives of
neurodiverse populations when they came out of institutions (because of the principles of
normalisation) to then transfer to the workshop setting (Gill, 2005), another segregated space.
Though Australia has moved away from exclusion, workshops continue to be places where
neurodivergent people come together either to work, socialise or partake in an activity, this is
particularly true in regional areas. Many people with lived experience or in the field of
disability, have an understandable deep aversion to the vocational workshop and have viewed
these places as diversional and generally devoid of expressive creativity (Rhodes, 2000). Gill
(2005) stated that “Sheltered workshops exist on the basis and replication of a structure that
incarcerates disabled people” (p.613). Gill (2005) went on to explain:
The workshop is no longer a place of societal liberation that affords the individual the
opportunity to learn vocational skills, but rather it has become an institution that
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creates its own army of workers that will forever be subjected to a life in the
workshop because of their disability status (p.613).
Another criticism from Snyder and Mitchell (2003) is that “the training of docile
subjects within institutions takes a great deal of time and an extraordinary amount of energy.
This investment of resources makes the creation of good (read: ‘docile’) institutional subjects
the primary unacknowledged aim of institution staff” (p.302). This shows the potential for
reinstating incarceration of neurodiverse populations in a different guise and is played out
through offering unimaginative, repetitive programs, often with the same group of people.
Though the art workshop has been criticized for using an art-making frame that is
diversional rather than person-centred, active and engaged; artists began to lead these spaces
so they became more akin to art studios (Rhodes, 2008). This injected the needed creativity to
make them imaginative art spaces. However, this has meant the dynamism of the art
workshop can be dependent on the lead artist as there is no specific frame that ensures the
people accessing those spaces take the reins. This is reminiscent of the power dynamics
between teacher and pupil rather than the collaborative learning described as a community of
practice by Wenger (1999), that avoids the continuation of power imbalances and the
placement of neurodivergent people in a more passive place.
Conclusion
This chapter has shown how the lives of neurodivergent populations have been
strongly influenced by the extraordinary marginalisation that many have faced historically
within ‘westernised’ societies. This system was challenged when inclusion policies replaced
the segregation policies that had served to divide societies and marginalised people because
of their neurological divergence. The disability grass roots movement was able to advocate
for deep change, though as Oliver (2013) conceded there is still a long way to go. The
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neurodiversity movement along with continual change and improvement in disability models
are supporting this transformation. These changes are stronger with the policies that are now
global through WHO, the U.N. and locally. through NDIS legislation in Australia.
This chapter showed how neurodivergent people have not been given equal life
chances (Evans et al., 2012). The UNCHR provided clear guidelines to change these
inequities, along with the recent sustainable goals (U.N, 2016), which can now be woven
through how we operate as a society not just within services used by people with disability.
With current thinking, it would seem there is a prime opportunity to petition that inclusive
research studies that put neurodivergent people as experts in their lives become standard
(O'Brien et al., 2014). Shakespeare (2006) has shown how democratic process is valuable to
oppressed populations as it affords agency, countering oppressive structures. The NDIS is
designed to champion choice (Green & Mears, 2014). However, agency needs practicing and
supporting for people to feel empowered (Rooke, 2013).
The institutionalisation that neurodivergent populations have historically experienced,
increased stigma, lowered self-esteem and increased feelings of isolation, detrimental to
mental health (Paterson et al., 2012). The issues of social segregation continue to need
addressing so that hard-fought equities can become a reality for neurodiverse populations.
This research aims to address these inequities by ensuring the study keeps the participants of
the study front and centre.
This review of the literature has lead me to ask the following questions: Could a
shared art activity support the essential social worlds and relationships that increase quality of
life (Cohen, 2004; Cohen & Wills, 1985; Longman, Passey, Singer, & Morgan, 2013), as
well as develop the protective factors of experiencing a sense of belonging (Hagerty,
Williams, Coyne, & Early, 1996; Hall, 2010)? Can art-making spaces that are accessed by
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neurodivergent populations continue to be re-imagined, becoming places that support what
Gill (2005) described as “societal liberation that affords the individual the opportunity to
learn vocational skills” (p.613)? Can this individual learning also contribute to the formation
of a community of practice that learns through its interactions as championed by Wenger
(2013)? Can these learning experiences combine with the successful innovative vibrant
practices that encourage community connection as described by DAADA (2015)? The next
chapter will expand on these considerations, and continue to explore art-making with a
specific focus on neurodivergent populations.
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3. Chapter Three: The Multifarious Aspects of Art-making
Art […] is a means of union among men, joining them together in the same feelings, and
indispensable for the life and progress toward well-being of individuals and of humanity
(Tolstoy, 1962, p. 123).

Introduction
The social exclusion and the consequential stigma that neurodivergent people face is
in the process of change. The last chapter outlined many of these transitions and then asked if
art- making could be a tool for realising many of them. This chapter looks at some of the
literature that informs and explores art-making, incorporating both past and current
considerations in the field of both community arts and art therapy. It aims to weave a better
understanding of how each has impacted neurodivergent populations and where both
disciplines dovetail. Though there is considerable literature that encompasses the arts and
who engages in it, there is less on the process of art-making (Stickley & Clift, 2017).
The first section of this chapter looks at the historical context and outlines art-making,
illuminating some types of group art-making paradigms that research has shown can affect a
person’s wellbeing. This then segues into some of the psychological beginnings of art therapy
and their theories and practice that can be applied to complement community arts paradigms.
Community art beginnings are also discussed through political and therapeutic lenses that
elucidate its practice. These art-making frames are then more specifically considered,
revealing their ability to contribute to connections with local community, to people’s social
worlds and to the exploration of self. Regional Australia is also considered in relation to the
effect geographical areas have on the formations of connections that art-making can impact.
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Relevant literature from both areas are reviewed, addressing the many relations the practice
elicits, as well as the reflective processes that art-making inspires. The impact making art has
on the health and wellbeing of individuals and groups, as well as its effect on the brain’s
neuro-functioning is also discussed. This chapter looks at these seemingly borderless
disciplines to investigate how art-making impacts people, with consideration to
neurodivergent populations.
The Historical Context of Group Art-making
Albrecht (1968) remains particularly relevant in the community arts sector as he
understood the many levels where art resonates. He elucidated how all-encompassing the arts
can be when he stated that “The "basic needs" served by art have been interpreted in
biological, psychological, and social terms, forcing the conclusion that art in its broadest
sense performs a multiplicity of functions” (p.383). These levels offer a vast spectrum from
which art can be interconnected with our everyday lives, e.g. the use of art as a
communication tool when verbal language is compromised seems to be a biological survival
stratagem (Zaidel, 2014). Implementing a sociological lens, Albrecht (1968) also explored
the role art plays in relation to other social institutions and found through extensive research
that there are two main camps. Firstly, that art contributes to the functioning of social
institutions that maintain society and the other, which sees art as a carrier of culture along
with its values and functions (p. 384). Both these perspectives are deeply interwoven into the
community arts movement where the art is politically expressive, thus becoming part of the
fabric of our social traditions (Rossetto, 2012), through both guiding and responding to the
outside world. In addition to this, it ensures the voices of marginalised populations are
expressed and noticed through their art, which contributes to and enhances equitable societal
values and functions (Frostig, 2011).
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Recent research demonstrated that art-making transmits culture through time (Ingold,
2013; Jeffers & Moriarty, 2017), contributes to societal functioning by connecting people
(Swan, 2013; White, 2009), and encourages reflection (Heenan, 2006; Ingold, 2013). Kramer
and Gerity (2000) described how art-making as a form of therapy reconciles “the eternal
conflict between the individual's instinctual urges and the demands of society” (p. 19). Art
therapy uses art as a tool to express the self, often delving into inner worlds that tell a rich
visual story, and again, is a response to the outside world (Rubin, 2008). The intersection of
arts activism and art therapy are becoming a discipline in themselves (Frostig, 2011; Kaplan,
2007), speaking of the interconnectedness of the individual and their environments. It could
be thought of as art therapy providing a means to explore the self in relation to environment,
and community arts being a means of anchoring the self within one’s environment.
These forms of art-making can create an accessible visual narrative, which can
support a person’s mental health and wellbeing (Rappaport, 1995). This then contributes to
societal eudemonic (meaningful engagement, relationships and personal growth) and hedonic
(pleasure and happiness) wellbeing (Swindells, Lawthom, Rowley, Siddiquee, Kilroy, &
Kagan, 2013, p. 61) which carries it’s culture through story making (McDonald & Mason,
2015). However, there has been more research in clinical settings where art-making is
highlighted, and substantially less in community arts environments (Swindells et al., 2013).
Another art-making frame provided for neurodiverse populations was diversionary art
workshops that came about post deinstitutionalisation arising from the adoption of the
principles of normalisation. This is best summed up by Rhodes (2008) as:
Day centres that offered activities, the emphasis was commonly on pacification and
menial, task-led work. Not mindful of the possibility of individual aptitude or desire,
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activities were invariably simple, mechanical and homogeneous: basket weaving,
envelope stuffing, and such like were the order of the day. (p. 130)
Art workshops and studios eventually became better equipped to respond to the needs
of the artist and had greater possibility in supporting what the art-world would consider
excellent art (Rhodes, 2008). This change was achieved through the involvement of
practicing artists that could support the art-makers and employ non-directive art-making
frames, thereby creating dynamic creative spaces (Rhodes, 2008, p. 131). Rhodes’ earlier
work on Art Brut or the Outsider Art movement had already shown how art studios that
employed non-directive, free access art-making had allowed artists to flourish through their
creativity. Subsequently these ‘outsider’ artists produced what the art world would consider
to be excellent art because of their maker’s neurodiversity (Rhodes, 2000). This was
particularly important for populations whose neurodivergence often had historically relegated
them to the usually insipid, diversionary workshops. Occupying people seemed to be the aim
of those art-making experiences, other forms of art-making in neurodivergent populations
was consigned to a therapeutic model that was based in a medical model where focus may
have been on the person’s state of mind rather than their art.
Art Therapy
Art-making can provide a “safe” release from hostile impulses as described by Coser
(1956), thereby diverting harmful expressions which could be considered a useful social
adjustment. This sociological perspective was developed earlier in the psychoanalytical work
by Freud and Riviere (1930) and fits with Jung’s more esoteric discussions on art and
impulse (1933), it also sits alongside the more dynamic, structured humanistic development
theories by Maslow (1949). Freud (1917) had thought of the manifestation of neurosis as a
way of redirecting attention away from what may be a real underlying issue (Albrecht, 1968,
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p. 389); and that art could be a means of communicating those neurosis. Jung agreed with this
theory when he wrote that the artist does not have free will in creating art but rather allows
the art to become what it needs to be, the artist is but a conduit (1933). Both Maslow (1949,
1954) and Dewey (1934) supported this theory by labelling human behaviours as either
“coping” or “expressing’; coping was a way to survive, whereas expressing symbolises or
reflects a state, and is that state. Maslow also saw creativity as a means to alleviating
isolation and its associated mental health problems through social connectedness (1949).
Object relations theories also find themselves aligning with art therapy, often acknowledging
and working with the relational object: the art work; or the space: the art studio (Malchiodi,
2012c). These transitional objects and spaces can provide a safe release where unfettered
expression is honoured and the environment is open and enabling. These areas have their
roots in psychoanalysis and have grown and intertwined with art therapy models to form a
nuanced model that could be argued, allows more of the subconscious through, because it
does not rely only on words, but on images. Art therapy is concerned with the relationships
within the art therapy space, that is the triad of client, therapist and the art-work (Bucciarelli,
2016).
By separating the maker and the artwork, the psyche is emphasised as being separate,
like in Cartesian Dualism (Dewey, 1934) discussed in the previous chapter. This dualism is
accelerated when words are used instead of images. Thus, art therapy emphasises the
embodied image within the artwork which analytic art psychotherapist Schaverien (1992)
discussed as representing some part of the client or the world they find themselves connected
to. Work by Skaife (2001) took object relations and the embodied image theories further
when she conveyed the importance of inter-subjectivity, where there is less boundary
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between the art object and the art-maker. The reflexive arc2 (Dewey, 1896) can be conjured
here to show the maker as the stimulus and the art as the response and the area between as
their successful coordination. In addition, the concept of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 2002) can
express the interaction of senses that create a sense of oneness, a Zen-like space that occurs
between the stimulus and response (Csikszentmihalyi, 2002).
This coordination or connection between maker and object can be explained as ‘Art as
therapy’ a term developed by Edith Kramer, a pioneer of art therapy (Kramer & Gerity,
2000). She also used psychoanalytic theories of sublimation (the safe release of anti-social
impulses) to explain symptom alleviation. However, her focus was on the act of art-making
itself as she saw how the immersion in the creative process seemed to be enough to support
the wellbeing of clients and that words could get in the way (Kramer & Gerity, 2000). The
flow concept implies wellbeing by fully occupying that moment of boundless interaction with
the art object.
Some of the many useful and exciting attributes of art therapy have been severely
marred through the normalisation period where neurodivergent populations were
deinstitutionalised to become ‘normalised’. This occurred through the occupational art
workshops described by Rhodes (2000), and through art therapy models. Art therapy has
been rejected by the disability art movement due to its over-arching health paradigm
(Solvang, 2012). Lige (2011) outlined in her thesis that neurodivergent people often find
themselves in therapeutic art-making spaces whilst being excluded from the contemporary
art-world. Lige documented three artists and their exhibitions in her research and found that

2

The reflex arc theory: “The stimulus and response form specific phases of coordination, which helps to unify
the disjointed parts given by the theory. The stimulus represents the conditions which have to be met in bringing
about successful coordination, and the response gives the key to meeting these conditions; it serves as an
instrument in affecting the successful coordination”.(Dewey, 1896, p. 357)
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they had as much reason to be considered artists as their contemporaries from the mainstream
art-world. She critiqued art therapy models as they have masked the contemporary artist
within, and hampered their ability to be taken seriously by other artists. However, recent
work by Solvang (2018) has described where art and disability can champion social
mindedness, general artistry, rawness rather than technique, and a disability aesthetic that can
be achieved with various techniques, including art therapy.
Community Arts
Albrecht (1968) saw the societal potential of art when he wrote:
Directly and indirectly, art may bolster the morale of groups and help create a sense
of unity, of social solidarity; as used by dissident groups, it may create awareness of
social issues and provide rallying cries for action and for social change. (p. 390)
Community arts were significant to that change. They began as a cultural and political
movement in the 1970’s and have continued to permeate arts practice, cultural development,
social change and democratic parameters (Jeffers & Moriarty, 2017). The global reach of the
community arts movement was felt in Australia, however there is less recorded on its
political beginnings when at the same time indigenous rights, feminism, disability and human
rights movements were gaining traction (Kirby, 1991). Additionally, what has been written
has similarities with Central and South America, UK, USA, and European movements
(Kirby, 1991). Recent regional research in Australia has shown that community arts have
been and remains a tool for transformation, particularly for people who have been thrust to
the margins, and also for the communities that they reside in (Kasat, 2013). That is, all
communities. Community arts can transform social fabrics to become more engaged and
understanding of structures that serve to marginalise, as art is a transformative tool and
historically flourishes in the margins (Howells & Zelnik, 2009).
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Community arts centres came into being in the late 1960’s just before the
deinstitutionalisation of neurodivergent people occurred which affected how important art
was during that transition period (Wexler & Derby, 2015). Around this time, art came to be
acknowledged as an outlet for the citizen, no matter who they were, to use their voice, their
creative expression and their networks (Albrecht, 1968). This deviation in art was driven
from the changing perspectives in the 20th century where the ‘art world’ was diverging from
the reverence of skills to the reverence of emotionally and conceptually driven creativity
(Mirza, 2005). Community artists could be, according to Albrecht (1968), encouraged to be
critically reflective, which could lead to unity and cohesion within societies. The idea of
disparate groups connecting through art has been more recently championed in the field of
disability by Wexler (2009). However, as Rooke (2013) noted, demands by governments to
justify the value of community arts programmes, often numerically, has distorted the intrinsic
worth to individual, community and active citizenship. Active citizenship is about engaging
democratically, and art-making in a group that consists of marginalised peoples, lends itself
well to individual and community enablement.
An investigation by Schlosnagle, McBean, Panzironi, Jarmolowicz, and Cutlip (2014)
on the impact of process on outcome was one of the first to investigate the connection. Arts
workers are often juggling the demands of funding with the needs of the clients and the
evaluation of the project. Those with facilitation experience understand how precarious this
balancing act is, as they are required to change programmes as soon as governments or other
funders change their priorities. These changes can break the frame of an activity i.e. time,
place, facilitator; which can have ill effect on the people using the service. The influence of
unstable funding can also be felt by research participants, who if aware of funding issues,
may respond positively in a study in hope to secure needed funding (Kelaher et al., 2014b).
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Prescriptive art that is championed through top down funding management is not the only
thing that can get in the way of arts unchartered possibilities. Art also needs to be unimbued
with techniques and prescription to a norm to instil a window of self-knowing through
creativity with all types of minds (Cardinal, 2009).
Art-making in Regional Australia
The 1980’s saw important changes in the role art was playing in society in Australia
and around the world (Campanelli & Kaplan, 1996). A therapeutic approach to art-making
had come to play a part in personal and community transformation. Recent research by Kasat
(2013) on Western Australia Community Arts Network (WACAN) used case studies, framed
by critical ethnography and reflective practice, to evaluate their programmes and found that
the benefits were multiple including: marginalized voices being heard, articulation of hope,
healing, enhanced artistic skills and sense of possibility. Kasat (2013) argued in her thesis
that community arts are a tool for community change particularly when seen through “a
continuum from interpretative to transformative practice and when set against theories of
empowerment and liberation” (p. ii). Her study highlighted how the act of making art
encourages deeper exploration that can impact community and can bring people together as
individuals and through linking disparate communities. This type of art-making could be
termed as being therapeutic, although it was considered a community arts project.
Owen (1999) stated that in regional areas, using “A holistic approach (through art)
sees health as a successful adaptation to environment; unemployment, social exclusion and
bereavement” (p. 3). This was confirmed by regional Australia researchers Anwar McHenry
(2009); & Mills, Brown, and Peers (2004), who also found that community art has the power
to create social capital, good health, health promotion and community engagement. Like
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Kasat (2013), their work allowed them to see great potential in disparate regional areas
connecting and forming stronger communities using the liberating practice of art.
Gibson (2015) explained that regionally, clusters of towns are being formed where the
spatiality that has disconnected ‘porous’ (regional) communities is avoided by using art and
creativity to connect and transform the dearth implied by an in-between status of not rural,
not urban or “peri-urban” (p. 137). Finnane (2010) outlined the issues of regional community
arts in Australia as often creating up-beat regional and rural romantic visions or works about
disadvantage and rawness. More recent work by Gibson (2015) also implied that the word
and concept of community is often associated with regional, and that art from such places
seems fettered by having to provide specific results that confine and constrain the artist. This
she names as community arts deficit thinking where a cultural deficit story that the art tells is
reflected. This could possibly create a deficit reflex arc or feedback loop that instils the
strength of deficit thinking. However, as community arts stem from political hopes of change
through art (Jeffers & Moriarty, 2017), the ‘disadvantage’ art may be implicit in community
arts projects.
Finnane (2010) espoused equal recognition of regional arts created with community,
and art that is created through deep artistic vision in regional arts publicity, to counter that
deficit thinking. Developing this view, a more recent book by McDonald and Mason (2015)
discussed the accelerating change in our ‘westernised’ regional areas where non-metropolitan
art comes from dynamic, fluid and forward thinking populations. McDonald and Mason
(2015) wrote that regional communities through imaginative engagement in the arts can
create a deeper sense of self, also saying that “what differentiates creative practice in regional
centres is its role in the formation and maintenance of inclusive communities” (p. 5).
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The awareness of greater geographical connection through art regionally can be
placed next to the ability for art to connect people socially. Issues of regionalism for
neurodivergent populations include disconnection from other people and other communities
which can impact interactions within and externally to that community (Ragusa, 2014).
Community arts projects have shown how they can encourage participation from many
different groups. The disability movement, like many other emancipatory movements, also
used art as a means of communicating personal as well as group experience (Solvang, 2012),
which can bring people together and enhance connections with communities/populations
outside of their area. Affiliation through identity with a populous that faces much
discrimination is a powerful mode to connect with others not experiencing social and
structural inequalities. Solvang (2012) stated that “Directly and indirectly, art may bolster the
morale of groups and help create a sense of unity, of social solidarity; as used by dissident
groups, it may create awareness of social issues and provide rallying cries for action and for
social change” (p. 390).
Community arts projects can also create the types of communities of practice discussed
in the second chapter. In a multi-method participatory arts study in the UK, Clennon et al.
(2016) found that “participation had the potential to enable 'concretisation', which in turn had
the potential to lead to self-empowerment and motivation for action” (p. 331). They found
how important forming 'communities of practice' with a diverse range of stakeholders was
and how that could undeniably help with moving towards a position of collaborative
governance which is often sought in democratically modelled organisations (Clennon et al.,
2016). This is a useful way to begin and then facilitate 'collaborative governance' which
could help transform communities and the policies that most affect them (Clennon et al.,
2016). Community arts grew out of and continues to be steeped in social change that impacts
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marginalised populations. It has the necessary components to continue to encourage
participation at many levels which models democratic decision making and process.
Art-making and Community Connection
The social change that community arts bring have a direct relationship to connecting
to community through art. Artistic expression that is responded to and interacted with, can
also illuminate a person’s and a society’s needs (Bishop, 2006). Augusto Boal’s seminal
work, Theatre of the Oppressed, championed expression through performance as a means to
change inequalities, injustices and socially constructed systems by enacting the change and
expressing the self within it. This technique, like other art methodologies also allowed safe
expression through modelling possible outcomes to thoughts and real issues.
Freire (1970) and Boal (1993) were arguably the instigators of community arts and
their political roots (Kasat, 2013). Modelling and experiential learning can be life changing
by ensuring use of democratic process, working as a group yet giving room for all individual
voices to be respected (Boal, 1993; Frostig, 2011). Ground-up learning that incorporates the
medium of art is a process that has been played out in communities over millennia and is still
practiced by many Aboriginal Australians today (Massola, 2016). However, westernised
worlds that grew out of democratic ideals have reinstated its importance in encouraging the
“active citizenship” that seems to have been lost (Mayo, 1999; Popple, 1995; Smith, 2001).
Making art can communicate and provide informal learning in a way that other pedagogy
techniques cannot. However, Sharpe (2010) and Kelaher et al. (2014a) described a possible
decrease in expression, creativity and artistic experimentation when psychological/social
change is at the centre of participating in a specifically designed programme. As was
discussed in the second chapter, focusing on one specific outcome may not be the best way to
achieve that outcome. Art-making, that does not have an explicit focus on social change, is
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more likely to see social change occur, which may help to shed light on how power, policy
and practice are interlinked in curious ways. It can also demonstrate why bottom-up or
grassroots community arts programs can be a much richer experience than the programs that
are designed around the latest political trend.
The pedagogy of arts activism as described by Frostig (2011), could only have strength
if the group comes up with the goal, like any democratic process at the heart of group activity
as is championed by Mayo (1999); Popple (1995); and Smith (2001). A research project by
Kelaher et al. (2014a) on community arts development in Australia was funded by Victoria
Health’s Community Arts Development Scheme (CADS) to investigate whether civic
dialogue and community art engagement outcomes could be met. This work supported the
theory that community arts are a useful tool for social change through dialogue as they can
directly communicate to policy-makers the issues facing areas that are considered most
disadvantaged.
The creation of a piece of art can play an important role in communities by forming and
supporting recognition and cultural identity whilst placing value on working collaboratively
at a local level (Kay, 2000), yet how this plays out would seem to be dependent on how and
where from it is implemented. Rossetto (2012) stated that “art therapists may also align their
work with larger social and cultural purposes through awareness of cultural paradigms and
the underlying philosophies that drive them” (p. 19). Historically, community arts
encompassed and championed social transformation, along with a transformation in how the
arts can be accessed (Howells & Zelnik, 2009; Kasat, 2013). Wynne (2010) agreed that
methodologies associated with art therapy journey from “the realms of materials to the realms
of individual creative processes and interpersonal relationships” (p. xii). It is possible that the
blurring of the edges of each discipline i.e. community arts and art therapy, could unite the
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disciplines and thereby serve specific community members better than either discipline could
do on their own.
Where Art Therapy Meets Community Arts
The work of Demasi (2015), on evaluation of a fine arts programme using the WHO
(2004) QOL scale (WHOQLI) found that engagement in group art activities increased selfesteem, relationships and connection to community. The quantitative and qualitative data
were generally validated although there were no statistically significant changes, possibly due
to the low numbers. Research with 24 young female offenders by Hartz and Thick (2005)
showed that ‘art as therapy’ and art therapy had different outcomes, though there was an
increase in global self-worth attributed to both sides. The art therapy group showed a
significant increase in forming closer friendships as well as improved behaviours, whereas
the ‘art as therapy’ group improved on the social acceptance scale. The authors concluded
their research with recommendations of using either paradigm, based on the client’s needs.
‘Art as therapy’ is closely aligned with both art therapy and community arts practices that use
art making as an opportunity for transformation in any area of the client’s or participant’s
life. In the UK, people with mental health difficulties worked with art-making to great
success in arts programs that did not necessarily require art therapists or art therapy
paradigms (Argyle & Bolton, 2005).
Some community arts participants are uncomfortable with the idea that therapy should
enter what would otherwise be an art activity that uses creativity and imagination to steer
with no specific goal other than making a piece of art. There has been research that has found
that many art groups have been uncomfortable about the term “art therapy” (Lige, 2011;
Snyder & Mitchell, 2006; and Solvang, 2012), as it may imply that there is something
‘wrong’ with the artist that needs ‘fixing’. This conjures up the power dynamics of labelling
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as described by Freire (1970); Jones, Kimberlee, Deave, and Evans (2013b); Mayo (1999).
The labelling can straight-jacket creativity and confine a person’s sense of their own ability.
‘Fixing’ sits within a positivist standpoint and the medical model of disability, so therefore
needs to be recognized as such when looking at art-making frames (Solvang, 2018).
‘Wellbeing’ is a word used to imply health or wellness, possibly through having been fixed,
and has become a “buzzword” in a system where product needs to be marketed and sold to
keep the economy thriving. This can make it hard to maintain confidence in one’s wellbeing,
which can lead to more unhelpful anthologising and labelling. This current focus could be
viewed as a health deficit model that is particularly unhelpful in neurodiverse populations.
However, neurodivergent people who experience social marginalisation, are more
prone to feeling isolated and/or lack social networks (O'Brien, 2003). An ethnographic case
study by Swan (2013) of neurodivergent participants in a community arts space administered
43 semi-structured interviews. These showed that through engaging in an art activity, whilst
also being welcomed into a community space, it was possible to relieve a sense of isolation.
This alleviation may be at a profound level or just momentary but could, in either situation,
transform a person’s experience of life, even if only temporarily. In his research, Swan
(2013) found that it was the combination of art-making and feeling welcome in an arts space
that combatted loneliness and isolation, rather than having to use formal art therapy. It is the
creating of the art that has a positive impact on the artist, as it is in the theory of ‘art as
therapy’.
Symptom alleviation can become a side-effect of making art rather than being its
primary purpose (as it is in art therapy), or the goal (as is often set by funders in community
arts). Recent research on people with food obsessiveness illustrated this point as it showed
that when participants were encouraged by their doctor or therapist to focus on their
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happiness rather than their state of health, their eating disorder receded (Demasi, 2015). It is
in this vein that art can possibly have a different impact on a person’s wellbeing by keeping
the focus off whatever ails them (whether this is existential, physical, emotional or
psychological) as it can then be directed elsewhere, or minimised for the time the art- making
demands their focus. Having a distraction from a person’s perceived troubles could be
transferred to the realm of art-making as a therapeutic consideration, without using an
explicit intervention. Transformation can occur through the process of creating rather than
focusing on the end product. Focusing on a specific outcome does not guarantee that
outcome, the fluidity of the boundaries in the medium of art mirrors this because art often
changes as it is created.
However, the idea of letting something change, without that change being the focus
still needs to be carried out with transparency by art-group facilitators. An example of how
transparency does not diminish the outcomes of art-making can be seen in the medical field.
Research into placebos by Sharpe (2010) showed that telling people they were taking a
placebo had little effect on the positive results attributed to the placebo effect. Transparency
is another empowerment tool that can eliminate inequitable power relations that
neurodivergent people face in their day-to-day lives. It is possible that participating actively
in a community arts space is potentially as therapeutic as would be expected from art therapy
studios. Transformative approaches that are cemented in the community arts narrative along
with its continued practice today (Mulligan, 2007; Stein & Faigin, 2015), can be looked at
through an art therapy lens where empowerment can lead not only to community connection
but to personal transformation (Rubin, 2011).
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Connecting to Art
Peloquin (1996) said that “Artists and philosophers suggest that art rouses a person's
sensibilities because it invites response, emotion, and connection (p. 655). By being
autonomous, intrinsic motivation follows and is in itself therapeutic (Wexler & Derby, 2015).
Autonomy takes place at all stages of art-making for most artists, however neurodivergent
artists have historically been in situations where choices have often been made for them, even
in the realm of art-making where imagination and creativity can be harnessed. The innate
creativity each of us possesses is described by Maslow (1971) when he stated: ”My feeling is
that the concept of creativeness and the concept of the healthy, self-actualizing, fully human
person seem to be coming closer and closer together, and may perhaps be the same thing” (p.
55).
Both politically motivated (and funded) community arts, and therapeutically focused
art-making may also get in the way of intrinsic art processes that create flow. Creating an
artwork without having to make it for specific purpose or explain its relevance is where the
artist has a unique position of feeling connected to the art, losing the object/subject dyad to
this sense of flow. The 21 interviews with marginalized people attending an arts programme
by the Swindells et al. (2013), showed that art-making provided the participants with a strong
a sense of artistic ability and with opportunities for autonomous expression. Their research
also showed that the art-makers wanted to develop their intrinsic creative potential, and that
they increased focus in art-making, terming this focus as flow. The arts have lost their way in
regards to community participation and are perceived as only available to the gifted few
(Swindells et al., 2013). Making art should not be something for the few when historically it
has been an anchor, able to tell stories, and is integral to societal functioning (Albrecht,
1968).
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This historical and relatively recent interruption of artistic creative process in
‘westernised’ civilisations could frustrate individual and community wellbeing at a deep
level. Massola (2016) ethnographical work showed art as being valued by the ‘art world’ very
differently from how it is valued by the Indigenous Australian artists from the remote
Warmun Community Arts Centre. This was reflected in her interviews where the artists
seemed unperturbed when highly regarded artworks were destroyed in recent floods, as one
artist said: “just do it again”. Massola (2016) highlighted the inter-connection between artist
and art form that is highly contextual, rather than attribution and aesthetics being at the core
of its meaning. In Warmun, the art and connection to the art are intrinsically steeped in
belonging; the art and the artist along with the culture of community is interwoven. The
reflex-arc theory by Dewey (1896) could again be used here to describe this innate process as
the art-making process is fed back to the artist through the image they have created. This
informs the artist as to what they will do next with the image; a continual loop that creates
flow between the artist and the art work. In the case of Indigenous art from the Warmun
Community, it seems the flow reaches further to encompass community, land and being;
conjuring the oneness mentioned earlier in this chapter.
This deep connection is shown when the art-making embodies the artist in the art
work. This allows for what Havsteen-Franklin (2008) described as “greater scope for the
acknowledgement of internal difference in parallel with social diversity” (p. 53). The
embodied art work gives licence to fully express the inner self (Hall, 2013), and to tell its’
story (Kasat, 2013; Rappaport, 1995). The ability for art to impart the art-makers story
becomes of central importance when we are talking about community arts, as stories tell us
who we have been and what we can be (Rappaport, 1995). Art can provide a safe place to
release inner stories that are difficult to verbally communicate (Schaverien, 1992). Research
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with older people with problems with addiction found that telling their story can have
positive outcomes; helping combat loneliness whilst being empowering (Gardner & Poole,
2009). Because marginalisation negatively impacts a sense of self-worth (Paterson et al.,
2012), this is a powerful tool in art-making with neurodivergent populations. Wexler and
Derby (2015) discussed how art institutions can transcend the ‘outsider art’ label of
neurodivergent populations to become places where the message, the feelings, and the story
of the artist is better understood. They showed this perspective can enhance the experience
for the maker, observer and institution. Hearing others, as well as telling our own stories is a
meaningful way of building empathetic understanding.
Connection to Others
Piper Kerman succinctly said “...inequality becomes intolerable when you allow
yourself to be connected to others (Jackson, 2016). Rogers (1975) described empathy as
becoming the other, being fully immersed in the experience of the other: “it involves being
sensitive, moment to moment to the changing flow in the other person and that it requires you
to lay aside yourself” (p. 3). He highlighted the connection a counsellor can make to
another’s flow, but with a carefully considered action by one of the parties. Thereby making
art with another not only allows flow between the artist and the art work but with the person
facilitating an art space and can also occur between people who are having an empathetic
response to one another within that space.
Rogers (1975) also saw the accumulative evidence that empathy was one of the most
important factors in making change and learning. Peloquin (1996) added metaphor as a useful
tool: “A second rule that promises to develop empathy is art's use of metaphor to convey
meaning. When using metaphor, an artist consciously likens two entities (p.659). Selfdirected change and the understanding that the expertise lies within the client can be
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projected onto art-making experiences that are not necessarily using an art therapy paradigm
(Linnell, 2010). This allows for the removal of barriers to expression that can catch the artist
in a game of being who they think they are supposed to be rather than who they are. Linnell
(2010) used narrative along with art psychotherapy paradigms to support the telling of
personal story where she could enter the client’s reality, and thereby share the experience, or
bear witness to their world.
Peloquin (1996) showed that artists and philosophers alike saw that there are three
procedures of art that may dispose one toward empathy: “reliance on bodily senses, use of
metaphor, and occupation by virtual worlds” (p. 655). Peloquin (1996) went on to highlight
that for empathetic response one needs to “(a) use the senses to grasp feeling, (b) stretch the
imagination to see a new perspective, and (c) invite an occupation that enhances
understanding” (p. 65). The art-making experience can be viewed as a valuable way to
experience empathy through connecting to art works, facilitators and other group members.
Connection to Self
Bhaskar (2013a) warned that “We are in a situation where we get a collapse of
subjectivity…Our capacity to lead a rich inner life is being threatened…structural phenomena
make it worse” (5:31). Relationship with the self can be discussed in psychological terms
with the psychoanalytic theory of our unconscious becoming conscious (Freud, 1950; Jung,
1958) where our inner worlds can come to the surface and be expressed through art. The
work of Rogers (1961) explained the “here and now” concept as a time and space where we
are present and ‘in the moment’, which allows us to be with ourselves and with others
authentically. If this is applied to art-making, Dewey’s ‘reflex arc’ theory can again be used
to illuminate the connection of the artist/art-maker and artwork dynamic as an interwoven
process, rather than being linear and one directional (Davies, 1999; Dewey, 1896). Being
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present and creative allows one to connect with themselves through the moment when the
self becomes immersed and at one with the art-making and invites focused attention
(Csikszentmihalyi, 2002, 2014). These theories can contribute to the understanding of
reciprocal actions within a creative space by showing that the art feeds back to the artist, the
artist back to the art, and so forth.
The theory of ‘emotional intelligence’ (EI) (Goleman, 1996) can be also be connected
to art-making, highlighting the importance of our emotional selves in response to ours and
other people’s emotions (Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2008; Moss, 2009). This includes
knowing one's emotions, managing one's emotions, motivating self, recognizing others'
emotions, and effectively using social skills to guide behaviours (Elksnin & Elksnin, 2004;
Mayer et al., 2008). One needs to incorporate reflective processes during the practice of artmaking which allows an art-maker to be conscious of oneself which can be easily related to
art’s strong medium that allows the maker to reveal some of their inner worlds through
image. The subjective interpretation of the art is also a reflective process that inquires of the
meaning and the metaphor the art represents to the creator and to the viewer. Dewey (1933)
wrote that “we don’t learn from experience we learn from reflecting on experience” (p. 78).
A humanistic perspective explains human motivation as always striving and dynamic
(Maslow, 1954; Rogers, 1961), and could describe change and development within the art
making space. Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological Systems Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 2004),
discussed in the introduction to this thesis, incorporates the influences of our environment
with our developing selves, and can be used to illustrate art-making within a matrix of
influencing factors.
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Identity and Self Esteem
Hall (2000) said “Identity can be described as points of temporary attachment to the
subject's positions which discursive practices construct for us” (p. 6), thus allowing identity
to have a natural fluidity. Solvang (2012) stated that disability art is specifically born of
disability identity politics as “disabled people do not want to be the same as others, and it is
not possible for them to be, either” (p. 12). Many disability-art-affiliated artists have
distanced themselves from both art therapy paradigms that were based in health models, and
from the outsider art movement which valued the stability of art that didn’t sway with passing
art fashions. However, the disability arts movement in the UK and the USA has historically
been deeply associated with arts activism and identity politics (Solvang, 2012) both of which
are responsive to environment, and changeable.
Solvang (2012) discussed identity and ‘disability art’ using the disability movement’s
historical positioning, and its continuing challenges and changes. Outlining the work of both
Shakespeare (2006) and Davis (2002) she highlighted the debate around artists promoting the
disability movement by identifying as disabled artists, which Shakespeare (2006) saw as
another form of labelling . His views were echoed by some of the interviews carried out with
artists with disabilities by Solvang (2012), who stated that being disabled is not how they
identified, rather, they identified more as an artist. This sentiment was reinforced by
Shakespeare (2006) and Parr (2006). Whereas Davis (2002) stated that a disabled artist’s
identification with disability encompasses some of our many variations as human beings and
so is important in promoting heterogeneity as all of are, after all, non-standard.
Some of the dialogue in disability arts activism sits comfortably within contemporary
art dialogues but does not always reach the art-makers who do not necessarily recognize
themselves as artists. The research by Swindells et al. (2013) discussed an understanding that
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was perpetuated in ‘westernised’ art discourse that has served to reinforce a belief that artistic
ability is only for the gifted few. This was reflected by their study where the participants did
not think of themselves as artists even though they were fully engaged in creative processes
that lead to the creation of an art object. Swindells et al. (2013) found that the elitist view of
‘the gifted few’ is unusual to many cultures, and does not reduce the over-arching perspective
that art-making is a “fundamental and pervasive human need for creative expression” (p. 64).
Their interviews with 21 people involved in a community arts and psychological health
program in the UK, found that making art provided a “sense of purposeful occupation,
cognitive and creative challenge and opportunities for autonomous self-expression and
heightened concentration (flow)” (p. 64). The participants in Swindells et al. (2013) study,
discussed eudemonic and hedonic wellbeing as an enjoyment which could be described as
flow, and the eudemonic effect was enhanced where there was the presence of the selfactualisation principle which is based in meaningful engagement. The intersection of these
areas of wellbeing are materialised in community and therapeutically driven art- making.
There are therapeutic applications that can be of use to the art workshop participant in
everyday problem solving, and for some it can provide an exploration of the self. Self-esteem
and social relationships have been seen to benefit by using art psychotherapy techniques in an
art workshop environment in a young offenders correctional service (Hartz & Thick, 2005).
The process of art-making and the artworks themselves can be reflected upon which
externally integrates internal processes, conflicts and problem solving (Parr, 2006). In this
way, making art can be a window to the self, where people are able to express their
unconscious through creativity with the meanings only becoming apparent through the image
(Gilroy, 2007; Schaverien, 1992; Silver, 2005a; Skaife, 2008). Kasat (2013) showed that
although community arts are often purported to being important socially and culturally, the
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actual making of the art is in, and of itself, significant. Self-expression could be an indicator
of how we are in our social worlds, thus the ability to express ourselves should serve us well
in our social interactions (Laing, 1971).
Art and Health
On the more practical side of the transformational power of art is its ability to support
better physical health. This section illuminates how art-making benefits physical health
which often interacts with other aspects of wellbeing. In this research, these health benefits
could be seen to be possible side-effects to people engaging in the arts.
Art-making impacts physical health directly through lowering stress that can increase
cortisol, that when increased becomes problematic to physical health. In the UK a working
group consisting of bipartisan political groups helped to create a report that showed how
working with an artist reduced GP appointments by 36%. More health statistics showed
hospital admissions decreased by 27% (APPG, 2017). They have also found that a third of
GP appointments were due to isolation (p. 9). These health statistics were back by other
research in the UK that showed lowered stress levels, measured with pre and post cortisol
levels, were found in people attending an art class in the UK (Kaimal, Ray, & Muniz, 2016).
These physical changes in the art-makers extended to other aspects of health.
There are many different understandings about how art impacts the maker, from
having tangible mental health benefits as initially expressed by ‘the grandmother of art
therapy’, Naumburg (1947), and then the medic and psychiatrist Cunningham Dax (1954).
The health perspective grew to become an application through art therapy, and the cultural
application, when societally driven was termed community arts. Cunningham Dax (1954)
researched the therapeutic application of art from a medical perspective and though his work
did not come to any concrete conclusions, it did allow for the benefits of art-making to be
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highlighted medically from that point on. His work helped to pave the way for deeper
discussion of the therapeutic application of art in Australia through his work with people who
had been institutionalized due to neurodiversity and/or mental health difficulties. This work
lead to the medicalization of art therapy because it was shown to support the ability of art to
inform diagnosis and aid recovery through that diagnosis (Silver, 2005b; Silver & Ellison,
1995; Wadeson, 2010); and to understand what sort of recovery style a client/patient may
have (Wadeson, 2010). Art can be a way to reorganize thought patterns and provide an outlet
for self-expression (Wynne, 2010), which can be very important for people who get caught in
patterns of thinking that do not serve them well.
Scott (2000) concurred with the need to look at arts medically but he emphasized the
importance of art on social interaction. He stated that art is not just for the individual but also
for the group, as the social is an essential aspect of health. Hall (2010) conducted research
using two case studies in Scotland with neurodivergent people. He found that art-making in a
space with familiar people followed by the ‘gifting’ of the art to unknown others created, if
only temporarily, a ‘real’ social interaction outside the art space, ergo it was transformative
and transferable. Neurodivergent populations making art together were seen to form feelings
of attachment and belonging within the art studios they worked in (Hall, 2010). In line with
the work of Hall (2010) on the social and culturally constructed belonging in art groups,
Saldana and Omasta (2017) book on qualitatively researching life, explained that “The
closeness to or distance from others is perceived by the individual, and the degree of
belonging say much about the culturally constructed sense of community, family, group,
membership, and so on” (p. 20). Wynne (2010) explained that not only is art-making a tool
for increasing a person’s authenticity, individuality and self-actualization, but that it helps
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motor control, focus and concentration. He then went on to highlight the way it can bring
disparate parts together increasing abilities in perception.
Isolation and lack of social relationships is a risk factor for mental and physical health
(Cohen, 2004; Valtorta, Kanaan, Gilbody, Ronzi, & Hanratty, 2016) which is particularly
pertinent in neurodivergent populations. Art-making in a group has been shown to alleviate
this (Waller, 2012). The protective factors of wellbeing in an individual are inextricably
linked to physical and mental health (Steptoe, Deaton, & Stone, 2015), and can be achieved
through art-making (Abbotts & Spence, 2013). Subjective data has supported the hypothesis
that making art is good for health on a variety of levels (Konopka, 2014), and the increased
wellbeing and social interaction is a protective factor (Steptoe et al., 2015) that art-making
can provide (Leckey, 2011). However more work needs to be done on the long term effects
of art-making on physical health (Valtorta et al., 2016).
Art and Neuroscience
Belkofer and Konopka (2008) showed that “If art therapy affects our emotions, it
alters the circuitry and activity of the brain. Conversely, if art therapy alters our brain, one
can expect it to affect our emotions” (p. 57). Siegel (1999) explained that our experiences
create the brain circuits responsible for memory, emotion, and self-awareness. As a
neuroscientist, he was interested in the neuro-functioning associated with relationships and
the emotions they elicit. He found that emotions are not something that can be “experienced,
identified, and expressed, as implied in the statement ‘Just get your feelings out’” (p. 123).
He found instead that emotions symbolise dynamic processes that are shaped within the
“socially influenced, value appraising process of the brain” (p. 123). His work was integrated
into research by Belkofer and Konopka (2008) who measured activity in the brain of one of
the authors (an artist) using electro-encephalograph (EEG) pre and post art-making. Their
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data showed that the higher frequency bands 3 alpha and beta were increased and the lower
frequency bands, delta and theta, were decreased in occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes.
However, a study by Bhattacharya and Petsche (2005) showed that there is a difference in the
EEG brain images of the artist and the non-artist when making non-directed drawings.
Contrary to Belkofer and Konopka (2008), the artists showed increased delta and decreased
alpha waves and right hemisphere dominance, compared to the non-artist who had higher
frequency beta in frontal lobes as had the artist in the research of Belkofer and Konopka
(2008).
Bhattacharya and Petsche (2005) findings were again demonstrated in the research of
Kruk, Aravich, Deaver, and deBeus (2014) comparing non-directed clay sculpting and
directed line drawing in 14 female participants. Using a control of a resting state of the brain,
they found theta and delta activations, and alpha deactivation are significant in art-making.
Both activities increased gamma power in the right medial parietal lobe which is associated
with synthesising and processing and so contributed to the hypothesis that making art has
specific effects on the brain. The instruction to create, but not to form a specific image in the
clay making, and then to title it, seems to have triggered the memory processing associated
with elevated theta in frontal lobes. This emphasised earlier work by Siegel (1999) showing
implicit memories are responsible for different emotional states, predominantly stored in the
limbic area inside the temporal lobes. Belkofer and Konopka (2008) also speculated that art

“Delta brain waves are the slowest and are most prominent in states of deep, dreamless
sleep; Theta brain waves occur in states of drowsiness, creativity, and the dream portion of
the sleep cycle; Alpha brain waves are generally found in relaxed yet alert mental states or
shifts of consciousness; and Beta brain waves are the fastest and are linked to attending,
orienting, and coping skills applied to everyday concerns as well as with states of anxiety.”
(Lawrence, 1972 cited by Belkofer & Konopka, 2008 p. 57). Budzynski, Budzynski, Evans,
and Abarbanel (2009) add that Theta waves are detected in imaginative and meditative states.
3
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making may activate the temporal lobes to elicit dormant memories, emotions, and
sensations.
Kruk et al. (2014) found that clay sculpting and line drawing also increased the
meditative state associated with frontal theta increases which are associated with lower stress
levels. Bolwerk, Mack-Andrick, Lang, Dörfler, and Maihöfner (2014) comparative research
using MRI in a study compared making art to enjoying art at an art gallery with a sample of
14 per group. They found that the art-makers displayed enhanced spatial improvement in
functional connectivity of posterior cingulated cortex to the frontal and parietal cortices
which again suggests that there is a correlation between art-making and resilience, or stress
resistance.
There is more work needed in this area to understand better how art- making affects
the brains of different people, however there is little doubt art-making does make the brain
respond in various ways. Klorer (2005) utilized findings in neuroscience to support her
observation that client-centred, non-directive interventions were most effective in her work
with traumatized children. This work has recently been supported by Konopka (2016) who
utilized brain imaging to show how the many types of trauma, along with different genders,
and other variables, show varying responses to art-making. Konopka (2014) advocated using
person-centred approaches that incorporate art therapy as a valid and useful intervention,
along with continued investigations into corresponding neurological responses. He found
issues with identifying which parts of the brain are activated during art-making as he sees
similar responses in the brain when a scientific conundrum is being worked out. He went on
to warn against crafting assumptions with the recent EEG and MRI data as he stated “…there
are no absolutes for brain function; brain function is as unique as individuals” (p. 33).
Konopka (2016) advocated taking an interdisciplinary approach to theorise the connections
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between creative activity and health, acknowledging that fundamental questions of definition,
epistemology and methodology remain (Konopka, 2014).
Though this research sits within the social model, rather than the medical, and is nonlinear in its constructivist approach, it keeps the multi-model of the International
Classification of Functioning (ICF) in mind (Solli & da Silva, 2012). I have incorporated
medical literature in this chapter because in Australia there is less understanding of how artmaking can be a useful tool for most aspects of health (Kelly, 2015), and as has been
discussed, our health and wellbeing standpoints are interconnected (Leach, 2016). By
illuminating the physical aspects that art-making has elicited in research I hope to show the
scope of the impact of the arts on people who engage in it.
Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the many areas that art-making affects. It has shown that
creativity is generally considered a positive advance for society that transcends the accepted
erudition (Zaidel, 2014), as such it is an excellent tool for change. The possible
transformations that can occur through art-making have been shown to be possible through
forming stronger connections to community through supporting social and structural change
which directly benefits marginalised people (Kasat, 2013). Much of this occurs through
community arts paradigms and the ever-strengthening disability arts movement that is no
longer consigned as outsider art or a product of art therapy (Solvang, 2012, 2018).
Social connections have been shown to be intrinsic in both disparate (Swan, 2013) and
familiar art making groups (White, 2009). The art-maker is encouraged to enquire through
their art-making which can increase a person’s sense of self (Hall, 2013), which strengthens
reflective process that supports healthy development. Health benefits are multiple and have
recently begun to be shown in brain imaging which may be able to bring ‘hard’ science to
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support what much research has already shown: that art making impacts the art-maker in
countless progressive ways.
My research questions are based in the literature of the last two chapters which is
underlined here. Solvang (2018) has shown how art and disability support social mindedness,
general artistry, rawness rather than technique. Wynne (2010) also demonstrated that
expressing one’s ‘true’ self through art, increased motor control, focus and concentration.
Regionalism issues faced by neurodivergent populations have included disconnection from
other people and other communities (Ragusa, 2014), ergo, community connection is
imperative. Hall (2010) showed how gifting the art can increase social connection, attach the
artist to their wider community and with this experience a sense of belonging. McDonald and
Mason (2015) saw the importance of belonging for populations in regional areas. The work
of Demasi (2015), found that engagement in group art activities increased three main areas:
self-esteem, relationships and connection to community.
These areas are the basis of this enquiry as to how art-making impacts neurodiverse
populations through asking :
1. How does non-directive art-making in a group support the connection of the
participant to their art?
2.

Can art-making connect the participant to themselves?

3. What are the social outcomes on short or brief art interventions?
4. Can making art connect people to their community?
5. Can regional community involvement in art workshops contribute to the UN
conventions’ concept of inclusion and cohesion?
The Australian Society for Intellectual Disability (ASID) highlighted the need to change the
social isolation experienced by neurodivergent people so they can experience satisfactory
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relationships, by developing connections and a sense of belonging (Clegg & Bigby, 2017).
This research aims to respond to these major issues in the lives of neurodivergent people by
enquiring as to whether art-making in a group contributes to making these changes.
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4. Chapter Four: Methodology
Human agency [is] necessary to the reproduction and the transformation of social structure
(Bhaskar, 2014, p. 1:27)

Introduction
The review of the literature in the areas of both neurodiversity and art-making, has
generated questions for this research project. To recap, I am probing how non- directive artmaking in a group supports the connection of the participant to their art, to themselves and to
others in the group, and to the wider community. I am enquiring if art-making contributes to
inclusion and cohesion. The methodology has been matched to these questions by informing
the strategies for the collection of data and for the analysis of the data. This chapter begins by
discussing pertinent methodological paradigms, along with the perspectives that underpin
them, and then gives a rationale for my choice of methodological approach.
The first section of this chapter describes why I have chosen the research
methodology. The second, discusses how the Participatory Action Research (PAR) frame and
the case study design are core to the exploration, and in line with inclusion policies described
in the second chapter. This leads to the third section that describes each of the methods of
data collection inclusive of: focus groups, observation, art images, emotional recognition
charts (EREC) and interviews with third parties, along with their individual rationale. I then
outline the form of analysis and planned means of presenting the findings. In choosing this
research approach I was guided by the United Nations Convention of the Rights of Persons
with Disability (CRPD, 2006) guiding principles that “include participation, inclusion, nondiscrimination, respect for difference, and equality: all values that are commonly expressed
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within policies and services that seek to support people with intellectual disabilities”
(Northway, 2016, p. 311).
These same principles are at the heart of my chosen data collection methodologies, as
well as my approach to the art workshops that I facilitated to better understand the impact of
art-making on people using regional disability services. It has been my aim to place as much
emphasis on the process of the research as well as the outcomes because, in a good research
environment, democratic reflective processes can be modelled so that participants feel central
to the study rather than feeling they are being studied (CDS, 2017; Goodley, 2001).
Chosen Methodology
The Frame
This research project is based on art-making which brings with it the challenge of the
methodology being in tune with what is being researched. Higgs, Titchen, and Horsfall
(2012) wrote about the need for creativity in research to overcome its complexities. They use
the analogy of gardeners that work with the soil, the health of plants in different
environments, the climate conditions and other changeable factors to grow and flourish
(2012, pp. 35-36).
Researchers have argued that to obtain robust data about the impact of art, more
research on the effect of art engagement is needed (Bornmann & Marx, 2014; Hamilton,
Hinks, & Petticrew, 2003; Merli, 2002). Chandler (1976) wrote “The truth of art stops
science from becoming inhuman, and the truth of science stops art from becoming
ridiculous” (p. 7 as cited by Leach, 2016). However, what seems ridiculous to some, may not
be to others. Seeing something as ridiculous only has meaning when we believe there is a
norm, which is a positivist stand point and is associated with quantitative methodology. This
type of data collection can create a standard, making it a powerful but set outcome, which can
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run counter to phenomena arising from creative pursuits that do not fit into a norm set by
quantitative data. This could include life, art, and neurodivergent people who were thought of
as biologically deviant (Snyder & Mitchell, 2006), and are still often viewed as being outside
that accepted norm (Culham & Nind, 2003; Layward, 2011).
Similarly Staricoff (2006) highlighted how quantitative studies lessen the unknown
variables that can devalue the more nuanced and person-specific outcomes. The metanarratives that quantitative data collection pursues can undermine the individual’s story, their
experience and thereby their individual identity (Gilchrist, Holmes, Lee, Moore, &
Ravenscroft, 2015). As this research looks to focus on how art-making may impact an
individual, and others in the group, quantitative research could minimise their diverse
experiences. I have aimed to explore the phenomenon of art-making, by investigating the
interactions and intrinsic value of this creative process to both individuals and groups.
Creative pursuit is arguably as far from the number-crunching central to positivist research as
could be imagined, thus positivist quantitative methodology would not be suitable for an
exploratory investigation.
The question of robust, traditional quantitative methodology and/or relevant nuanced
qualitative methodology has been argued by Argyris and Schön (1996); & Bronfenbrenner
(1979) and in community and participatory art literature by Belfiore and Bennett (2010);
andTiller (2013). This research sought to explore and describe an art workshop’s many
interactions, before any explanation took place (Belfiore & Bennett, 2007b; Tiller, 2013), so
that it could incorporate the unpredicted occurrences groups and individuals often experience.
Although quantitative research has a power that has been attributed to it by ‘hard’ scientists
and economists, the quantitative evaluation of arts projects has thus far not been able to
identify the numerous nuances and changes that art-making produces (Belfiore, 2002; Tiller,
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2013). These insights have influenced my decision to use a qualitative research design to
explore group art-making.
Critical realism, like positivist views also sees reality as fixed, but with subjective
interpretations through individual responses to those realities, and thereby sees all methods as
being useful as each gives a relevant perspective. Thus no method is considered wrong but
instead contributes to a better understanding of the problem/phenomena (Bhaskar, 2013a).
Critical realism requires a perspective in research that is less reductionist and less linear
(Bhaskar et al., 2006), than positivist views that use quantitative methodology. It could be
seen to mirror the interdisciplinary approach to this research, and the multiple methods that
are used to explore the impact of art-making. It also reflects the neurodiversity model because
it too incorporates all types of neurological functioning as normal. However, as I was not
looking to find a ‘truth’ but rather explore and naturally build a case, I moved toward a
constructivist paradigm as this allowed for the supposed reality to be what we created, as is
symbolised in art-making, rather than a truth we were attempting to uncover. This enabled
more creativity as it does not pre-suppose a truth, which can be an emancipatory perspective
because it allows for people to feel they can create a better future. It has agency at its core.
O'Day and Killeen (2002) have shown that using qualitative research also captures the
complexities within the lived experience of people with disability. Qualitative research in the
field of disability, as described by O'Day and Killeen (2002), is a source of “power to
describe and clarify the interdependence of human interaction, cultural attitudes, institutional
processes, and public policies” (p. 9). A qualitative methodology can be used to develop
much needed insight into the process of art-making that could not be achieved using
quantitative method. A qualitative design allows for complex, unimagined data to emerge
(Denzin, 2009), which is comparable to the creation of an art work.
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Keeping the Research Setting Real
Bronfenbrenner (1979), like Flyvbjerg (2006), viewed laboratory conditions as uninformative
in human development research, as they are unusual conditions, people and situations.
Therefore, these artificial environments would influence the people it was researching. He
went on to say that a laboratory setting or other more alien environment is more likely to
give results that do not reflect what is really happening for participants because of novelty
and strangeness (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Bronfenbrenner’s work exposed Wundt (1912) and
other psychologists specialising in behaviour at the time for implementing research
conditions that were for rigour rather than relevance. He challenged them by questioning
whether this rigorousness was producing data that could not be replicated, and how much the
strange environment was influencing the participant’s responses.
The work of Mace (1998) was influenced by these stand points hence, her research
took place in a ‘life-setting’, using mostly self-initiated art-making processes. Mace (1998)
doctoral thesis on the process of creating artworks used two grounded theory studies to create
and validate a model. She interviewed artists about their art-making process by researching
them whilst they created self-initiated artworks. Mace understood that the creative process
does not stand alone, or is transferable to clinical settings, but rather it is the culmination of
many variable factors that occur between an individual and their setting. It is for this reason
Mace (1998) advocated that “normal context of production” (p. 2) is the best environment for
enquiry into creative processes like art-making. Hence, like Mace (1998), this research also
focuses on the experience of art-making in the ‘here and now’ within an art workshop in real
time, in the field. It uses the art studio as a place to learn from the subjective experience of
participants regarding art-making, whilst also observing a natural setting. The art-making
space was familiar to some participants of the research, but not all.
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I was also encouraged by Vann (2014) from Charles Sturt University in Bathurst
(regional Australia) who highlighted the need for research not be done from the outside in a
‘to’ and ‘for’ way, but to research ‘with’ communities. He writes that this is a step in
understanding better the issues that face regional, rural and remote regions. Therefore more
research needs to come ‘from’ these areas (Ragusa, 2014, p. i). To ensure authenticity, I
worked with the participants in their community, to create a flexible frame that allowed us to
grow the research in the direction we (the participants and I) were being led, co-constructing
our realities in the art studio space.
Constructivist Grounded Theory
Glaser and Holton (2004) distinguished between the seminal work of Glaser and
Strauss’s, Grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1971), and Glaser (1992) as well as the
changes that stemmed from the subsequent work of Strauss and Corbin (1994). The original
classical grounded theory model (Glaser & Strauss, 1971) is a stringently adhered to research
tool with clear and specific steps that need to be considered from the outset of the study. It is
imperative in that methodology that theoretical stances are not introduced too early, as this
could muddy the data. In this traditional model, preconceived theories are seen to disturb the
‘pure’ data, or as objectivist (traditional) grounded theorists would claim, the truth within the
data (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012).
However, I have not strictly structured the methodology using classical grounded
theory. I chose not to use the systemic, deductive, hypothesising or comparative approach
that is attributed to the work of Glaser and Strauss (1971) and Glaser (1992), as Mace (1998)
employed. Her work was looking for a pattern of behaviour in the creative process, whereas
this research is contextually exploring the phenomena of art-making. The constructivist arm
of traditional grounded theory pays less concern to when a theoretical stance is introduced to
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the research. According to Breckenridge, Jones, Elliott, and Nicol (2012) this has
implications on the emergence of a theory purely induced from the gathered data.
Breckenridge et al. (2012) promoted a clearer separation of this constructivist divergence to
avoid cherry-picking to such an extent that the methodology becomes overly broad and thus,
loses robustness.
The constructivist grounded theory arm permits the freedom within the data collection
stages to become what they become, without straight-jacketing the research environment
(Glaser, 1992; Glaser & Holton, 2004). This helps the research capture what is happening in
real time and space, remain in the ‘here and now’ (Glaser, 2010) and allows for the data to
emerge (Charmaz, 2011). The research questions in this study align with ‘here and now’
frames, emerging and constructing in both the practice of art-making and in the research
paradigm. Allowing the data to surface (Charmaz, 2011; Glaser & Holton, 2004; Strauss &
Corbin, 1994), throughout this research, rather than making theoretical decisions before the
data collection began, compliments this study.
The social constructivist grounded theory model is viewed as more fluid than the
traditional grounded theory model, and emphasises the significant role of the researcher in
the interpretation of data (Charmaz, 2011). It is a useful strategy in this research because it
fits well with the flow of art-making and its potential to grow in unexpected directions. It
allows the data being gathered to collaboratively (researcher and participants) inform the next
steps. I wanted the participants to be able to feedback throughout the research so chose a
heuristic frame that called for the research to be open, changeable and to grow whilst it
constructed itself according to both researcher and participant input (Charmaz, 2011). An
authentic, inclusive research frame also stresses the research be co-constructed (O'Brien et
al., 2014). This can be realised by using action-based methodology. In this research, this was
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implemented by collecting data and then analysing it throughout the research in accordance
with participants. This process then informs the next stage of data collection as is done with
Participatory Action Research (PAR) models.
I chose constructivism as the main epistemological frame of reference for the
methodology as it accepts experimentation and the contributions of the group which allows
the research to unfold in its own direction. These directions inform each of the subsequent
stages of a multiple phase research design as also befits a PAR paradigm (Breckenridge et al.,
2012). PAR requires reflection that is then fed into the next phase that begins with member
checking to ensure the researcher has the correct information in the eyes of the research
participants; this feedback is then incorporated into the next phase, then the process is iterated
again (See Figure 4.1) which is discussed further in the next section.
Participation in Action Research (PAR)
Lilla Watson, an Aboriginal Australian Organiser asserted: “If you come here to help
me, you're wasting your time. If you come because your liberation is bound up with mine,
then let us work together” (cited by Radermacher, 2006, p. 2). This statement underscores the
importance of equity in research. According to Creswell (2013); Mayo et al. (2013); Reason
and Bradbury (2008), data collection techniques are greatly expanded within PAR that
involve stakeholders at all levels who contribute to transformation through their own agency.
With PAR the research process is seen as an end in itself through its practical and immediate
application (Hunter, Emerald, & Martin, 2013; Lewin, 1947; Patton, 2015), and also as a
transformative (Hunter et al., 2013) and a rich learning experience (Kemmis & McTaggart,
2014). However, Kemmis and McTaggart (2014) reflect on their early PAR rhetoric
considering how it may have increased the hope that PAR was a “miracle research cure” for
social and structural inequities. Research has shown that there is still much room for social
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transformation and change in the lives of neurodivergent people, hence this method is
potentially very relevant and useful (Milner & Kelly, 2009).
PAR has the capacity to inform, involve and invite stakeholders to engage in the
research problem (Schlosnagle et al., 2014), however it does not have the power to enforce
change (Rooke, 2013). Although pluralism, empowerment and transparency are increased
with this type of methodology, Crossan (2003) stated that for institutional change there needs
to be a personal shift in the way researchers and people in power at any organisation view
their work environments and the people within them. Involving the participants of a study in
the PAR process is an equity enhancing strategy and has been utilised with great success in
researching with populations with intellectual disability (Milner & Kelly, 2009; Schlosnagle
et al., 2014; Verdonschot et al., 2009). In the past there has been a general lack of research
that has asked for the perspective of neurodiverse populations, instead it is often the families
and professionals who are asked their opinion (Irvine, 2010). This piece of research will be
primarily focused on gathering subjective data from neurodivergent people.
Research participation can lead to a sense of agency; that is making choices rather
than having them made by others. This is paramount when working with groups whose
voices are often supressed through social, economic and other structural inequities (Hoggett,
2009; Recknagel & Holland, 2013; Rooke, 2013). The concept of agency can be
compromised through social research initiatives that operate using top-down processes; that
is the power sits at the top with the researcher. Jones, Jones, and Cock (2013a) explained how
this can minimise the voice of participants in favour of the researcher’s agenda. This can be
avoided by using critical reflection that regularly checks the method to encompass and
highlight the voice of the participant (Rooke, 2013). Though I used a PAR frame, I developed
the initial design and then I invited the participants to join me in discussion of the proposed
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design. Participants then became involved in feeding back, suggesting useful changes to the
design as well as deciding who else to involve in the data collection processes. This process
is shown in Figure 4.1 below.

Phase 1
Design Research

Facilitate art workshop

Ethics

Use feedback to design
current and next art
workshop

Consent

Code data

Phase 2
Use coding and
feedback to Design
workshops

Member check data
Facilitate art workshop

Code and theme data

Use feedback to design
current and next art
workshop

Phase 3
Use coding and
feedback to Design
workshops

Member check data
Facilitate art workshop
Use feedback to design
current art workshop

Code and theme data
Write up Findings

Figure 4-1: PAR design of research.
Participation that is playful can lead to an increased sense of citizenship through its
informality (Rooke, 2013); whilst pedagogy that is creative gives participants a voice that can
also serve to increase a sense of belonging through inclusive methodology. As Freire (1970)
emphasized, creative pedagogy can lead to a greater sense of citizenship, ergo power to
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change, and at the very least serve to provide a sense of self and community determination.
Arts engagement has the ability to create new, unimagined pieces that symbolize the ability
of citizens to create their own, new reality (Tiller, 2015). Creative methodologies such as
PAR as discussed by Higgs et al. (2012), can use the principles of creativity and inclusion
enabling both the researcher and research participants to have ownership over the research
process in an inclusive way that other methodologies overlook.
Kramer, Kramer, García‐Iriarte, and Hammel (2011) collected and analysed data that
suggested that the PAR experience was empowering, giving participants with intellectual
disability a greater awareness due to the continual reflection processes of the PAR cycle:
Plan, Act, Evaluate, Review. See Figure 4.2 below.
PHASE 3

PHASE 1

REFLECT

PLAN

PHASE 3

PHASE 1

ACT

ACT

PHASE 3

PHASE 1

PLAN

REFLECT

PHASE 2

PHASE 2

REFLECT

PLAN
PHASE 2
ACT

Figure 4-2 The plan, act and reflect stages that then feed the following phase in PAR
research.
Regional areas are often considered an after-thought with policy makers (Vann,
2014), which contributes to political, economic, and social marginalisation. Therefore, frames
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used in this research needed to be novel to the participants. This would have the benefit of
contributing to their understanding of processes in research, whilst also offering the
experience of having their voices heard as emphasized by O'Brien and Sullivan (2005); and
Radermacher (2006). In this practice, marginalised people can see their opinions matter, even
if the research does not translate to policy areas that would benefit them as classical Action
Research (AR) does (Lewin, 1946).
This research was experiential, thus harnessing an informal learning environment
where participants could also express themselves artistically; a platform that has particular
relevance for those whose worlds have often been directed by others. Recknagel and Holland
(2013) championed “Social justice, empowering people and making voices heard, as well as
holistic, person-centred and participative approaches” (p. 24), which has very much
influenced this study. Employing PAR serves two purposes; the first is to make sure the study
is led by, and therefore relevant, to the people involved in art-making; the second is to
research in a way that is authentic to the art workshop experience using reflective tools that
also serve to empower the participants of the research.
Employing the PAR frame allows the data to inform new propagative questions based
on the previous phase’s responses. The analysis uses the grounded theory method of feeding
back into data collection after analysis of the first workshop was completed. This is akin to a
feedback loop purported through constructivist grounded theory and is an important strategy
in PAR. The study employed iteration by implementing the research in three similarly
designed phases, each phase being informed by the previous phase which is also in keeping
with the PAR paradigm.
Minkler, Fadem, Perry, Blum, Moore, and Rogers (2002) used a PAR design to
discover viewpoints of people with disability on assisted dying and came across many ethical
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dilemmas. However, he made a strong argument for the contribution of their PAR study to
individual and community capacity building (Minkler et al., 2002) as I also have aimed to do.
Research by Swan (2013) on a community arts centre with people experiencing mental illness
and other disability used a case study design. However Swan (2013) used an ethnographic
descriptive approach for his case study, which usually requires a long period of time
immersed with the subject of the study and utilises one significant viewpoint, that of the
researcher (Feagin, Orum, & Sjoberg, 1991). Whereas though this study takes place over time
and is immersive for the researcher; it is continually constructed through the iterative phases
as recommended by Minkler et al. (2002). This research aims to be enabling throughout the
data collection by using PAR that also fortified the case study of an art workshop. I
illuminate the PAR case study design below.
PAR is a collaborative process that requires equal input of the researcher and the
research participants (Israel, Schulz, Parker, & Becker, 1998). The views of the group make
the study holistic in how it captures a multitude of voices. The probing nature of PAR fits
well with the exploratory and descriptive case study as does the contextual nature of these
designs. The data gathered through PAR can be integrated and funnelled into a single case
study experimental design with data that is rich and nuanced. Stake (1995) supported an
approach that utilises interactions with the case through a social constructivist approach that
is strongly aligned with PAR epistemology. The aim is to make the research robust through
encompassing one methodological strategy, and by employing various data collection
methods that are utilised to check the sets of data as championed by Minkler et al. (2002).
This is achieved through a single case design as was utilised by Swan (2013), and through the
iterative three-phase approach being embedded within this single holistic case study design as
described by Yin (2013) as is shown in Figure 4.3 below.
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Figure 4-3: Iterative development of PAR phases forming a case study.
Employing a Case Study Design
The study takes place in an art-making workshop that uses a holistic single case-study
design (Yin, 2013), with the particulars illuminated through the intrinsic case study as
described by Stake (1995). Art workshops in the region the research occurs are regularly
accessed by local neurodivergent populations, thus the research is situated within the natural
setting as recommended by Gibbs (2008) which keeps the authenticity of the case relevant.
The research is influenced by Gibbs (2008) work in that it implements an in-depth
exploration and description of the case within a defined time and space. That time of place is
shaped by the availability of the setting and the participants, and emphasised as a design that
would keep the research authentic to the exploration of the art-making phenomena.
A unique case is explored, rather than an issue or concern within the case (Yin, 2013).
Art-making in an art-workshop is researched to capture the natural development that occurs
in creative spaces. I am interested in what can emerge from an in-depth case study design that
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is implicated with the single case, as it could illuminate more of the nuanced happenings
within a particular (Reason & Bradbury, 2001) art-making environment. I have decided not
compare cases due to the single case being more suitable to recognizing the nuances that
occur contextually (Yin, 2013), when making art in an art-making environment.
This study needed to be situation laden as the workshop experience can only be
studied in context. Art-making could have transient contexts but the case here can be situated
within an art workshop, and thereby requires a case study to allow a greater depth and
understanding as Flyvbjerg (2006) wrote that “case knowledge is central to human learning”
(p. 222). The case study is also a teaching and learning paradigm (Flyvbjerg, 2006) which fits
well with the PAR research design. Fryberg stated that if we only look at non-contextual
information we are beginners in our learning (2006). To become expert, we need to see the
context, value it and understand it, and for social-scientists it is imperative that context is not
just considered but emphasized (Reason & Bradbury, 2008). The systems theories in
psychology, and sociological perspectives are in line with Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological
theory (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007), where the complexity of systems and their context
is central to inquiry. By pairing down it is possible to lose valuable context that may
undermine the knowledge available to us.
A case study design allows the data to emerge from the research as it is being
conducted, and richly describes events and activities, as well as supporting the exploration of
process (Creswell, 2003). It builds the case (Stake, 1995), as it is conducted, which
compliments the transformative nature of PAR within a constructivist paradigm, enhanced
using constructivist grounded theory in the data collection.
The case study design permits for multiple methods of data collection to be utilised
within the constructivist paradigm (Yin, 2013). In this research it helps build a detailed, in-
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the-moment picture of the experience of participants in the art workshops. This is achieved
by having a flexible frame that responds to participants, and through the utilisation of multimethods that harness the in-situ research for authentic exploration. A case-study has been
chosen in order to understand the impact of art-making within a community setting better,
and to inform practitioners and service users of how these impacts may be considered in their
own group art-making experiences. Flyvbjerg (2006) wrote that according to Peattie (2001)
“the dense case study is more useful for the practitioner and more interesting for social theory
than either factual “findings” or the high-level generalizations of theory” (p. 238). Using
different sets of data collected within a case through multiple sources also provides a good
means for triangulation of data in analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Yin, 2013).
Analysis
There is little research on neurodiverse populations being involved in the analysis and
interpretation of data processes, however Johnson and Walmsley (2003) claim that stronger
theoretical frames are needed before they can find useful ways of including people with
intellectual disability in analysis. Having neurodivergent participants involved in decision
making is advocated forcefully in the literature by Charlton (2000); Kramer et al. (2011);
O'Brien (2003); Salmon and Hunt (2014). This is where matching practice with theory
becomes essential in empowering and redressing structurally manufactured inequalities.
Mittler (2015) extensively discussed the 2006 United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) (U.N, 2008), which demanded a paradigm shift to bring
about inclusion at all levels including research. Mittler (2015) stated that Article 32 of the
CRPD also referred to “the sharing of information, experience, training programmes and best
practices . . . and facilitating cooperation in research and access to scientiﬁc and technical
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knowledge”. (p. 86) This perspective influences how this research will continuously share the
information that is gleaned on a regular, iterative basis with participants.
I employ the Nvivo7 computer software programme to help with the coding and the
organising of the data which makes it a useful tool for analysis. It helps to highlight the codes
and then to find over-arching themes electronically as it responds easily to queries on where
the data source was or the coding that each source provides. Nvivo7 also collated graphs that
visualised the data, making it readily accessible (See Appendix 7). I have been influenced by
Strauss and Corbin (1994) in ensuring there is a “the constant interplay between data
collection and analysis” (p. 273), which is based in a constructivist grounded theory
paradigm. The analysis uses a grounded theory strategy of constant comparison technique of
previous data throughout the stages. I utilise open codes, and then with the new data from
each iterated phase, to find commonality and/or contrast, developed selective codes. This
helped to build a nuanced picture based on the repetition of codes and the corresponding
themes.
Triangulation
Triangulation of data sources validates the data by using methods that incorporate the
multiple sources (Glaser, 2010; Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCenso,
Blythe, and Neville (2014) discussed the usefulness of providing different sources as an
opportunity for identifying relevant data that may not be produced from using just one of the
sources. This technique is used to illustrate the results of the data analysis gathered through
the method of focus groups, interviews, observations and photos of the art-making process.
Triangulation can be employed to shed light on the research by solidifying or deflating
(Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Triangulation of data sources incorporates different types of
communication in this study, which includes written words, pictorial representations of
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emotion, images, observed actions including field notes on non-verbal communication. This
technique helps to identify and validate themes that emerged from the multiple sources of
data (Charmaz, 2011; Glaser, 1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1994) thus robustly showing the
impact of art-making. In summary, triangulation can be used to corroborate and validate the
findings (Bazeley, 2013) so is utilised in this research, using both sources and methods.
Member checking
The recommendations of Harvey (2015) ask for member-checking, to ensure data is
interpreted as the participants mean it to be, or agree to it being (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011).
This method is utilised by discussing the findings at each phase of the research from the
previous phase’s focus group with the same participants. This is used to validate participant’s
perceptions raised in the previous art–making group at the beginning of each session. This
process is outlined in the next chapter.
The Two Hats: Researcher and facilitator
For this study, I immerse myself as both researcher and art workshop facilitator to
research the phenomena of art-making. I am influenced by ethnographic techniques where the
researcher is immersed in the culture of the research which in this case, requires me to be
both actor and observer, a researcher/facilitator of the art workshop I am studying. This
provides an opportunity to interpret the art workshops through participation rather than pure
observation. The connection between the participant and the researcher is highlighted as
being dynamic in constructivist theory and is in keeping with my intention of limiting power
structures within researcher-participant relations that can reinforce the ‘othering’ that many
neurodivergent people face. Silverman and Patterson (2015) described “the professional
practitioner as a transformational researcher who uses research as a tool to advocate for
change, provide information and data to disenfranchised groups, and empower communities”
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(p. 4). I endeavour throughout this research to empower the research participants as they are
often left out of democratic processes many of us take for granted. They thereby often miss
out on opportunities to participate in changing the exclusive structures in society that
significantly impact their lives.
Art therapy and counselling perspectives demand the research process be both
reflexive and considered, so that as Davies (1999) wrote “when properly employed, [they are]
a beneficial part of social research, without descending into total self-absorption” (p. 73). The
use of continued and supportive supervision helps with the research’s reflexivity (Davies,
1999), by questioning and discussing held beliefs that could influence the research
throughout the phases of data collection. I navigated potential bias, which I discuss further
along in this chapter. However, in this instance it is important to also note that bias has been
acknowledged to be part and parcel of any research design due to our humanness as
researchers (Gibbs, 2008); and can be beneficial to the research if careful self-reflection and
questioning occurs throughout (Norris, 1997).
Practicalities of the Design
Throughout the PAR data collection phases during art-making, the participants can
steer the research by choosing who the interview data-sources would be. They can also
change the research environment with their ideas of where they want to create art, and chose
techniques and materials and decide what to do with the finished work. Co-designing a study
can empower neurodivergent people at every stage of the research as emphasized by Nind
and Vinha (2014); O'Brien et al. (2014). I conduct the research inclusively by responding to
and implementing participant’s ideas about the research approach, as PAR frames allow.
An ability to understand the emotional expression of neurodivergent people is
imperative to this research, although the work of Adams and Oliver (2011) demonstrated
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some of the complexity around expression for a group of people with often less usual forms
of communication. During this research, attention is given to interpretation of expression and
concomitant facial representation whilst being sensitive to the many other means of
communicating. My experience of facilitating art workshops with neurodiverse people
influences the methodology in that social equity can only be nurtured through good, or as I
prefer, excellent practice, that utilises models of democracy, positive regard and informal
learning (Mayo et al., 2013), through sharing experience.
I use multiple levelled communication techniques that include asking yes/no
questions then feeling hand squeezes to glean an answer, body language, and facial
expression. These all contribute to the research by encompassing varying types of interaction.
The support workers and families of individuals are informed when the researcher needs
support in clarifying communication. These techniques are shown to be important Adams and
Oliver (2011) when gathering subjective data:
…from a clinical and a research perspective, for understanding if and how, people
without language and accompanying cognitive impairment communicate their internal
states. Such knowledge, albeit in its infancy, can form the basis for assessing (and
potentially intervening in) subjective experience that is likely to be strongly
associated with an individual's quality of life (pp. 295-296).
The work of Snyder and Mitchell (2006) demonstrated the pathologizing language
and actions that have sought to normalise people with disability also have far reaching effects
in how we work with all neurodiverse populations. Allowing research methodology to be
flexible by incorporating a variety of techniques is important in all research but is especially
significant when working with people who may use more varied forms of communication
(Nind & Vinha, 2014). Inclusive research was borne out of work by Freire (1970), who
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termed research as participatory, emancipatory or action based, and grounded in the
endeavour of bringing about social justice (Johnson & Walmsley, 2003). The principles of
inclusive research are to bring about change for people with intellectual disability, involve
their lived experiences, represent their views, and be respected by the research community
(Johnson & Walmsley, 2003). Thereby, opening the research design to respond to
suggestions from the participants encourages me to be receptive and allow the learning loop
to preside over the research. Participants will be given a variety of ways to contribute to data
collection such as using words, pictorial symbols, art, one-to-one feedback or as a group. I
want to work on lessening the inherent power dynamics that firm up boundaries between the
researcher and participants.
The Difficulty in Researching the Impact of Art-making
Jones et al. (2013a) understood some of the inherent difficulties in social sciences
when they stated:
…how can we know whether changes we observe are a product of a combination of
activities, or a specific event or intervention? How can a small organisation claim to
have made significant changes in local fortunes? How can it know what
circumstances would be if the group hadn’t been there or had intervened differently?
How much do successes and failures depend on interactions with others, and how
could this be understood, measured and communicated? (p. 47).
Understanding the impact of art-making using a social science approach is difficult to
measure due to other possible influences (Abbotts & Spence, 2013) and on top of that,
Abbotts and Spence (2013) argue that most of the research is often inconclusive and not as
robust as if it were in a comparative or longitudinal study. Merli (2002) discovered flaws in
design methodology and execution as well as an idealism that influenced the results of
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Matarasso (2003) influential study on the impact of government funded arts programs in the
UK. Assumptions have been made that they lack reliability and clear research design, thereby
are not able to demonstrate the transformational impact of art-making (Leckey, 2011), that
can lead to better quality of life. A call for more research is based on the difficulty that is
faced by practitioners being able to empirically demonstrate the impact of their art-making
activities (Clift, 2012).
Anwar McHenry (2009) highlighted the lack of research into artistic expression and
how this may be undermining efforts to understand the impact of art generally and that
without investigation, it becomes difficult to see its impact over other forms of active
engagement (p. 102). However, Jones et al. (2013a) found that “community development
groups can find ways to think about impact as a transformative and social justice-oriented
tool, rather than simply a bureaucratic reporting requirement” (p. 61).
The work of Williams (1996), for the Australian Arts Council, showed that evaluation
tools were still failing to find the benefits of community programmes. There have been
developments since then, but there remains in Australia, and throughout the globalised world,
a need for more ways to evaluate that reflect what happens within an arts project. Kay (2000)
saw that soft outcomes are better placed to demonstrate the impact of the arts but that
practitioners have found the hard outcome being asked to justify the funding, difficult to
support. Kay wrote that relevant evaluation tools are needed to demonstrate the positive
effects. However he, like Matarasso (1997), see community arts as a community cure all and
by doing so may be setting the community arts ideals up for a evaluative failure (Merli,
2002). Although evaluations are changing, they still are hard pressed to give clear concise
answers. This is articulated often in the work of Belfiore and Bennett (2007a), who advocate
less reductionist ways of understanding the social impact of art:
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The most useful contribution […] can therefore perhaps be said to make the debate
about the social impact of the arts, is to foster a more critical and a more cautious
approach. Indeed, its importance may lie in putting to rest, finally, the idea that the
value of the arts to society can somehow be conclusively ‘proved’ through an
intellectually convincing demonstration of their social impact. (pp. 39, 40)
Belfiore and Bennett incorporate the work of Molnar (1974) into their argument of the
pitfalls of measuring the impact of art using scientific methodology because of the continual
grappling with the idea that arts measurement needs to fit into a scientific method that deals
with the “objective facts”. Belfiore and Bennett explained how this idea has been argued
using deconstructionist and post-modernist theories that challenge the possibility of
objectivity. Constructivist paradigms also challenge this perspective with the idea that we
build reality rather than there being a pre-existing truth. Belfiore and Bennett are emphatic
that the subjective perspective is key. They use the work of Molnar (1974) to highlight that:
‘subjective factors rather than objective external physical factors are of primary importance’
(p. 25). This perspective also sits within cognitive and humanistic therapeutic frames that
promote the expression of subjective experience. Belfiore and Bennett support the subjective
standpoint given by Molnar (1974) when she further pointed out that, “the ambition to study
aesthetic experience ‘objectively’ and in a scientific setting is also marred by the recent
questioning of the very possibility of objectivity in scientific experiments” (p. 25).
The above arguments have reinforced this study and my chosen methodology that
allowed the unknowns to be invited into the frame, where the boundlessness of creativity can
flourish within the research design. As such, this research explores rather than measures, the
impact of art-making, however, using qualitative data will not eliminate the variables that
may be at play when exploring this impact. Nevertheless, by placing the research in ‘real’
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context and using multiple methods of data collection, the methods employed are aimed to
show impact at that time. By repeating the process accordingly and member-checking, there
is needed iteration with verification. Complimentary interviews contribute because they can
enrich the data from each participant. This exploration is deep, nuanced and focuses on
process, thereby encouraging reflection by researcher and participants, which creates a good
balance in the qualitative data gathering.
Not art therapy, but…
As the research is set in a real group context, asks for subject experience in its data
collection, is reflective in its methodology as well as its practice; it aligns with art therapy
models. There are curative factors that were described in a group art therapy model by Yalom
and Leszcz (2005), where they included the ability of the group to impart information,
develop socialising techniques, imitate each other’s behaviours, utilise interpersonal learning
and form group cohesiveness. Art-making within an art-therapy paradigm becomes a
platform for symbolic communication (Waller, 2012); and the art-making space can be what
Praglin (1974) and Malchiodi (2012c) considered a transitional space. Therefore, the art
studio offers safety and security whilst allowing unfettered self-expression through the
medium of art-making (Malchiodi, 2012c). The art workshop in this research is not designed
as therapy but the curative, or better ‘therapeutic’ factors are particularly potent when the
facilitation is handled using art therapy paradigms. Incorporating humanistic stances of
positive regard, reflection and exploration (Crago & Gardener, 2012; Rogers, 1975) can
enhance the ‘art as therapy’ approach rather than ‘art therapy’ which is considered a
therapeutic intervention (Wood, 2013). This research methodology aims to enhance the
experience of the participants and to minimise the equation with other creative activities that
would not support exploration that encourages deeper meaning-making.
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Smeijsters, Kil, Kurstjens, Welten, and Willemars (2011) described the equity
involved in the expression of an individual’s inner world, thus making the pursuit particularly
suitable to people who experience structural and social inequality. Making art in a group can
be an accessible and a non-exclusive pursuit, employing imagination and open-endedness
that no other undertaking provides. However, due to practical reasons and time constraints, I
place limitations on the processes which confines its ability to unfold into realms I would not
be able to adequately or safely explore during this research project.
Outsider/Insider
The researcher’s position within an organization can influence the study. A researcher
who is familiar to participants and research environment (insider), will find an ease with
communication and more critical observations from researcher and participants (Recknagel &
Holland, 2013). This position is a platform from where exploration with techniques and
materials are more likely to take place.
For researchers new to the participants (outsider), there can be a better appreciation of
the work being done, often the positive effects are more obvious, however participants are
often more eager to please the “research outsider” (Recknagel & Holland, 2013). In this
research I occupy both insider and outsider positions as I am familiar with some, but not all
participants. I am familiar with the regional area but not the specific art studio in where the
research takes place.
In their work on planning with people with profound and complex needs, Collings et
al. (2017) found that the people who developed a trusting relationship with a planner would
increase independence and social participation. This type of relationship can be developed
between facilitator and participant in an art workshop where here they too can use their skills
in communication, and qualities such as warmth and sincerity to form a trusting bond
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described by Collings et al. (2017), that will contribute to how they progress in the artmaking group.
Muddying waters
Many researchers skim over the impact on the researcher whilst doing fieldwork. Art
therapists are required to have supervision to reflect on their own behaviours, interpretations
and reactions within the therapeutic space often using art as a means to explore these
subjective experiences (Schaverien & Case, 2007). Professional supervision can contribute
greatly to practice and to research by bringing new depth to understanding of the intricacies
in the research data collection and analysis. The work of Crago and Gardener (2012) on
maintaining a safe place for exploration and reflection is influenced by Rogers (1961)
theories of positive regard within a counselling setting. This method works well in
supervision spaces where unwitting bias needs to be exposed. Mace and Ward (2002)
explained the impossibility of research being completely unbiased but they also stated that by
being present and attentive during the data collection and its analysis it is possible to be
objective. Being a reflective practitioner and researcher is essential, and it is also necessary to
discuss the data with someone outside the research space for a balanced perspective.
Allowing information to emerge from data can be challenging and requires good
critical reflection (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2014). Throughout the data collection process, it is
important to explore the preliminary findings by comparing the different sources and
methods to reveal if any data had been unwittingly influenced by my immersion in the
research process. Having the dual data collection sources allows me to see if my
observational bias within the facilitator/researcher role is overly subjective and therefor
partial. I have an innate authority as facilitator/researcher, which could influence the
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responses of socially marginalised participants, to the questions and probes within this
research. Having people outside the space helps counter this possible bias.
Ethics
Undertaking research with and for neurodiverse populations requires consent from the
individual as well as communicating the research to primary caregivers and/or advocates
(depending on level of support needs) as well as the organisations that host the art
programme. The Sydney University Ethical Standards guided the research procedures See
Appendix 1. All participants that show interest are assured of confidentiality in line with their
usual service provider’s policies. The consent form and personal details sheet are locked in a
filing cabinet. The computer program Nvivo7 stores the data on a password protected
computer, which is also backed up onto a hard drive that was then locked away.
Ethics approval has been sought from the University of Sydney Human Ethics
Committee. The research with the project number 2015/890 was approved on the 22nd
January 2016 (see Appendix 1). The approval was resubmitted with changes and approval
was again granted on the 19th May 2016 (Appendix 1). I adapted the University of Sydney
designed easy-read participant information sheets which all use explanatory pictures with
simple English as well as their general consent forms. The preliminary ethics approval was
followed up by ethical data collection methods in line with PAR objectives of using an
empowering frame that kept the participants as partners in the research.
Conclusion
The various methodologies that influence this study have been mined to find the
approach that worked best for the research and its participants. Ontologically the research did
not sit completely in any one frame, but rather I have been drawn in some way to each of the
methodology theories, utilising an interpretive approach. The making of art seems to me to be
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anchored, at least epistemologically, in constructivist reasoning (Moon, 2011); and in the
humanistic theory of creating or becoming championed by Rogers (1961). The anticipation
for structural change to combat inequity through human development stems from optimism in
our ability to construct our reality, to improve each person’s opportunities. Thereby
constructivist theory drove the research, with data collection and analysis being carried out
using constructivist grounded theory, that was informed by a PAR approach. PAR lends itself
to co-constructing the research, thereby making it inclusive (O'Brien et al., 2014), and
minimises power inequities. The research is set within a single case study, which keeps the
research grounded in people’s realities as proposed by Minkler et al. (2002). These theories
and practices provide the research process meaning and learning opportunities at every step
for researcher, participants and other supporters of the inquiry.
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5. Chapter Five: Research Procedures
Introduction
This chapter discusses the practical approaches to the data collection designed using
the methodological concepts discussed in the previous chapter. Here, I continue from the
methodology by illuminating how I gained access to the research setting and recruited
participants. I then go on to describe each of the procedures that the chosen methods
necessitated and explain why certain decisions were made about the collection of the data.
To clarify my process to the reader, I also explain how the analyses took place throughout
data collection using a constructivist grounded theory paradigm. The data were validated by
employing a robust process that involved participant feedback, researcher/facilitator
observation, and third-party data sources.
Preliminary Research Procedures
An aim to create an authentic understanding directed the research methods, as artmaking’s authenticity can greatly contribute to depth and value of process. Neurodivergent
people are not often involved in research about them (O'Brien et al., 2014), and what effects
them regarding art, yet this population generally places much importance on their art-making
time (Got & Cheng, 2008).
Timeline of the data collection
The study took place over nine months in 2016 and was designed in three phases
employing iteration at each phase in keeping with PAR. The three phases complimented PAR
procedures by using planning, action and reflection cyclically as response to the process of
the previous phase. This method aimed to improve the study and the effects it had on the
participants by giving them agency within the data collection and hopefully beyond. Each
phase consisted of three art workshops with four hours given to each session. Between phases
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there was a break of six weeks to give the participants time to reflect on the nature and
outcomes of the workshop. Another practical consideration for having time between the
research art workshops was to keep interruption of the flow of the participant’s usual routine
to a minimum. Figure 5.1 gives a succinct time line of the data collection. The following

P3 Art
Workshop
x 3 days

P4 Exhibition

x 3 days

Over 3 weeks

P2 Art
Workshop

6 wk break

x 3 days

Over 3 x weeks

P1 Art
Workshop

6 wk break &
Interviews

Over 3 x weeks

Figure 5.2 shows when each method was used and data analysed.
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n:9
Focus Group
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Figure 5-2: Data collection process.
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Figure 5-1: Brief overview of the timescale of data collection.
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The three phases (P1, P2, P3, P4) of art workshops were the main source of data
collection. However, I supplemented this data with interviews that were conducted at the end
of the first phase with eight people from outside the art workshop environment. This gave a
third-party view of the impact art-making had on the people that the interviewees represented
within the art workshop. As the phases progressed the group expressed that they would like
to exhibit the work they created during the research. In response, I organised an exhibition
which also became a way of culminating the data that had been collected and the research
project itself. The exhibition interviews and observation made in the unplanned 4 th phase
came about from the discussions in the art workshop about being famous, enjoyment of
showing work and enjoying recognition. The exhibition observations and short interviews
took place outside the workshops and verified the findings that occurred throughout the three
phases that had employed focus groups, observations, art making images, Emotion
Recognition Emoji Charts (EREC) and interviews. Below in Figure 5.3 is the method
timeline that was developed in 2015 and the added changes added in 2016 were made to
accommodate the ideas of the art making group.
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Methods
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Figure 5-3: Timetable with data collection methods, colour coded to show the three different
sources.
Preparation and Recruitment
Neurodivergent people who actively attended local arts-based projects were recruited
through disability organisations. Three local organisations were contacted to gauge their
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interest in supporting this research by helping to advertise to participants and/or to host the
research. Two out of the three organisations contacted me, and agreed to support the research
by inviting me to go and explain the project at an information session. I explained the
research to the project coordinators at each organisation so they understood the project and
what would be required from the potential research participants and arts workers who would
also be involved. The organisations gauged interest and then invited me to talk about the
research with potential participants. Out of 16 people, 10 agreed they would be interested if
they were going to be making art. However, one attended sporadically due to timetable
conflicts.
The organisations also agreed to provide transport to and from the studio as well as
subsidising some of the required art materials. I accepted the offer from one, because it was
central and had more people who were enthusiastic about being a part of the study. The space
they provided was an art studio in an outdoor shed that they used once a week as an art
studio. I brought in extra paint, sculptural clay, and materials such as string, polystyrene,
ribbons, sticks, glitter and magazines.
To enable the research to fit into participants’ lives rather than the other way around,
it was decided to hold the research on a day and time that would be their usual art-making
day. For all the participants, this meant they were still going to make art on a Tuesday. Half
of the participants were new to the established group; around five participants were in a usual
and familiar setting and another five, which became four, were using a new space.
Both organisations agreed that they would use their usual support staff/arts workers to
assist with the personal care of the participants but would not, at my request, facilitate any of
the workshops. The research done by Kelaher et al. (2014b) described the way the studio is
facilitated as being highly important and that by encouraging autonomy we encourage self-
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esteem and ergo, wellbeing. In my experience, because of some disability service’s emphasis
on auctions or exhibitions, the art works are sometimes made collaboratively with the arts
workers. I had wanted the art-making to be uninhibited, authentic to the artist’s expression,
and process-focused. As I was not tied to public relations or funding strategies, I had a unique
opportunity to be experimental which was quite novel for the arts workers that each
organisation sent to the sessions accompanying the participants. The art workers agreed with
my proposed methods and hoped to use some of the time I was there to catch up on their own
program. It was important as a researcher to be welcomed into the art studio, and the flow of
the annual program was not interposed by this research project.
At the beginning of the research I asked the nine participants to nominate someone for
me to interview about their art-making. The participants either picked a family member or an
arts-worker who they informed of the study; I then made contact by telephone to arrange an
interview that would last between half an hour to an hour. In the end, I interviewed eight
people as one participant left the services, and I was unable to get the information needed to
contact them, and the other participant with conflicting timetable had not frequented the
workshops sufficiently to involve a third party.
Consent
Consent forms (see Appendix 3) were signed after the research project had been
clearly explained to the potential participants. There had been more interest than forms
signed because some of the interested parties had other activities that clashed with the
timetabled research. Each person signed their own consent form. Authorisation to participate
in the research was given by ten neurodivergent people and by eight others (arts workers,
family members) who had been chosen by the participants for me to interview about their artmaking. Of the ten central participants, one did not attend 90% of the workshops due to
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having other activities on the same day but did attend one workshop and put work in the
culminating exhibition. I did not use their data but encouraged them to show their work at the
exhibition. Another dropped out after the first phase due to a change in service package. An
exit interview was sought, but there was little information on how this could be arranged as
that person had also moved away from the area. As had been agreed, I incorporated the data
but not the photographs where that participant featured.
Data Collection Procedures
Focus Groups
A focus group was conducted at the start of each of the three phases of the art-making
sessions. Although timing was flexible, I had loosely planned one and a half hours for the
time needed to generate discussion around art-making. The questions and probes for the first
phase (See Appendix 4) were used to guide this part of the research. The concept of a focus
group and even the research itself was understood differently by each person which meant I
needed to take time to repeat the objectives, what we were doing there and what the research
was about at the start of each phase during each focus group (or what became a form of
Think Aloud (T/A) methodology). However, all participants understood the idea of artmaking, but were less aware of how a focus group would work. This gave me an early
indication of how accessible this type of methodology was to the participants involved.
During that first focus group, they seemed very quiet and were not focused on the discussion
(or lack there-of) which demonstrated a discomfort with the technique, or possibly my style
of facilitation. I then asked how the participants felt about just talking rather than me asking
them specific probes and questions. As their response was muted, I saw an opportunity to
change the technique. After reflecting, I asked if the questions and talking was alright for
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them or if they would prefer to be making art, and they replied that they would prefer to be
making art.
This flexibility was in line with the general consensus that focus group data stems
from the dynamics and interactions between participants (Brown, 2015) and had not occurred
thus far. I employed my art workshop facilitation skills to follow the group’s lead, so the
focus groups changed to become arts-based and at times, employed one-to-one chat instead
of a group discussion. It was more akin to group and one-to-one interviewing described by
Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick, and Mukherjee (2018), but was being facilitated more than
directed, and was open to change like a focus group (Nyumba et al., 2018). These became
amalgamated so that the focus groups became like the working groups that Nicols (2013)
described in his work as a group of artists maintaining a supported studio.
After looking back at the literature, I realised I had employed the Think Aloud (T/A)
method that Koro-Ljungberg, Douglas, Therriault, Malcolm, and McNeill (2013) expanded
upon. This is where the researcher asks the participants to tell them what they are thinking
through the research which is often on problem-solving or language, where linear and
prescribed methodologies would fail to pick up a person’s complex web of ideas (KoroLjungberg et al., 2013). The research conducted by Koro-Ljungberg et al. (2013) was with
student engineers using T/A methodology that was non-prescribed and participant led. I too
asked questions about participants thoughts and feelings as they made art. Whilst they were
art-making, I was in the ‘here and now’ that Rogers (1961) described as a counselling
technique where the focus is directly in the space with that person. By doing it this way I
could hear what they were thinking/feeling whilst art-making in real time. The focus group
had through the direction of the participants, morphed into Think Aloud Groups (KoroLjungberg et al., 2013) because they aimed to learn from and include participants rather than
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make participants adhere to instilled methodological norms (Koro-Ljungberg, P Douglas,
Therriault, Malcolm, & McNeill, 2012).
I saw the arts facilitation could encourage flexibility, responsiveness and creativity in
discovering ways for the probes to be introduced and for them to answer questions through
the participant’s often non-verbal feedback. Expanding, changing, and merging of method,
based on how the participants reacted changed the formalised focus group approach ensuring
that participants central contribution was captured (Denzin & Giardina, 2016; KoroLjungberg et al., 2013).
The group agreed that I would ask the original focus group questions/probes in a
group but would then go around and ask the same of each participant should that work better
for them. I also suggested art themes that were based around those questions e.g. would you
like to make art about you making art or about how you are feeling today while you are
making art? This helped to keep people engaged in the project whilst also providing an
immediate opportunity to challenge the focus group paradigm based on both the verbal and
the non-verbal feedback the participants had already provided.
Though the discussion was not as fluid as envisaged, there was in its place Think
Aloud (Koro-Ljungberg et al., 2013), that encouraged individual discussion and general
discussion on art; next to this was a group who had control of how the research would play
out increasing agency and limiting inequities within the research paradigm. This resolved the
issue of conflict between what I had planned and how that was welcomed by the group, in
doing so we provided an experiential learning opportunity in agency; and also in adaptation,
as emphasised by Lewin and Lewin (1973). I was not taking in any more data than they were
willing to give, which provided a base of equity from the start of the data collection. I learnt
that the participants did not need me to be all-knowing about the best way to carry out this
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research and they learnt that they would have their ideas and opinions heard and acted upon
from the beginning of the research.
The original focus group frame changed in order that the data I gathered was an
accurate reflection of what the group thought and felt and not an enforced product of a
previously organised research paradigm that had already shown its flaws with this group. We
took stock of our practice as a group (Nind & Vinha, 2014), it was extremely important that
we kept using authentic inclusive practice.
The set of questions (Appendix 4) aimed to open a conversation around art-making
whilst the art-making activity aimed to open the imagination so that more ideas could be
expressed and possibly explored. This method blurred as the art-making often then opened-up
the discussions I had looked for in the focus groups. The answers to questions were mostly
scattered throughout the sessions, and increased as we all became more comfortable. Further
information was gleaned as time progressed due to familiarity with the process and/or
familiarity with each other.
Participant Observation
Having the combined roles of researcher and facilitator meant my attention needed to
be on facilitation. However, collecting the data required observation, and I wanted to be sure
my reflections on what occurred during the day could be consolidated. To make this work,
the participants and the workshop were originally to be recorded with a video camera from a
fixed point so that the observation could be made retrospectively after the workshops, with
full details of the session kept intact. This method allowed me to remain focused on the
facilitation. It also allowed me to practice the theories of being present in the ‘here and now’
(Rogers, 1961) and not “getting in the way” of the group (Crago & Gardener, 2012). Getting
in the way occurs when we interrupt the flow of a person telling their story, it is usually
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referred to in counselling contexts but I believe it is relevant to research settings where one is
emic to the process.
To remain neutral and focused on what was happening in the art workshop, I had set
up a video camera and sound recording through the computer to record the sessions, along
with taking still photographs with a camera. The sound recording gave me a clearer voice log
and turned out to be a lot less problematic than the video recording. Due to this, I then only
used the audio recordings and still photographs for each of the workshops to support the
reflective observations I made straight after each of the sessions. Both types of sound
recordings were difficult to decipher when more than one person was talking but served well
in their ability to support the reflection process, filling the gaps. After the session, I wrote
down my reflections on each participant engagement in the art-making sessions and used
these reflections to support the writing up of the observations.
The still photos of the art-making session served as visual observation, and were
useful when the video did not record in the desired way. The still images communicated the
themes that had previously been coded with the observation and reflection transcripts. There
were no particularly new categories that came through the photos that hadn’t been previously
identified. I removed the photos that did not correspond to, nor refuted the coding- that is
photos that were doubles of other photos or had no discernible information that was pertinent
either way to the question. Observations were themed using a grounded theory frame where
the codes came from the observations and focus groups but also were led by the original
research questions. The photos supported the themes that were broken down from the coding
into self, relationships and community.
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Emotion Recognition Emoji Charts (EREC)
Each of the three art sessions in the three research phases (nine in all) included the use
of visual aids, in the form of five emoji. This method was used to help participants identify
how they felt by using a technique that was visually symbolic rather than verbal. This idea
was developed during research preparation through research that used facial recognition as a
means to gather data. Bermejo et al. (2014) study utilizing International Affective Pictures
System (IAPS) showed that neurodivergent people respond similarly to neurotypical people
in identifying emotional response. His emotional recognition uses over one thousand example
photographs of emotion and includes valence and arousal on a nine-point scale for each one.
As discussed in the last chapter, this research does not have the capacity to use a scale that is
as complex as this one, instead, emotional recognition emoji charts (EREC) were employed.
A sheet was handed out to each of the participants in the morning, again during lunchtime,
and once more at the end of each session. The participant was asked to circle which emoji
best represented how they felt at that moment (See Appendix 6).
In the future, I would use the emotional recognition charts to triangulate or refute data
and as a tool for reflection on how one feels at certain times, as it is a very simple and
effective way to encourage reflection during either a therapeutic space or a creative research
space. It could also be used as a non-verbal communication tool for those who prefer or who
only use non-verbal means of communicating. It could level the field if there are multiple
types of communication and if this method is designed with the group first using the
participant’s self-portraits instead of emoji faces they may relate more to the expressions
represented. This could be member-checked to see if their choice of self-portraits represented
the corresponding emotion after a week to ensure consistency. I feel this method could be
very useful, which I elaborate on further along in the discussion chapter. The group generally
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enjoyed circling the faces and as had happened with the focus groups, everyone became more
relaxed and familiar with how the method worked.
I used an emotional recognition emoji chart (EREC) to increase robustness of data
collection as recommended in the study by Hartley and MacLean (2006) where they
emphasised the need for imagery/symbols to be incorporated into research with
neurodivergent participants.
Themed art work
Though I had wanted the art-making to be un-themed and to come from the ideas of
the participants, I soon found that having no limit to what they could do rendered some of
them frozen. Hence, I gave them a minimal theme that could be interpreted loosely or even
disregarded. I first asked the group how they felt about showing something of who they are,
something of themselves which was influenced by the focus group probes and questions
around what art making meant to them. As we progressed I could see that this way of
collecting data was problematic because I had been directing some of their themes. I had not
intended to use art therapy paradigms to analyse the art and artist’s responses to their art,
rather, I had wanted only to use art therapy models as an influence for the facilitation. As I
was photographing and videoing much of the process and had been given permission to use
the photos, I utilised the still images to pictorially demonstrate the process of the art-making.
I felt this could be included in the final data to visually illustrate, confirm, explore and
nuance the data.
It was only after offering themes such as you as the artist, how you feel while you
make art that I then I threw it to the group and they came back with ideas for making
cartoons which was an interesting idea. However, I realised that the cartoon making would
occupy most of the workshops and would become focused on the product and the more
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technical side of art skills. This raised the possibility that the experimental nature of the artmaking that I had hoped to use as a frame could be curtailed. The cartoons and books idea
were incorporated into the 3rd phase for 2 sessions by some participants as not all
participants chose that theme.
The frame could have been clearer, though the constructivist paradigm embedded in
the PAR model was employed so that I followed the participants as much as possible and
tried not to avoid the chaos of being off-script as that is where much art flourishes (McNeilly,
2006). This group had enough people who knew me to gain trust by those who did not, which
allowed for the directive/non- directive approach to work. The balance here was achieved but
could have been different in a less familiar group of people.
Interviews
The interviews were conducted with chosen interviewees in their homes, one was
carried out in a local cafe and each one lasted up to 45 minutes. The questions can be found
in Appendix 4. The answers gave me insight into the understanding people had about how art
impacted the participants. They were close to the participant’s art-making processes and
included anecdotal evidence that illuminated what I was seeing within the workshops.
I engaged fully, using my experience and skills as recommended by Bazeley (2013) in
listening to enhance my understanding of the information imparted through the interview. I
found each interview gave a more holistic view of the participants and their engagement by
seeing more of how their art-making is considered by others in their lives. There was only
one interviewee that did not seem to actively encourage their child to make art but the person
they were discussing had many arts-workers and family friends who encouraged them.
I themed the results in the same way as I had done with the first focus group (T/A)
and observations. Their data encouraged some new recurring themes such as gifting,
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expression and communication. The objective information was clear and many of the
interviewees saw the importance of art-making and, also gifting or exhibiting the work for
public consumption as very important to the lives of the individual and in some cases, very
important in how they felt about themselves. Interviews were a useful tool in verifying the
data I had gathered through participant response in the focus groups, observation and the
emotion recognition charts and the art work images. They also enriched the data through
anecdote and story which enhanced the data.
The Analysis
Qualitative Coding for Analysis
The interviews and focus groups (T/A) were transcribed from recordings made during
the data collection, and the observations were built on the reflections I had collated, and by
listening to the recordings of each of the sessions. A detailed transcript was made for the
three focus groups. An accurate but not verbatim transcription was made for the observations,
but not using the same detail as the focus group (T/A) transcription. Once I wrote my post-art
workshop reflections, I would start the next day by completing a loose written copy of the
recording. These transcripts and the observational ‘loose’ transcripts were uploaded into the
Nvivo7 data analysis programme and then were coded. The transcription process reimmersed me in the data and after the second week of the first phase I began to code the
material the same week as I had gathered it. I used this technique so that not only was I
immersed whilst collecting the data, and when transcribing, but also whilst coding which was
line with the constructivist grounded theory model (Charmaz, 2011; Glaser, 1992; Strauss &
Corbin, 1994).
I made interpretations based on the codes by grouping recurring themes and then
highlighting those themes next to the research question and the evolving sub-questions. These
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codes created overarching themes that I discuss further in the next chapter. Thematic coding
was utilized using the data gathered from the transcripts of composite feedback and responses
from both the individuals within the art-making group and their chosen advocate from outside
the art-making group, as was demonstrated in the research by Wark et al. (2015). The coding
system of transcription using Nvivo7 is shown by Kuckartz (2014) in a practical and
accessible format that I used to draw on to create the codes, sub-themes and the themes of
each of the focus groups, observations and interview transcripts. The art works were not
coded but instead some of the still photographs were used to illustrate the codes. The ERECs
were numerically coded and measured using a psychometric Likert scale but soon were
discarded as useful data when it became obvious that the participants all reacted differently to
the emoji symbols, and that the emotion was not measurable which I discuss in the findings.
The themes that emerged from the data merged alongside the sub-questions of self, social and
community which are illuminated further, along with codes that created them, in the
following chapter.
Member Checking
I member-checked the general data collected in the previous phase at the start of each
following phase. I checked my interpretations throughout the study to ensure that the
participants voices were being accurately described. This also allowed them to stay informed
with the process, and that if they had forgotten what we had been doing, they could be
reminded. One participant had acquired brain injury and I would remind him several times
throughout a session if required. This gave me the opportunity to be transparent with the
whole group and it allowed support arts workers to also stay informed.
I asked what the group thought of these methods and considered non-verbal reactions
to the process in my reflections. Any inherent power structures in this research project were
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negated using transparency and attempting to always have a research environment that
supported participant agency.
The design of the research and subsequent changes in data collection was discussed so
that I could be sure that questions were understood, and so that my interpretations of some
responses were correct. At the start of each phase we began by discussing what they had
communicated in the previous session, checking if they agreed with what they had said.
Verification of Data
To verify the data, I used the subjective data of the participants gathered through the
focus groups, or what became Think Aloud groups, as a starting point because the data came
directly from the people participating in the art workshops. My objective observations were
then used to confirm, refute or supplement that data, thereby verifying the findings. The
multiple data collection methods helped with this procedure as I could check if a code from
one method would be seen in another method or from another source. This is demonstrated in
Figure 5.4.
To triangulate this data, I used the original participant feedback, then my objective
observations and then the interviews by third parties, which gave me three sources to confirm
the codes. There were times, particularly under the theme of identification as an artist, one
source brought new data to the forefront which I discuss further in the next chapter. I used the
photos/images of the art making to illustrate the coding using a visual method that could
reinforce what was found whilst also giving the data a real and human context. The EREC
have been supplementary and not included in analysis because they were difficult to relate to
art making, though using them in a more nuanced way could be a useful implementation in
future research.
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Participants
Think Aloud
EREC

Researcher
Observation
Art Making Images

Third Parties
Interviews

Figure 5-4: The three sources and their corresponding methods used for triangulation of
data.
Summary
The methodology chapter outlined the reasoning behind each of the above methods
employed in this research. It can be seen, however that some of the decisions were also
practical and served to minimise disrupting what would be the usual routine of the
participants as well as make the study feasible. The Think Aloud started the sessions but soon
occurred throughout. The observations were carried out retrospectively using digital
technology which meant I could give most of my focus to the art workshop facilitation. The
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methods provided a good variety of data collection and contributed to the dynamics within
the workshops. The flexibility inside the design encouraged creative applications that would
not have been possible with other less flexible data gathering approaches.
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6. Chapter Six: Findings
Introduction
This study aimed to answer the five questions set out at the end of chapter three:
1) How does non-directive art-making in a group support the connection of the
participant to their art?
2) Can art-making connect the participant to themselves?
3) What are the social outcomes on short or brief art interventions?
4) Can making art connect people to their community?
5) Can regional community involvement in art workshops contribute to the UN
conventions’ concept of inclusion and cohesion?
This chapter looks closely at the themes that arose from the coded data that had been
gathered using the four different methods described in the previous chapter, the fifth had been
jettisoned because it did not answer the research question. I explain this decision further in
the discussion chapter. I incorporated all the participant’s subjective data gathered from the
focus groups that became Think Aloud groups (Eccles & Arsal, 2017; Koro-Ljungberg et al.,
2013)) throughout the workshops. These data were consolidated with my participant
observations, and then verified using the data from interviews with third parties; some of this
data was then illustrated with photographs taken throughout the research. The photos
provided what Koro-Ljungberg et al. (2013) described as being fully in the moment without
judgement, supporting data. The data were coded and then themed to correspond to the
research questions.
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Key

Source 1: Participant feedback

T/A1.1; 1.2; 1.3 = Think Aloud Phase 1,

-

Think Aloud Group (n:9):
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Sessions 1, 2, 3
T/A.2.1; 2.2; 2.3 = Think Aloud Phase 2,
Sessions 1, 2, 3
T/A.3.1;3.2; 3.3 = Think Aloud, Phase 3,
Sessions 1, 2, 3

-

Brief interview of participants at

Int. exhibition

exhibition (n:4):

Source 2: My observations &

Obs.1.1; 1.2; 1.3 =

reflections

Observation Phase 1 Sessions 1; 2; 3

-

Observation (n: 9):

Obs.2.1, 2.2, 2.3 =
Observation Phase 2 Sessions 1; 2; 3
Obs.3.1; 3.2; 3.3 =
Observation Phase 3 Sessions 1; 2; 3

Source 3: Third Party Interviews

F/A Int.1; F/A Int.2; F/A Int.3; F/A Int.4; F/A

-

Families (n:6):

Int.5; F/A Int.6

-

Arts workers (n:2):

A/W Int.1; A/W Int.2

Source 4: Illustration of data
-

Figure: 6.3; 6.4; 6.5 etc.

Art photos:

Figure 6-1: Data Source Key
The findings were based on data gathered from nine research participants who
generally identify as artists, though I use the label of participant throughout this chapter. Each
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theme arose from the codes that were built from sub-codes. Each code was created using
three different data sources which verified the findings. The data sources and the
accompanying legend for use within this findings chapter are shown below in Figure 6.1.I
used a different acronym, a single letter for each participant in the observations and in the
Talk aloud dialogues for anonymity. The third-party interviews were with family
members/advocates, or with arts-workers chosen by participants. I used the term researcher
when indicating what I have said and arts worker for the support workers present throughout
the research made a comment. The codes for each are explained in the findings chapter key.
The interviewed chosen third parties were with both family/advocates and arts
workers. The arts-workers that are mentioned in this chapter without an interview reference
supported the group during the research and were not data sources.
Transcriptions of the data were entered in the Nvivo7 computer software and then
sub-coded, coded and themed. The sub-codes are accounted for in the diagrams NVivo7
produced that indicated how prominent each one was (See Appendix 7). This chapter is
divided into three sections representing each of the major themes that emerged from the
coded data. These were Self, Social and Community, which had influenced and been
influenced by the thesis sub-questions and literature in the fields from where this research
was developed.
This chapter illustrates the results of the study on the impact of art-making on people
who use regional disability services in Australia. The findings were produced from the subcodes that were created from the transcripts of the collected data, and then grouped together
to build codes and themes, which were then allocated to three main categories. The
categories, or major themes, were guided by Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological Human
Development Systems Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 2005) which helped with grouping the data.
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Two of the major themes, Self and Social, could be considered within Bronfenbrenner’s
Microsystem, because they describe personal interactions of the individual. They were
formed through the exchanges with peers within the art-making space, which could be
interchanged with Bronfenbrenner’s individual interactions with school and neighbourhood,
part of the Microsystem in his child development model. The third major theme of
Community could symbolise the Macrosystem because it is outside of, but interacts with, that
microsystem and provides cultural context and belief systems. In this study, the systems
could be connected through the Mesosystem which could be represented by the individual’s
agency or the facilitators support. This is discussed further in the next chapter. I have
appropriated Bronfenbrenner’s (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007) visual model to
demonstrate some of the main relationships and connections that occurred during the three
art-making phases, and at the culminating exhibition of the art that was created throughout
the research. The exhibition became an unplanned fourth phase that occurred due to the
participants input into the study.
Self
This section considers the questions:
1) How does non-directive art-making in a group support the connection of the
participant to their art?
2) Can art-making connect the participant to themselves?
With these in mind, I discuss the major theme of Self, incorporating the coded themes
that built it: self-esteem, focus and expression, all of which occurred within the three phases
of art-making, and the culminating art exhibition where the created works were displayed.
The data also showed how the facilitation of the art workshop affected the relationship to self
and has been included under its own heading or within the associated theme. The codes of
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agency, positive feeling, and identity as an artist made up the theme self-esteem; the codes
concentration and tiredness led to the theme of focus; whilst the codes communication and
free expression formed the theme of expression. These three themes that made up the major
theme of Self are visualised in the graphic representation below. Below in Figure 6.2 the subcodes are shown in relation to the themes to help the reader understand how the findings were
constructed.
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Identity as
Artist

Agency

Positive
Feeling

Self Esteem

SELF

Expression

Communication

Free
Expression

Focus

Tired

Concentration

Figure 6-2: Representation of the codes that built the themes for the main major theme of
Self.
Self esteem
The theme of self-esteem was created from the codes of agency, identity as artist and
positive feelings. In this section, they are each discussed in relation to art-making using the
four different data sources (See Figure 6.2).
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Agency
Choices were regularly and often made by the participants, which showed their
agency in an art-making environment. Agency first occurred through the choice of attending
the research-based art project; then also by choosing materials, themes and techniques; and
again, during the practice of art-making and the showing of the art work; and lastly, when the
participants directed how the workshop proceeded, or said ‘no’ to a suggestion.
Agency in choosing art
Agency was demonstrated by the participants actively choosing to go to an art
workshop which occurred when they agreed to be part of the research project. They chose art
purposefully, rather than doing it because there was no other choice, which was confirmed by
all the participants attending art workshops at least once per week in their usual lives outside
the research. This choice was corroborated in two of the interviews with third parties that
emphasized that all of them actively chose to make art at least once a week, often more. One
advocate said in the interview that Yeah, she will always choose art. If she chooses to come
here for her art [on] her day off- then that says something (F/A Int.3). The agency and
autonomy in choosing art is demonstrated by a parent interview:
Well, all I know is if you have to make appointments with the doctors or the dentist
you don’t make them on Tuesday when he does art, and if you can help it, that you
don’t make them on Wednesday when he does pottery at [local art studio]. The other
days he will give up but he’s not going to miss those days. (F/A Int.6)
Agency and Location
There was a growing sense of comfort and ownership of the space which was shown
by one participant’s individual agency in choosing when, and what technique he would use to
make his art. This was also indicated by the other participants when they spoke about making
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art outside of the studio. After I had asked the group in the first phase of art discourse what
their favourite thing about making art was, one participant responded: Its good…I like making
art outside which allowed the group a discussion on where the next session would take place:
A picnic and art outside! (T/A.1.1). When I reminded the group of this in the next phase
during member-checking, they agreed that they would be interested in making art outside
during this research project. Though, as they had suggested a picnic, I had interpreted that to
be an excursion day out, I brought it back to being about art-making and they responded
positively and came up with their own ideas of how the day could play out:
[A participant] is asking we go buy our lunch and make art somewhere. J says a
picnic. K is animated talking about this idea. Everyone has input and I am careful to
explain [what this could entail] and to also ask each person for feedback. (T/A.2.1;
Obs.2.1)
We then made solid plans for a morning out where we would take a snack and make
art on the beach. By the third phase participants had become very comfortable in the space
and again showed their agency when some would arrive and proceed to make art, with the
materials and ideas they had brought into the studio, before I began the session. This was
noticed by an arts worker within the workshop who commented: Oh, look at S (who is now
painting with his own paint and canvas he has brought in) straight to work he doesn’t muck
around and later said: E is doing a drawing of the titanic from a book he brought in
(Obs.3.1). There was a growing sense of autonomy for the participants, and though the artmaking time was scheduled, one participant exhibited agency when he chose where and when
he would make art: [he] came in early and started drawing before the group started. He is
engrossed in his drawing and making very considered lines that form his drawing (Obs.3.3).
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These environmental choices were demonstrated again when an interviewed artsworker discussed how a participant was comfortable and made decisions for himself, and that
the art workshops were a space where they chose materials, techniques, and came up with
their own ideas from the moment they arrived:
He gets there in the morning and goes straight to the cupboard and gets out his
brushes and paints all his clay and usually starts work- he sometimes does a bit of
research. He likes to look through some magazines that he often carries round- a big
stack of magazines- in his bag that he’s very interested in, and chooses things that he
has sort of looked at and makes his own unique interpretations and dreams about
those subjects that he really likes. (A/W Int.2)
This quote showed the choices being made by participants, as well as highlighting a sense of
comfort and familiarity in the art studio which contributed to a sense of belonging.
Agency and Materials
Choosing art materials was an important part of art-making and was not something
that all the participants were familiar with as was expressed early in the research when: an
arts worker indicates they [participants] don't usually get art materials out themselves
(T/A.1.1.1). After I learnt this I would put a range of materials on the table for them to
choose from. One participant felt sure that they wanted to do collage and said: I want to do
that! whilst pointing to magazines (T/A.1.1.2; Obs.1.2). I also encouraged a non- verbal
participant to come to make art at the communal table in the group as he often sat on the
periphery at his own table, he chose to sit outside of the group. I sat with him and asked him
to choose colours and materials, which he too was not used to doing. He was responsive
when given choices which I noted in my daily reflections:
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Using repetitive colours, but when supported made a specific choice… Made more
choices in his painting and in his sculpture this week. He continued with making and
knew when he didn’t want a colour which he communicated when an arts worker
gave him the coloured sticks [and] he shook his head… (Obs.1.2)
This agency continued for him when I asked him to point to materials or squeeze one
hand for ‘no’ and another for ‘yes’ so that I could learn if he wanted to sit at the big table, or
remain further out from the group- if he was ready to finish an art work or to use certain
materials. In the next session, he joined the communal table where I observed he focused on
his work and tried a new piece with paint. He was not interested in continuing the sculptural
piece from the week before (Obs.1.3.). This showed he had decided to do something new,
which was accepted as his choice by the arts workers.
The group demonstrated agency by choosing materials in the second phase when I
encourage people to experiment with materials but they all go to use the pencils and paints
that they would normally choose (Obs.2.1). It is possible that this behaviour was led by a
habit rather than agency, because in the last phase of the workshops, participants confirmed
with Nods and yeses and yeahs (T/A.3.1) in response to using the above-mentioned materials,
even though they had not chosen the clay and sculpting materials that I had laid out
throughout the three phases.
Agency was harnessed by other participants when one said, after being asked if she
wanted to make some art: yes, I want to do some drawing and another said drawing and when
I asked if that’s enough direction they answer yes (T/A.2.1). This agency in choosing material
and techniques was again demonstrated during the last phase when I asked about a
participant’s background colour and said that he may lose his detail if he put it on later, to
which he clearly responded: I like it the way it is (T/A.3.1). The participants had a range of
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reactions when I asked what was good about making art: drawing, painting, it’s good
actually, it’s great, trying to draw the pictures and another added: Putting pictures on
cardboard with paint and another agreed I like to draw and paint. During another interview, a
family member highlighted that choosing materials and techniques was an important part of
the enjoyment of art workshops:
When he goes to drama he’s told what to do, so he may have to learn lines and that,
but he’s being told what to do and how to behave, but in the art, he is basically given
the script but he ad-libs, if you know what I mean, so he creates what he wants out of
that (F/A Int.5).
Other participants were described as very resourceful when choosing specific materials: he
works with anything, he'll work with bits of wire, he has strung bits of sticks together to put in
the water and watch waves effect on the sticks, you know he just thinks of all sorts of things
(F/A Int.5). They were doing what they liked and what they had chosen to do.
Agency and Artwork Themes
In the first session, I had given loose themes, the first was a representation of
themselves. When they had finished, we discussed each piece, and the responses showed
their ability to use the semi-direction and be creative with it: That’s me all colours, football;
this is me (Blue self-portrait); it’s a horse; it’s a volcano- it’s the colour of volcanoes; a
waterfall underwater; me, scarf, blue (T/A.1.1). They had chosen how they would represent
themselves and shared it with the group. The participant’s Talking Allowed group in the
second phase revealed agency when choosing themes where one participant said his favourite
thing about making art was: some football jerseys, Rabitoh’s flag, sea eagles (T/A.2.1), and I
noted in my reflections in the previous phase that he was: Prolific and focused and sure of
what he was doing: bright colours, dots and lines as well as composition (Obs.1.1). His
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assuredness in choice of theme and his choosing techniques and colours was also
demonstrated in my observations where other participants chose colours and techniques:
I ask T to pick a colour. He chooses yellow then blue. K is sure she would like yellow
and says it confidently and clearly. They are sorting out a communal canvas with less
input from staff now. T.C. makes noises and K tells him to shh! (Obs.2.2)
The freedom in choice was displayed by those not responding to semi-directive
themes when one said confidently: My art has various outlooks out of space (T/A.2.1), and
was appreciated by others in the group when one said: nice colours you choose (T/A.2.1) to
their colleague. Seemingly out of the blue, another participant said to me: I know what I want
to ask you: I want to do a flag. A Mexican flag (T/A.2.1); whilst another is directly influenced
by what is happening at home when she decided on her theme: my other cousin had a baby
girl with his girlfriend and I’ll make them a picture and do a painting for them (T/A.2.1). The
participants are influenced by a variety of things, and some expressed them using carefully
considered detail: he’ll draw the eyelashes, he’s always drawing the eyelashes on a face, or
talons on an eagle or the horse shoes on a horse so he goes into the detail in and puts in as
much as he thinks it should be there (F/A Int.5).
An interview with an arts worker revealed that if her client hasn’t got a project to
work towards she will just do some flowers or she’ll just make up her own thing, if it was
something like last week she worked really well drawing fish and painting fish- and a boat
(F/A Int.3). Agency comes with the choice of venue, then with materials and techniques,
followed by the depiction of ideas and then again in choosing whether to show the artworks
to others.
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Agency- Showing the art
When each participant finished a piece of art I encouraged them to show the group
and talk about it if they wanted to. I then asked questions and requested feedback from the
group. In the last session of the first phase, the non-verbal participant who usually sat on the
outside of the art making group, not only joined the group, but also began holding up his
work (Obs.1.3). By the second and third phase everyone did this without a directive which
was demonstrated here:
M holds hers up and by the 3rd phase it became an uninstructed practice. E. suddenly
holds his work up and is very happy with it. He smiles a bit, but is very strong in how
he shows everyone… J then says: “look what I did” and holds up her work with new
brush strokes on it. She is proud of it. T holds his work up. People were enthusiastic
about holding up art works and showing the group as well as discussing the work they
had done (Obs.3.1).
This showing of the art practice was actively encouraged as a part of the process as it
supported participants to focus on each other’s work and created an informal learning
opportunity within a democratic frame. This modelled the importance of all voices in a group
being heard without having to use only verbal expression: E holds [artwork] up again after
doing the last bit of detail that keeps adding to its depth. He is proud and staff and
participants compliment him (Obs.3.1). I supported their enthusiasm for showing work to
others, and responded to their hope of possibly being paid for it during a member-checking
time in the second phase art discourse: And you all said you would like to display this art
somewhere so people could see it… would you like to hang this somewhere in an exhibition;
They all agreed they would (T/A.3.1).
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Participants were confident in knowing when a work was finished: M says clearly,
she is done (Obs. 2.2). Others in the group also made decisions about their finished pieces
when a completed art work was chosen by one member who was clear… he wants to put it in
a newsletter; and again, when I put T’s work out to dry and he says adamantly which way it
goes up and to remember this (Obs.3.3). Though at times energy seemed to wane when
people lost focus due to being tired or for reasons I was unable to decipher but they used their
agency in doing things as they wanted rather than what was expected of them as artists:
K was sure of how she wanted to stick the pictures down and obviously had a plan but
eventually she started sticking down in many positions and claimed it was finished. It
was a very different process to the last weeks (Obs.1.3).
During an interview, another arts-worker noted the enthusiasm of a client to share
work with her: When she walked out today she said: I’ll bring my book in next week, and the
book is something to draw out of or show me. We then discussed the latest exhibition they
were in: she likes to see herself on the walls so to speak, and she was happy to put her
paintings in the show (A/W Int.1).
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Figure 6-3: Discussing art with an arts worker. Figure 6-4: Showing/discussing the artwork.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 above illustrate the participants showing their work to others,
explaining and displaying their work to the group. Showing the art work was described in an
interview with an arts worker who said during their session that he holds up his work and
sees that he’s quite proud to show it to everyone else (A/W Int.2). As practising artists within
an art studio, they had the expertise and were discussing their work with other artists like an
artist’s community and a community of practice where they all contributed to creating a
learning environment.
Agency through Facilitation
The facilitation of the art-making space had played a part in some of the agency
shown by the participants above. It was highlighted in the first phase when there was a sense
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of discomfort during the first attempted focus group discussion, so I eventually asked: is
anyone else thinking: let’s make art? The group then responded in agreement with yeah, I
want to do some drawing, drawing, yes (nodding) (T/A.1.1). This led to the change from
timed, formal focus group to a Think-aloud (T/A) group, with art discourse as its focus in the
data collection process. The change is demonstrated in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 below.

Figure 6-5: The original ‘traditional’ focus group.
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Figure 6-6: Focus on Art Discourse that became Talking Aloud (T/A).
This was the first example of facilitation encouraging agency by remaining focused
on the participants, and by responding to body language and other forms of communication.
This was shown in an observation where I had asked if the participants wanted to work in
pairs, in a group or on their own, all were clear they want to work on their own (Obs.2.3).
That choice was important because many artists like working on their own, yet often
neurodivergent people may not be asked their preferred way of working. This preference was
shown when I had asked about working individually or together and only one said together,
the rest said on their own (Obs.1.3).
There can also be barriers to agency that can be seen with some types of facilitation,
which can also influence the impact art has on the participants which was shown here when I
noted in an early observation:
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The lead arts-worker/artist takes some photos for [a participant] and puts them in her
folder then starts suggesting to [them] some ideas. I interrupt to say to [participants
to] be the leaders and let the arts-worker follow them. They (arts workers) take this to
mean I am criticizing, rather than how I meant it, which was to get [arts-worker] out
of [their] usual directive role (Obs.1.1).
The arts workers began to see their role as being creative support when later in that
same session a participant said: bright colours, we want bright colours. Arts-workers then go
through magazines for them to find bright colourful things and help cut them out (Obs.1.1)
The arts workers were increasingly able to follow the participants and had a better
understanding of the frame I was using for the research by the second phase which was
demonstrated when one asked a participant about her work, and then helped her reflect on her
process rather than tell her what she thought of it (Obs.1.2).
However, because of these differences in facilitation I pondered on the benefit of
asking the participants themselves, in order that all of us could open this up and reflect on it.
To do this I asked during the second Talking Allowed group: How do you feel when you are
told what to do in art? and the replies showed that people felt differently about direction:
M: It feels good, actually
Researcher: So, it feels good to you to be given some direction?
M: Yeah
Researcher: So how does it feel if you’re not given direction?
M: I just wait
Researcher: What about you [O]?
O: I don’t mind a little bit but I don’t like a lot
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Researcher: So, little bit is good not a lot. E- how would that be for you, being told
what to do?
E: OK.
Researcher: what about if you were just left with no-one in the room to tell you
anything?
E: If that happened I would just grab my book and draw
Researcher: T?
T: I always take advice.
Researcher: Is that true? (I had a different take on this)
T: Well that's the idea- (laughs)
Researcher: How does it feel to have no direction?
T: It's fine.
Researcher: If you are told nothing?
T: If I'm told nothing I do nothing
Arts worker: I will interject – he's like E, he finds something and draws.
E: Does that ring any bells for you T?
T: Yes, I always draw I like to draw
(T/A.2.1)
This dialogue indicated that many are accustomed to taking direction, but the type of
direction can also compromise agency. I noted that one participant did not usually respond to
my semi-directed themes, he did his own thing, and when I asked him if he wanted to follow
a theme he was clear he wants to work on his art (T/A.3.1). Finding the balance in being
semi-directive whilst allowing for independence of the artist is a continual process that
required focus in the present, or being in the ‘here and now’ as described by Rogers (1961).
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Arts workers who are particularly sensitive to the people in their group are often better placed
to understand how they may react to an art-making workshop. This was illustrated by one of
the arts worker’s comments on a long-term workshop participant when he told me during an
interview that:
[He] likes doing things on his own. He can take good advice as criticism and says:
“aww sorry [arts worker name]” and I say: you’re not in trouble, I’m just trying to
say, to advise you, on the technique and how to use the tools (F/A Int.5).
I highlighted how participants showed agency in choosing materials earlier, this was
also a demonstration of not liking being told what to do: I ask about their background colour
and say to a participant that he may lose his detail if he puts it on later and he clearly
responds: I like it the way it is which I reply with you happy with that background colour?
Again, he clearly states: I am, but I continue: or do you want to do it again? and he replies
strongly, without hesitation: as it is (T/A.3).
However, familiarity with clients and other staff can also lead to less focus on the artmaking and thereby agency in that space, which is seen in this extract from the third phase of
the art workshops.
The staff are speaking a lot, … the amount of staff and what they are doing is very
distracting for the art-making group. They are animated and busy. A new volunteer to
this group, but not a familiar arts-worker, talks about T’s work being like a reef and
about his previous work, the others are focused on something else to do with another
art project. [The staff] are so loud and animated that they can’t see T trying to speak.
He finally says after their discussion on his work, and what they think it is about: Ok
I’ll tell you about it (Obs.3.1).
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This interaction showed the arts workers familiarity with the group and how they
were comfortable enough to do their own work outside the studio space which could have
contributed to their disengagement with the above participant’s needs. On the other hand, I
had been fully engaged through each of the phases so noticing subtleties had become more
natural:
My ears and focus are on T and the room, I’m noticing all of this [interactions] and
am pleased to hear and see T say he wants to tell them about [his art]. His enthusiasm
to explain and do what we have been doing over the last weeks, which is show, ask
questions and discuss the work with the artist at intervals, is a great achievement
(Obs.3.1).
This achievement could have been missed. It could have resulted in that participant not
holding up work or feeling that their own perspective of their work was not of interest to
others. It is important that the facilitation is comfortable, whilst also keeping the focus on the
participants and their artwork if agency is to be authentically sustained, as it can be easy to
miss opportunities that can support people in having their voices heard. This observation is
continued here and shows when the line is unwittingly crossed by facilitators:
However as soon as he speaks up, all the staff speak over him about [his artwork]
being a coral reef, and how it is painted, and talk about another work he has done
recently very loudly. I’m very aware of this. I interrupt them to say that he wanted to
speak and no-one noticed. They then say [to him]: oh, do you want to say how you did
it? He says [pointedly]: by hand. The opportunity is lost and another staff member
says they noticed what happened (Obs.3.1).
During this research project, I caught myself being overly directive in this observation
when: E held up his work again and I comment that he has lost the carefully drawn lines with
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the paint, I say he can do lines over it again- which he agrees to (Obs.3.3). I noted here that
the interruption to his process did not benefit the artwork in my or his opinion and as it was
not an art skills class, but rather an experimental exploration of imagination and technique,
was not an appropriate intervention. The facilitators’ power to compromise agency was
discussed in an interview with a parent who revealed that:
[She] can actually do something by herself with a little bit of help even though when
too many people keep telling her what way to go- she gets frustrated more than upset
and stuff because umm, she doesn’t like too many commands you know -it’s not her
(F/A Int.1).
Another parent explained her son’s annoyance with being infantilised by a facilitator
when she said:
I was told once that he was being aggressive because the instructor told him carefully
how to put glue and sticking on the ends of things very carefully and T had apparently
sent him up and said: I’m so glad you told me goodness knows what I might’ve done I
might put it on the toothbrush and cleaned my teeth or waved it around (F/A Int.6).
The interruption that over-direction has on confidence, affects the group and their artmaking process. This is highlighted here when an interviewed arts-worker said: I think he is
very confident in his own style and how he does it. Sometime in the past, maybe he’s been
punished or criticized too much, told he's not allowed, and only to do something a certain
way- he rebels (A/W Int.2). Confidence in art-making can be associated with the agency
someone feels because they are creating authentically, and thereby connecting deeply to the
process. This engagement can lead to flow between the participant and the art as an object.
The need for this auto-impetus is described here:
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I just want him to feel as free as he possibly can and to use his brain because if you
don’t use your brain you know it needs stimulation but it needs self-stimulation- that’s
why you have a passion (F/A Int.5).
Agency is one of the many aspects of the benefits of art-making but when in a
facilitated art group, agency can be altered by the facilitation technique, so much so it could
have the opposite effect. Agency and the interruption of it is an extremely important part of
becoming autonomous, capable and confident, so needs careful consideration when looking
at the power dynamics inherent in an art group that is facilitated. If agency is to occur,
reflection of a facilitator’s practice is vital and is incorporated into many art-therapy
paradigms. Art-making groups can offer an enormous opportunity to increase one’s agency in
that space and possibly beyond. The next section looks at positive feelings associated with
making art and has a small section on how facilitation can also contribute to those feelings.
Positive Feeling
The term positive feeling came about because it encompassed the many affirmative
aspects that I had witnessed throughout the workshops. From the concrete nature of agency,
the coding then tracked the enhanced emotions experienced whilst participants made art.
There were many times during the research when the atmosphere was alive with creativity,
which seemed to heighten smiles, jokes and laughs between the participants and the staff
(Obs1.1,1.2,1.3,2.1,2.3,3.1,3.3). Positive feeling was coded when the transcripts showed the
participants liked attending art workshops, when they reported feeling good, excellent and/or
happy; or indicated how they felt with smiles and/or grinning; or were observed laughing,
smiling and/or joking.
The focus group’s or Talking Allowed (T/A) questions and probes about how the
participants felt about making art (See Appendix 4 for focus group probes) showed that each
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person liked joining the art studio sessions. This was exhibited when T said: I’ve loved thisit’s absolutely fantastic, […] I’m serious and wouldn’t be here otherwise (T/A.2.1). I asked
people during the art discourse how they felt in the first phase, there were numerous positive
responses including: it’s good; I feel happy, I feel like using felt tips, just feel happy; feel ok
about making; makes me feel like I have something to do I my life; very relaxed making art
and very content; it helps me; all of it, all! (T/A.1.1). A non-verbal participant hummed and
smiled whilst we asked about his work and the arts-workers, familiar with his communication
style, said this was his way of showing enjoyment (T/A.1.1). Another participant, later in that
first phase, said when I asked what she was doing and how it felt: I’m drawing people and…it
feels excellent (T/A.1.3).
The second phase had similar responses from all the participants when I asked how
making art made them feel. They answered with: quite excellent; I felt relaxed and excited;
makes me happy; I love colour; I enjoy it; I love the pictures; I love to draw and paint; I feel
like a superstar. The third phase art discourse had responses like: good, enjoy it; yes, I like
coming here, I enjoy it, very enjoyable, very peaceful, enjoyable and I can relax and
concentrate on what I’m doing; great! Good! (T/A.3.1).
As can be seen, these responses were reiterated throughout the three art-making
phases. I witnessed their enthusiasm, their smiling contentment, enjoyment and happiness
(Obs.1.1). Then in the second phase there was more smiling, talking, happiness, discussion
and animation (Obs.2.2). Along with jokes, chattiness, laughter and good humour (Obs.3.3).
The times this changed was when they said they were tired or at the end of the day, had had
enough, or remained silent, which was usually due to either being engrossed in art or
momentarily disconnected from the art-making. When some of the participants were
distracted by an iPad game, or looking at magazines it seemed to be because arts workers
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gave them those options, or it was break time (Obs.1.3). Figures 6.8 and 6.9 below illustrate
the participant’s enjoyment whilst making art during the research.

Figure 6-7: Enjoying making art.

Figure 6-8: Happy, engrossed in art making.

This enjoyment transferred to making art outside the usual studio environment, and
for some they appreciated the experience as they felt it was more relaxing (T/A.3.2). I
discussed earlier, under agency, that a participant had said that they liked making art outside.
A picnic and art outside (T/A.2.1). When we got to this natural location in the following
phase, I asked how they felt whilst making art at the beach. The responses were captured on
camera using the art discourse style of data gathering where T and M both said they found the
art making on the beach enjoyable and relaxing (T/A.3.1). When I asked T about the artmaking and his work he replied: how fantastic is that, a horseshoe filled with pumice. I then
asked if M felt different from last week and M responds: ‘yeah because it’s different. I’m
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doing different things’ (T/A.3.2). They were fully engaged in the process of making art out of
random, found materials and the resulting art in the studio which was distinctive from their
previous work. T said he preferred it to the studio because it’s all laid on…you’ve just got to
find it (T/A.3.2). I asked them if it may influence work later and they said it might (T/A.3.2).
Figure 6.9 below shows a participant standing by their work.

Figure 6-9: Pride through use of found materials.
That afternoon when we returned to the studio, I followed this up by asking: what are
you thinking about now? And [M] replies: I’m thinking about shells and sand I respond: still
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influenced by the morning? M said: yeah! I then observed that her work is very different
today (T/A.3.2) as I had seen directly how much influence the trip had on their artwork
(Obs.3.2). Later that day when I asked how they were feeling, T said he feels good today, M
said: great, T.C. said: good (T/A.3.2). The day had a positive impact on how they were
feeling about art, but also influenced the art they made later that day and the following week,
which indicated the stimulation of their imaginations. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show how
making art with found objects outside influenced participants artworks when we returned to
the studio.

Figure 6-10: Resulting artwork with beach theme.
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Figure 6.11 shows how the beach influenced art work, and how the artist’s usual style
had been changed from the novel art-making experience. Figure 6.12 shows how the theme
of the art had been influenced by the morning on the beach.

Figure 6-11: The influence of the beach on the art.
Every one of the eight Interviews confirmed that each of the participants felt good
about making art (F/A Int.1; Int.2; Int.4; Int.5; Int.6; Int.7; A/W Int.1; Int.8), and the photos
illustrate these positive feelings. The EREC also showed that each participant chose the big
smiley face at least once in a day (see appendix) but as the emoji were hard to associate
directly with the art-making they are not officially included in the data. One aspect of the artmaking was how comfortable, happy and exciting the atmosphere became as people entered
the studio each day which was captured in the amiable greetings and enthusiasm shown
between participants and the staff throughout the research (T/A.1.1; T/A.2.1; T/A.3.1).
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Pride
The participants all showed at various times that they were either pleased with
themselves and/or their work, which they described during the research. Often when I
complimented their work saying they did well that day, they responded in a way that showed
they were proud of their achievement. One participant smiled after such a compliment and
said: yeah, I did (Obs.1.2) and another asked with a big smile do you like it? (T/A.2). Pride
was shown when throughout each phase every participant at some point held up their work to
show the group and waited for response (Obs.1.3;2.1,2.2,2.3;3.1,3.2,3.3). This was
demonstrated when S shows his work and people say: great colours, nice work. He smiles in
response and seems happy with his work and is about to start another (Obs.2.3). During the
last phase of the art-making workshops the enthusiasm of the participants to show the work to
the group had increased. This enthusiasm grew as the process of showing and discussing
work became more natural as was confirmed again in the last phase when I observed that she
lights up when she sees a familiar staff member and shows her the work she is doing. She is
proud of it. This pride is shown again when: [participant] is grinning, pleased he is ready to
start a new one- and is serious in his expression. The spontaneity of the showing of the work
grew each session:
[He] suddenly holds his work up and is very happy with it. He smiles a bit but is very
strong in how he shows everyone; [another] holds his up grinning and I tell him he
has done a good job this morning. [participant] is trying to show the group her work
so I hold it up then another participant says: Good titanic! [He] has held his up to
show the group [another participant] then says: look what I did and holds up her work
with new brush strokes on it. She is proud of it (Obs.3.1, T/A.3.1).
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This practice of showing the work had become more natural to the group and they began to
relish the opportunity to hold it up and get some recognition:
[A participant] holds his up again after doing last bit of detail that keeps adding to its
depth. He is proud and staff and participants compliment him, [another] holds his
work up and those still there respond to it positively (Obs.3.1).
I noticed that not only were people enthusiastic about holding up art works and
showing the group, but also enjoyed discussing the work they had done. In the last session,
someone else held up their work and I say: not finished but in the process, which seems to
touch another participant who then asks: Can I show my process? (T/A.3.3).
When we displayed the work at the gallery I had asked them before people arrived
how it felt knowing that people were going to come and see their work ,and one responded
with They might think it’s really excellent and all that; another said: it’s very pleasing whilst
a third participant stated confidently: I feel like I’ve done something that could make me a lot
of money and improved my drawing confidence and I like drawing for this; and the last said
that this would be interesting, fun (Int. exhibition) which demonstrated that they felt good
about showing their work to the public.
The pride that the participants felt during the art workshops was corroborated in the
interviews when a parent said she loves it, she has a lot of pride in what she does (F/A Int.3).
Another said that coming home can be with a feeling of satisfaction that he's just achieved
something…he can be very proud of being able to show that off (F/A Int.2). An arts-worker
noted that [he] takes great pride in his work… and he’s quite proud to show it to everyone
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Figure 6-12: Volunteering to show the work.

Figure 6-13: Showing of art works to the group.
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Pride was a part of the positive feelings that participants experienced whilst taking
part in the research and is illustrated in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 above. The pride that was felt
by the participants making and showing their art contributes to how they feel about
themselves and their identity as an artist which I discuss in the next section.
Identity as an Artist
Many of the participants specifically recognised themselves as artists, while thirdparties had also observed them identifying strongly with the role of the artist. Many
participants spoke of art being essential to their lives, or it was observed as being such by the
people who were their advocates and had been interviewed about it. Though I observed them
behaving as artists throughout the three phases, I have used only a couple of observations that
have captured conversations that imply the artist as an identity: she sometimes mixes paints
without realising and muddies them. However, this does not seem to reduce her enjoyment of
the process. She enjoys supported freedom (Obs.1.1). Later in the last phase during a member
checking exercise I check that they still agree that they like using the materials they usually
use you like paint, clay and pencils and then I acknowledged that sometimes they didn’t like
this talking at the beginning of the session you preferred to get on and get making art. Is that
true? The group response was: Nods and yeses and yeahs (Obs.3.1).
I then used their or others accounts of acknowledgement of being an artist, and took
photos of them making their art with considered application of materials and techniques to
illustrate their artistry. The participant’s actions throughout the research were the actions of
an artist, their process, an artist’s process.
The intrinsic nature of art-making was recognised when participants said in response
to my probes about the process: I don’t think it’s hard at all; I would be totally lost without it,
it’s interesting to see when it’s made; it’s like eating and drinking (T/A.2.1). An arts worker
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came in and observed during one of the workshops that: it’s another K here (T/A.1.1). She
was referring to a change in style whilst using creative freedom, instead of focusing on
marketable art as was usual for many of these participants outside this research project.
Below Figure 6.15 shows the experimentation of technique enjoyed by the artists.

Figure 6-14: Being experimental with technique.
This was a change in her style, a shift familiar to artists, and one she had made when she first
started going to local art workshops which is touched on in this interview: I mean her art has
come a long, long way since when she very first started doing anything like that, it was just a
scrawl, now you can see what the picture it is (F/A Int.1).
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Being a professional artist was very important for many of the group members and
some said they make art for the money too. I asked during a group ‘so everyone: [a
participant] just said to me that he likes making art to make money. Does everyone here like
to make art to make money? Four others responded yes; yes; yes; me too (T/A.3). The artist
identity and professional stance is reiterated by an arts worker’s interview where he
comments:
…whatever he can get his hands on, sometimes you have to hold [him] back from
being too experimental. He will sometimes use all sorts of materials, is willing to give
something a try and you can think no, no, not that, that’s not paint that’s black dust
falling off the bench. He can show off his work and his skills in a different venue. I
think [he] sees making art like a job, it’s an occupation, it’s a practice of something
he likes to do (A/W Int.2).
Most of the people interviewed verified the art discourse when they said that the art
workshop participants think of themselves as artists, and that this forms part of their identity.
One commented that: “he will say “me an artist’ (F/A Int.2); another interviewee noted about
a participant:
she’s really been through and through all her life a little artist” (F/A Int.3). One
parent noted that: “she likes to see herself on the walls so to speak, it doesn’t really
matter, the end-result is not important for her - I think… she has always been a great
artist…a keen artist (A/W Int.1).
Another family member reiterated this with: I think he is very confident in his own style and
how he does it (F/A Int.5). Another parent said: she’s just so proud to be involved with the
people, the painting and is the artist, she calls herself the artist. She explained how this
occurred, to the amusement of her family, during an art auction when a stranger asked if the
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family knew any of the artist’s work and M replied: “yes. I am the artist”, and he said: “oh,
are you?” and she said: “yes, I’m one of the better ones” (F/A Int.3).
Summary
The theme of self-esteem consisted of the three codes of agency, positive feelings and
identity as an artist. Each had been coded in four data sources that accounted for the
subjective view of the participant, the objective observations of the researcher and a thirdparty view. The three standpoints served to verify the data through triangulation of each of
the codes and in both agency and positive feeling, triangulation of sources occurred in each.
Self-esteem was noticeable in many aspects of the art-making process, and it also occurred
through the showing of the artwork. The positive sense of self whilst art-making beamed
from many faces, through the jokes that were told, the freedom many felt to express
themselves and using art techniques and materials that were uninhibited. In my first
observation, I had written: another participant was prolific and focused and sure of what he
was doing (Obs.1.2). This confidence in creating a piece of art was mirrored by others, and
increased as the group bonded. The focus that was observed became the next theme that
added to a sense of self by being present with the creative process.
Focus
The theme of focus was created through the codes that showed how the art workshops
themselves would at times have an atmosphere of immersion, and at others I noticed intense
absorption from each of the participants whilst they made art. There was a sense that the
participants were lost in their art or that they were seemingly connected to the piece of art
they were creating. An example of this was shown in this observation when one participant
focused on painting- he was sure he had not finished and then was sure when he had. He did
not like being interrupted whilst in his flow with the art (Obs.3.1). This demonstrated the
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general sense of engrossment that led to a code of focus, which captured the moments that
see exhibited the experience of flow between the participants and their artwork.
The codes of focus were concentration and tiredness which were created when data
showed there had been powerful focus on the art-making, and again when there was a distinct
lack of concentration which usually occurred afterwards. Concentration and tiredness was
common for most of the group at the end of each session, which implied that the group had
put energy into their art-making. The group maintained their focus as I worked as a facilitator
to not interrupt their flow, though this was not always successful, it helped me to work on
‘holding’ the space as described by Crago and Gardener (2012) and Rogers (1975)This also
allowed me to be aware of the nuances taking place within the art workshop which helped to
create an atmosphere that was beneficial to creativity through quiet and considered
application of art materials. The focus I witnessed during the sessions made me think of flow
and how this was another aspect to the positive effect of art making.
Concentration
The continued art discourse that occurred in the working group that we engaged in,
showed how the participants were conscious of their focus which was illuminated in these
responses to probes during the session about how art-making felt to them: Nothing to think
about. Only what I am doing. I get in the mind set of what I’m doing and can’t concentrate on
anything else (T/A.2). Someone else adds: feels busy and concentrated making art; another
response was: focused on the paints and the colours (T/A.3.1).
Throughout each of the three phases of the art workshops, I observed focus and
intense concentration on the art making: J.J sits at a table to continue his work which is
apparently unusual at this time of day. J.J is working with good concentration (Obs.1.1). In
the second phase, we discussed whether chatting or silence was conducive to focus and
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concentration, which threw up a mix of answers, though each understood what focusing
meant to them: it is quite good talking and drawing pictures and painting and that (T/A.2.1)
showing that silence was not necessarily the best way for all to focus. However, I often felt
and observed deep concentration where the participant was highly involved with their art
making process, this quieter atmosphere increased as time went on: There is absolute silence.
They are engrossed in the art they are making (Obs. 3.1). Though some of the group did not
mind chatting, all were aware of their own concentration and focus as important to their artmaking, though not all kept up that intensity the whole time: T.C. is working in a focused way
on his art this afternoon. I comment that he is more focused than usual (Obs.3.2).
The participant’s concentration was discussed in an interview with a parent who said
that she saw how her son focused in on detail, she explained: so, he goes into the detail and
puts in as much as he thinks it should be there…if it’s not done this way it’s not right and he
won’t feel finished until it is done right (F/A Int.5). This sort of detail requires focus and a
confidence of one’s own artistic abilities and their ability to stay with it, to focus. Figures
6.16 and 6.17 below show how deeply the participants are in their art-making process and
how much concentration was used to complete the art works.
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Figure 6-16: In tune with the process.

The energy that is involved with making art requires concentration and is described
here by the advocate of a participant:
art making is very tiring for him because he actually uses his brain, so when he comes
home from art particularly he is tired because he’s actually sat there and thought
about what he’s doing and making his own decisions…I want him to use his brain I
want him to think for himself (F/A Int.5).
Like many of the other impacts of art-making, facilitation can get in the way of focus.
This occurred when during a session, I had wanted to get some feedback from participants
and said to one of them before asking: sorry to interrupt when you are still in your flow, he
immediately looked annoyed and an arts worker said: Maybe come back later- he is very busy
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(T/A.1.1). He was so engrossed in his art process that my talking was an interruption, and
seemingly not a welcome one. During the next phase, this is highlighted in his technique
when I observed that he is prolific when he is focused. He is focused (Obs.2.1). In the last
focus group, I checked with them all about whether they ever felt bored making art and they
replied: if I was bored I’d make something else; it never happens and I’d start drawing
(T/A.3.1). One adds to this when I ask again about what the art-making does for them: I can
relax and concentrate on what I’m doing (T/A.3.1). This focus can be rewarded when the art
is shown and people in the group have been included in seeing the stages of process which I
note in this observation: I compliment everyone’s focus today. I say I noticed a big difference
from last sessions (Obs.3.1). The influence the facilitation can have on the flow of the group
is also demonstrated in the third phase when I observe:
the afternoon saw the staff outside doing their work and us inside doing ours and this
worked well as the focus remained on the art rather than the day to day issues that
consume staff for good reason but may take away the atmosphere of focus which may
interrupt the flow that seems to happen when the artists and art work are connected
(Obs.3.2).
The facilitation of the art workshop needs to support the participants in their focus and to
encourage the connection they make with the art through their creative process.
Feeling Tired
There were times when people would arrive tired and slowly warm up, at others they
stayed in their tiredness and found it hard to concentrate. However, that was unusual as
generally people would arrive ready to make art and by the afternoon would display obvious
signs of tiredness. During the focus groups and workshops some participants talked of the
effort that art-making requires:
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[I] feel ok about making, used to paint at home but now I scrapbook (a computer app)
because sometimes I get bored painting because of my brain. My brain gets sick of it
so I let my brain rest (T/A.1.1).
I explored this fatigue as they often said they felt tired at end of the day and it was also
mentioned in an interview, and as I had seen it for myself during the first phase. I asked if
making art makes them tired and all respond with yes except O and T.C. who both said
sometimes (T/A.2.1).
The fatigue that is felt, particularly at the end of a session is not felt by the whole
group. Some seem positively energized by the art making experience:
I show T’’s work. He said he is tired. J says she is not exhausted. She has lots of
energy this afternoon. Everyone else is tired and some yawning...I say that J has most
energy now, but also, she took longest lunch break. All too tired to respond except J
who is still talking about art (Obs.3.1).
The art discourse from the third phase shows how being tired is part of the art making:
I compliment the group on their work today and concentration levels. I discuss what
happened that day then say I’ll stop talking as their eyes are closing. The drill in the
background also disrupts the atmosphere of previous weeks. I ask if the tired they feel after
making art is a good tired or a bad tired. Everyone says: it’s a good tired except T.C. who
does not want to answer. Then I hear good tired from T.C (T/A.3).
The observations and art discourse were verified in an interview where a parent
explains that non-directive art-making: ‘yeah, really takes it out of him’ (A/W Int.2). In
another interview an advocate said, when asked about concentration:
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art making is very tiring for him because he actually uses his brain, so when he comes
home from art particularly he is tired because he’s actually sat there and thought
about what he’s doing and making his own decisions (F/A Int.5).
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 demonstrate end of the day tiredness when participants often
disconnected from the group by sleeping, becoming very quiet or looking blankly ahead.

Figure 6-17: Asleep at the table

Figure 6-18: Tiredness

Summary
The recurrence of observations of focus and concentration shows how much energy is
put toward the creation of a piece of art. The focus groups and interviews backed this up
which meant the theme of focus had been verified and triangulated. The sense of connection
in the studio felt Zen-like in the last session and I wondered if we had got to place of
familiarity where the whole group could connect to art, and how much that state had been
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possible due to other arts workers being outside which gave the space a quietness that
allowed for intense concentration (Obs.3.3). One participant finished off the art-making
phases with I’m really happy and really tired this afternoon (T/A.3.3).
Expression
The sub-theme of Expression was made up of the codes of Communication and Free
Expression. Communicating through art can be an important way for people to get their
message across, particularly when words do not do the communication justice. It is a useful
way to gain an understanding of each other when working on art in an unfamiliar, or indeed
familiar group setting. The above identity as artist sub-theme is also illuminated in this area
with the sub-theme of free expression as it shows the unfettered characteristics that artmaking can allow. The practical need of communication, mixed with the human potential to
create without boundary are also captured in the following sub-themes.
Communication
During each of the three phases people used the art-making group to communicate
things about themselves through their artworks: This is the sunset, this is the sun. Sometimes I
see the sun in the morning and that’s how I see it in the afternoon (T/A.1.1). That discussion
was a useful tool for people getting to know each other better and for considering other’s
perspectives, particularly when we made time to go around to each person so they could talk
about their process and the finished work. As I have touched on already, people became more
comfortable and enthusiastic about showing work and at giving feedback when participants
explained their art. Though the workshops were semi-directed in that I asked them to make
art about themselves in different ways, I gave no other direction. One participant tells us
about how they like wine through their art and this opens a discussion on drinks (Obs.1.3). I
got to know the unfamiliar participants through their art before we had our conversations.
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Art-making can help a person’s ability to communicate, which is particularly pertinent to
some neurodivergent people, where verbal language is not always the best tool for the job.
An interview with a family member reiterated this perspective:
I think that when he shows somebody an artwork and gets positive feedback it shows
that they know what he’s trying to say, what he is talking about, whereas that doesn’t
always happen with language and other ways of expressing himself that may be
misread (F/A Int.5.)
The importance of feeling understood cannot be underestimated and is an area that people
with various communication methods are acutely aware of. The below interview excerpt
demonstrates how creativity and art-making can impact greatly on getting a point across:
When he was little if I didn’t understand him, or what he was talking about I would
ask him to draw me a picture because there would be a language problem, or me not
understanding yeah just me, just been unable to understand him, so I would say draw
me a picture, and in that picture, I could find out what he was talking about and
therefor I would be able to understand him. So, sort of a form of communication from
when he was little and I think that- that yeah, it just developed that way and I guess
it’s good because he knows that his message is clear in a picture (F/A Int.5).
Another interviewee explained how art could express a feeling or state to others that
helped people non-verbally communicate, and possibly to safely communicate unpleasant
feelings without having to find the words:
With her art, you always know when she’s down and when she’s not happy with
anything and when she is happy. So there, through that –because it, you see it, um, in
her actions and the way she does things, the way she draws and the colours she uses,
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the expressions she uses, yeah…yeah, I always know if she’s upset through her art
(F/A Int.1).
The art works shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 directly communicated things that were
important to those participants. Figure 6.20 depicts a trip to Sydney and Figure 6.21, the
participants appreciation of wine, which was not something people in the group, including
arts-workers knew about them.

Figure 6-19: A participant explains his trip away.
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Figure 6-20: The art that told the group more about the participant.
Art can be an alternative communication tool and used for expressing things that may
be difficult to express like sexuality in teenagers. One participant often made art about girls:
[He] says he wants to draw the pretty ones. This means he is about to draw his signature
wives, girlfriends, pretty girls that make him very happy. He is grinning and pleased to be
doing this (Obs.2.3). He became excited about discussing the subject matter, and I learnt this
was an important way for him to express his desire for intimate contact. When I enquired
about this participant’s art in the third phase, after they were discussing girls and having a
band, he explains his work is of a girl in the band and a microphone (Obs.3.2).
An interview highlighted the importance of art as a communication tool when it
confirmed the importance of making art for a family member, particularly as he became an
adult. She said his art was a means of expressing that helped him talk about his feelings:
He did a series of drawings and he shared them at first but then he stopped
sharing…they got more and more personal but he definitely, like, did these pictures of
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men and women together in a simplistic style…but he actually explored that whole
sexual thing which I thought was amazing at that time and I was quite comfortable
with him sharing with me, but then it got more private. He would show me a drawing
and he would say I’ve done this drawing and he would show me the back of this
[drawing] and say it’s private. So, he was still sharing them, but it was not
appropriate to share all of it. (A/W Int.2.)
There were other anecdotal responses in the interviews that illuminated the ability of
art to express and communicate people’s inner worlds. It sounded like a necessary tool for
some people to transition into adulthood. This was particularly important for one person who
had been home-schooled and therefor hadn’t had much interaction with his peers. His art
helped him communicate and possibly make sense of his pubescent years. When he began to
access the art studios at one of the disability services later in his teens, he continued to
express this part of himself but was at this point surrounded by his peers. This meant he could
communicate in a way that now his peers could understand, which was discussed in this
interview:
He’s done some absolutely beautiful boys and girls kissing and him and his
girlfriends … there were about 37 of them (laughs) but that to me, his ability to
express all that stuff, in a way that you know there is obvious hindrances in his
experimenting with those things with [having disability], you know to be able to do
that is really powerful he’s got that means of expression that is being really
celebrated in his day-to-day life in going to [supported arts studio] and going to art
projects (F/A Int.2).
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Free expression
Expressing oneself through art can be integral to communication as has been
described above, and it was shown to be a means within this study to express feelings and
inner worlds. During the first phase the participants made art with little direction- the
discourse about it afterwards shows their ability to express and talk about their art:
G: maybe tell us, tell us what everything is.
T: time machine, salt and pepper and a screw driver
Staff: sonic screwdriver
T: Yes, it is
Researcher: What’s this?
T: Water it’s the Tardis in the water
T: The real me
Researcher: the real you?
M: (pointing to picture) my cousin has a good voice and can sing and all that.
Researcher: does she remind you of you at all
M: yeah
Researcher: What reminds you
M: she reminds me I can sing and all that
Researcher: So, you sing as well
M: Yeah, I do.
S: makes noises
Researcher: would you like to talk to everybody about what it is.
S: football, grand finals, that’s the unicorn
Staff: reds and greens is Rabbits, he supports the Rabbitohs
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(T/A.1.2)
That discourse was supported by staff and helped the group get to know each other better. For
one participant making art is a necessary tool for expression, which was shown in this
observation when he shows about five different versions of him in different outfits’ (Obs.1.3),
and again when [he] wanted to paint straight away and started doing some of his pretty girls
and [him] as a time traveller, esquire etc. (Obs.3.2).
One interviewee said about the art-making that: it is a big way for him expressing
himself and a way that other people can understand…I think that it engages him I think that
he has a big part of himself, that wants to express himself (F/A Int.2). A different interview
with a family member reiterated this with: I think he likes art because it is a place where he
can express himself, I want him to feel that it’s okay to express yourself. Art is one of the
ways of expressing himself’ (F/A Int.5). Another interviewee discussed how creatively a
participant would communicate when he was younger- how he would act it out before
sharing with the family:
He would have two sticks and the two sticks would be talking to each other and I
believe from observing this that he organized and acted out things in his life, and
acted through emotional situations or acted through situations with these two sticks,
and then he did actually do some little puppet shows that he would do for the family
(A/W Int.2).
The art works expressed much about the participants and I was aware of how my
facilitation could get in the way of the group using art to communicate something of their
inner worlds. My observation and reflection notes show I responded by altering my
facilitation technique according to the information I was given about being directive: I
explain that after the drawing, canvases need a colour…I have chosen to direct a little more
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after they have said that no direction is difficult and too much is not OK (T/A.2.1). In the
following week’s session, I ask if they have noticed any change when I don’t direct much.
One says, “it feels different” and that her snake she painted “felt real” (T/A.2.2). This
confirmed that I needed to step back for them to be choosing, creating and showing what, and
how, they like. The free expression code could take the research back to agency, where we
began this theme of self, as it is an opportunity to make decisions, choices, express and be
responded to which implies agency. Figure 6.22 shows the real snake that was created with
no direction

Figure 6-21: Free expression- including the ‘real’ snake.
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Summary
Focus groups, observations, interviews and the art work showed how art-making
impacts an individual’s sense of self through supporting agency, focus and identifying as an
artist. As the artist connects to the art and expresses him/her self through their art, it requires
some level of focus, and usually when the concentration has been deep, this then results in
feeling tired. Though this state is not felt by everyone at the same time i.e. the end of the day,
it seemed that all experienced the flow that comes with intense engagement with the art and
the consequent weariness.
Self was coded at around 50% of the collected data and the coding has shown that
making art impacts self in numerous ways, not least it can encourage feelings of self-esteem,
contribute to positive feelings and be a tool for expressing one’s self in a variety of ways. The
facilitation can directly influence the strength of these impacts so need to be considered when
looking at art- making in regional areas that encourage neurodivergent people to participate.
The theme of self was found through understanding better how the participants connected
with themselves through their art making; the next section continues with connections but
focuses on connections between people. Self-expression can become a tool for social
interaction which can be essential to communication on a deeper level.
Social
This section describes the findings that were coded to the broad theme of social. I had asked
in my third question:
3) What are the social outcomes on short or brief art interventions?
The broad theme of social was used to describe personal and group interactions within the
art-making space, as it has been shown that social lives affect mental health and general
wellbeing, and art can be a conduit for this (Anwar McHenry, 2011b). This section looks at
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the themes of Building Relationships and Group Facilitation that led to the major theme of
Social shown in Figure 6.23. It begins with group interactions that occurred during the three
phases of the art workshop and then discusses gifting of the art work, both of which make up
the theme of building relationships. Facilitation has been coded again in this section to show
how it impacts interactions within the group. The theme of social has been drawn from four
data sources of participant, researcher, third parties and images that have come from the three
phases of the art workshops, and from the accompanying interviews that occurred outside the
workshop.

SOCIAL

Building Relationships

Group Interactions

Facilitation

Gifting

Figure 6-22: The coding for the theme of social.
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Building Relationships
The theme of building relationships was created with the codes of group interaction
and gifting. Group interaction was coded when there were social interactions within the artmaking studio that helped to form connections or relationships. Gifting was coded when the
participants, or their advocates for this research talked about gifting art, or if I observed
gifting during the research.
Group Interaction
Most of the participant’s creative processes were influenced by others in the group,
which was seen in how they used their imagination, materials and techniques. There were
times when the group directly worked together on a piece of art, which demanded interaction;
but usually they were influenced by each other’s work and presence in the group. I noted in
the first session that J.J. is going to stick sticks with glue, a bit like M. (Obs.1.1). The
influence one person had over the other’s materials and technique is seen in the Figures 6.24
and 6.25 below where polystyrene, paint and sticks are used by one participant, and soon
after, another makes the same choices.
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Figure 6-24: Influence of technique.
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I then observed that others were influenced by each other’s styles and techniques by
working at the same big table as a group:
They focused and collaborated. [Some] are old friends, but this was an opportunity to
do something together that was new. It went well when people shared materials and
worked creatively and imaginatively (Obs.1.1).
I had seen that two of the group were encouraging imaginative ways of making art. They
became uninhibited which was particularly relevant for one of them who generally took great
care of every detail of her work, but when creating with her friend became much more
experimental. These participants were influenced by each other’s materials, which led to
changes in their usual styles as they worked collaboratively on one piece: [They] are truly
working together asking each other what they are doing- explaining. When I asked about
how this worked out for them, one said: it brought us closer together…the art… just doing it
(T/A.1.1).
In the second phase, as I had observed the collaboration, and had asked about how the
group all felt about making art in the same place and one said he made a basket. Another said
she liked making art with everyone; it’s quite good actually; another that they liked making
art in a group; it is good. T said: it’s stunningly exciting, and then he assured me he really
did, after I double checked if there was a hint of sarcasm (T/A.2.1). Figure 6.26 demonstrates
a work that was collaborated on.
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Figure 6-25: A work of collaboration.
Though I had found out some were just as content making art on their own, it seemed
that they learnt much from each other within the workshop. The group’s influence on each
other’s work is seen when we talk about art-making, and then go on to talk to each other
about some of the things they are doing in their lives outside that space: Some [of the group]
are going to Melbourne so [they] discuss going to see dinosaurs and markets. This chat
seems to influence [a participant] artwork later when he draws a dinosaur in a zoo. They are
discussing Jurassic Park (Obs.2.3). Figure 6.27 shows how this conversation influenced the
art or possibly vice- versa.
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Figure 6-26: Painting the discussion about Jurassic Park.
Getting to know each other
The art workshop provided a space where the group got to know each other better.
There was relaxed chat that was often followed by deeper conversations amongst those
already familiar with each other through attending art workshops:
O and K talk about what fruit they like and so do I. M point out paint on me, and I
discuss my messy disposition. O asks about my dog which again brings M and K into
the conversation so we talk about dogs. Then a family member with dogs is brought
up by M…the conversation turns to family where K talks of a visit and then O does.
They start talking about missing some family, not others. K talks of others in the
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family and the promises [that] a brother would bring the baby to visit. M talks of
cousins and nieces as does O. They talk through [each of] them (Obs.1.1).
This conversation continued whilst they made art at the same big communal table: ‘K is
talking about family issues and O is joining in. They are explaining to me some machinations
within their families. K is very vocal’. This was followed by:
K: They promised when he had a kid they would visit.
M: I saw [name] first born, first time I saw her…yep she is sweet
K: It was like one happy family but now Dad’s dead I think of him all the time
Christmas is…
M: I know -and Christmas.
M and K are talking about family. They miss people. K- her dad. M- the twins.
(Obs.1.1)
J continued with his work with a grin on his face and the others also continued their work.
The focus on art was fixed but this did not exclude anyone and did not detract from
participants picking up other’s communications even when arts workers had not. Figures 6.28
and 6.29 demonstrate how the semi-direction supported conversation both verbally and
visually.
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Figure 6-28: Working collaboratively on a piece of art.

The ease and depth of that conversation occurred whilst they were immersed in artmaking. I had been giving some minimal direction of themes they could use if they felt stuck,
in this session suggested the theme of things important to you. This theme seemed to
encourage the conversation through the images that were being mirrored back to the creators,
which were then reflected to the group which encouraged more discussion. There were also
times when some participants who, already familiar with some members of the group, would
help me recognise non-verbal cues, as well as support each other’s creativity:
J: [humming] noises
Researcher: what’s that J, you Ok J?
O: Yeah, he’s alright
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J: [humming]noises,
O: [to J] That’s nice J, I like that
K: [to J] I really like it, keep doing it!
(T/A.1.1)
One participant responded to probes about making art with others with talking about
an experience of moving away and not having his familiar art-making group:
E: I went to make a letter box, I failed.
Researcher: Did you enjoy trying?
E: Yeah, I did
(T/A. 3.1)
After this exchange, I then asked the group: If you meet people in these groups would you
like to see them outside the art group as well? T said he liked seeing people at the art group
and outside doing other things and added: I don’t do many social things but liked seeing
everyone at art group. E said he would like to do more outside socially with the art group. T
adds: I’m just happy having it as art. M said she would also like to do social things outside
the art group. J said she likes to do that and already does socialising outside of this group
with others. S responds with that he likes people and the painting (T/A.3.1). This
conversation shows how facilitation here could help those who want to connect outside the
group, but as had been pointed out, this was no longer part of the arts-workers job
descriptions; it was for another organisation to work on.
More intimate conversations also occurred between others in the group: J sighs and
says sweet things to S. He smiles. I can’t hear what is said but it’s warm… [They] talk about
dinner at her house and then S says it’s his birthday which he is excited about (Obs.1.2).
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These friendly moments were captured throughout each of the phases between people already
familiar with each other:
T.C and J are making jokes together when J says: “cheeky”. S is making sounds of a
cat and J and T.C. are smiling…he seems to be in his own world but is socialising
with the group too. I ask about materials and sharing palettes. K has her own paints
and is sharing with O. They are looking at the tablet and a game there...O looks very
low compared to other days, she sits quietly and I ask how she is and if they want
morning tea. O says a [family member] has moved back into the house and tells of
how difficult that is (T/A.2.2; Obs.2.2).
These moments were scattered throughout the research and highlighted the art studio
as a place to make art, talk and share. During the next session, there was talk about some of
the familiar activities they attended, and then jokes were made which showed comfort:
Everyone is now chatting about the usual art workshops they have, who will be there,
who won’t. Out of the blue J says: “I am moved”, J [also] says she is happy and we
talk about that and [her] missing her old flat mate. She says she rings him up when
she misses him… it’s her friend’s birthday today. S says: “birthday cake” and J says
[jokingly]: “S’s not having any”. T.C. also says: “birthday cake” (T/A.2.2; Obs.2.2).
The light easy humour showed a comfortable sense of belonging. A sense of
belonging was also demonstrated in conversant discussion around each-others work when
they had started to confidently show their work to the group more often, and to then to also
talk about it:
J: Yes, I’ll show you something up here’ (shows her work)
M: ‘it’s good’
J: it’s Snow White and the Lollipop House
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T.C.: beautiful
S: and the Seven Dwarves
J: (back to S) he keeps an eye on me
M: it looks good J
K: it’s nice
J: (points to snow white).
E: [after a considered pause] It’s good. (I remind K to wait for E’s response)
(T/A.2.3; Obs.2.3)
The willingness to show work increased and often encouraged light discussion as the
group became progressively comfortable with showing and discussing work as the workshops
continued: S. shows us his last work- lots of people say it’s good and J responds: “well
done” …M laughs. S comments but I don’t catch it. There is a general pack-up chat. J laughs
again. The group seems tighter and comfortable (Obs.2.3).
We finished off the group by showing work and reflecting on process which meant
we did not always have enough time to explore everyone’s work in the same depth. Though I
believe that as time went on this would have become easier through having a better group
identity and increased understanding of each person’s processes. The same session showed
the continuation of the groups willingness to share, comment and discuss the art which had
augmented since the first group when they had needed encouragement. They had become
more natural with the process as is seen in this dialogue:
E: holds his art up and shows the group
M: looks good E.
T.C.: It’s beautiful
M: (shows her work to the group. She is happy with it).
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Staff: Good M
T.C.: Beautiful!
(T/A.3; Obs.3.2)
I note here that her work that day was different and she is very happy with her work
and the feedback (Obs.3.2). This process happens again during this session which I discussed
under pride earlier:
E holds up his work. I and others compliment his work so far- I say not finished but in
the process. T says: ‘can I show my process?’ I say: ‘yes please’ and we all look at
T’s work. It is changing and very different from last weeks (T/A.3; Obs.3.2).
The ease of the group increased so that more attention was given to the people
showing their work. This group work encouraged the participants to share and interact, which
was flagged as being important during an interview with an arts-worker when she
commented:
She’s got a lot of humour and the groups she goes to have often known each other for
many years they have many jokes together, they have history together and all that
social interaction is important, you know like it pays off it keeps them in the now, it
keeps them grounded and they will tell each other off sometimes where you would
think: hey I wouldn’t do that, but they do you know and it’s good because they know
each other like good old friends so it’s been important in the group and the social
environments (A/W Int.1)
This highlighted the importance of peer interaction that is facilitated rather than led as
it allowed the group the space to find their way with minimal interruption. Agency can also
be encouraged here and is an important tool for supporting the social lives of participants
who have less interaction than neurotypical people, or people living in urban areas. At the
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same time, the facilitator is a part of the group, and forms relationships with members, which
is emphasized here during an interview with a family member:
He actually equates more with people who are like his family, who are therefore the, I
don’t know what you call yourselves, with the art instructors or people like yourself,
the supervisors or whatever it is, because they are like his family (F/A Int.2).
This interviewee saw the value of the staff relationships and the comfort they
provided. This type of comfort was demonstrated during the art workshops: There is general
banter between staff and participants- it is natural and easy which shows they all know each
other well (Obs.3.3). This ease influences one participant’s behaviour later when: M and I tell
T.C. not to tell people off just because they are driving. He concedes it’s not a good idea
(Obs.3.3). His reaction showed he is responsive to suggestions on his behaviour from his
peers as well as facilitators. These interactions became increasingly joyful with humour
playing an important role in creating a relaxed atmosphere shown in this last observation:
Everyone is laughing in the group- staff and participants. S spilt paint on J’s arm and she
laughed so did he, then everyone did. E holds up his work. I and others compliment his work
so far…Out of the silence of the art making S suddenly barks, lots of us laugh; J laughs with
delight and says ‘Cheeky! My boy…’ M says: ‘Watching you S.’; T.C. says to M ‘watching
you woman’, E says, ‘I wash up every day’, we laugh then he says: ‘it’s my job’ and we laugh
and chat about E’s work (T/A.3.3; Obs.3.3).
This third phase demonstrated that the familiarity felt by the group had increased over
time to include all the members, not just those already familiar with each other, and I felt that
the group was valued by each of its members which I acknowledged in this observation:
I notice how easy everyone has become with each other... The group feels more solid.
J has a bad belly again and needs some help. The group is un-phased by this as it
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happens quite regularly…E holds up his work and we all make commentcompliments from everyone. We then go around and hold up each work and talk
about it- we engage in each-others work. Then there is more barking and laughing
while staff get involved in the joke and it makes the atmosphere light and enjoyable.
Everyone is in good humour. The participants are chatting and joking together
making it a good atmosphere (Obs.3.3).
Though I had observed changes in the interconnectedness of the group, not all
participants felt that there was any discernible difference, though most conceded there was,
and behaved like they had grown closer:
Researcher: What’s it been like doing this project?
T: Really enjoyable.
Researcher: Is there anything you’ve enjoyed more than other things?
T: I enjoyed it
Researcher: How was it having a mix of people?
T: Yeah, more the merrier
M: Yeah that’s what I say: more the merrier
T: It’s turned into a nice working group
Researcher: What was the difference if you put your mind back in this group, now we
have come to an end, to the beginning?
M: Different drawings and different paintings
T: Familiarity with each other
Researcher: Any difference for you E?
E: Still the same
T.C.: Same but different
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Researcher: what’s different?
T.C.: same (smiles)
(T/A.3.3)
The regional aspect of social worlds was highlighted in this interview that showed
how for many living at greater distances from others and services impacts their social lives in
very specific ways:
okay so as far as that with the regionality, I’ve noticed that there is this thing and the
whole time I've known him being [diagnosis] - he doesn’t get to share that… I wonder
if in regionality that because we are in a much smaller pool of people, so therefor
there are much less people that look like [ him] and speak like [him] and maybe have
similar ways, I don’t even know if [his] cultural worldviews actually stems from being
kept very much out of the system for a long time. And that, there is that thing for
mainstreaming [school] and I know that he went all the way through with nobody
around that wasn't what society calls ‘normal’ and that and therefor he sees himself
as very different because there aren’t very many people who look like him… (F/A
Int.2)
She went on to talk about inclusion models and how they had affected him quite negatively
as his social skills were compromised by bullying and then being home schooled remotely:
…So, there is this distance that he feels with the other people that I wonder if he’d
feel less so if there were more of them that were [diagnosis], so there is something in
being regional that’s in a smaller pool that I know that if we were in the city that
would be different but as far as the services offered it’s great that he's got access to
that stuff… (F/A Int.2)
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In the interviewees experience in more urban areas she said she had noticed that there
was a high population [diagnosis] people and they had a community and they hung out with
each other and seem to enjoy each other’s company and now what we consider ‘normal’ is
such a broad range for ‘normal’ people who generally like to hang out amongst people like
themselves. This interviewee felt that there was nothing wrong with people who have similar
ways, outlooks, possibly diagnoses connecting with each other rather than having inclusion
enforced upon them. She highlighted that we all form relationships based on some types of
similarities. She then continued with discussing the practicalities that are associated with
regional and even rural settings: …and that there is way of him getting there, I mean the
transport thing is huge for us as yes, we are still driving 20 minutes to get down here but then
we don’t have to do -not going the extra 45 minutes to [town] so that bus service is really
important as well… (F/A Int.2). This interview gave the regional practicalities of getting to
art-making and meeting others that would be different in area where transport options exist
and populations are greater.
The art workshops provided a place where people could get to know each other whilst
having a creative focus. The creative focus added a depth to the interactions as much art
comes from places within an individual that represent inner-worlds, particularly when there is
little direction on technique or theme. This section looked at those interactions that occurred
within the group and the next looks at what people chose to do with completed art works.
Gifting
Family members and friends are often given the completed artworks produced by the
participants in their art workshops, which was demonstrated when M talked about her art
with detail, describing who was who in the pictures:
M: my other cousin [name], nan, nans sister
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Researcher: are these people important to you
M: yeah
Researcher: Were you thinking about them while you made it?
M: yeah (Obs.2.3)
This is an important part of the art-making experience for some which was again
communicated in the group: M’s painting is called ‘Nan’s birthday’ (Obs.3.3). When I asked
what they like to do with their art works when they are finished E. said: I’d just take all my
pictures home for my family (T/A.2.1). Then I asked how it would be if there was no
exhibition or auction, and he replied:
I’d think about giving it away to [names a place where his sister lives] I’d still make it
for presents to cousins, and if they don’t like it I can tell them what to do with it! He
names each one of his cousins and talks of some having a baby so he would give them
some, but has to give them kids toys (T/A.2.1).
One family member showed how she valued the work her son gave her: I’ve got every
single piece of art work [he] has ever done since he was a little baby, everything, it’s all in a
big suitcase so I have the whole history of [name] progression of his abilities (F/A Int.5).
Another parent said: when she does them, she normally gives them to whoever sort of thing, I
do not have enough walls for the art she makes, we do have quite a lot of her paintings here
(F/A Int.1). A family member of another participant reiterated this with:
…at the home his mother always displays his things in the living room and he enjoys
this, there’s a whole big thing about that, or even when he brings them here and
shows my mom, you know he loves showing his work to people, he gets a kick out of
this” (F/A Int.2).
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The gifting the receiving and the showing of the artwork was important for each of the
members
Facilitation of Group work
Though I tried to encourage agency by placing decisions mostly in the hands of the
participants, there were times when I led the group. This was done through semi-directing the
art-making by providing themes that were interpreted in different ways, which influenced
their art and contributed to discussions. At the start of the art-making sessions, I worked at
remaining in the ‘here and now’ so that I could use person-centred paradigms and I also
worked with the whole group. I noted in my first observation that I am facilitating the
conversation a bit because it helps it flow (Obs.1.1). I encouraged the sharing of art within
the group but then at times intervened with instructions: I ask everyone to discuss their art if
they want and direct attention [to each art work/artist] (Obs.1.2). This happened again when
they were working so well as a group in the second phase that I encouraged them to do more
collaborative work:
I ask the group about working on a communal piece of canvas we were given. We
decide as a group, but I make the final decision to paint separate blocks so each artist
can work on them. Edward says: cartoon. Jen says: a house. T.C thinks he should go
in it as a monster or Spiderman. K: put a dog in it. S: monkey magic. J: wonder
woman and cat woman. Staff are invited to get involved. (Obs.2.2)
Figure 6.30 shows participants working on one piece of canvas collaboratively but within
their sections. Some shared their sections and others did not.
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Figure 6-29: Collaborating on one piece after being directed.
Encouraging agency through providing a platform to have ideas heard, discussed and
acted upon was a way to use a democratic frame. I observed how the arts workers also
supported discussion in the second phase of the workshops:
Staff ask about who was in the play and who was in the paper. They all talk about the
play they did and what characters they were with animation, and T.C. keeps talking
about it. I start talking about a possible exhibition in town and what time of day they
would want it. S says midnight. We all talk about it for a while. J asks to go out again
but I tell her we will save that until the end. K gets involved too saying let’s buy lunch
and J wants us to bring a picnic. There is relaxed chit chat that is between clients and
staff. K and O are playing music as they often do at lunch but also chatting. (Obs.2.2).
Staff interactions with the group are important and have obviously helped them all
form easy relationships. However, there are times when easiness can overtake supporting
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agency in the art-making. The democratic frame was employed strongly when (as mentioned
earlier in this section): I remind K to wait for E’s response (Obs.2.3), which is one of the few
times I felt I had to direct a social behaviour. This worked well and K soon remembered that
this would be helpful to him. Without that interjection, E may not have had his say in the
group at that moment which would have compromised his agency and the groups bonding
through getting to know each other better.
In the last phase, I used the focus group questions (Appendix 4) to explore their
socialising together. The idea of socialising outside this space had been attractive to some of
the group. The pattern of familiarity they had formed could encourage more socialising. The
interactions carried on through to the third phase between two participants who knew each
other through other art projects. It was useful to hear about how the group felt about meeting
up in other spaces:
S woofs and J laughs. J says she would like to invite S for dinner at her house. I ask S
if he would like to do that. I ask how we can make that happen. J says they have done
it before. I ask again who can support them in making it happen. I suggest the coordinator at a local disability service could help and J agrees they could. The artsworker says it’s not something they do now and need someone else for “after-hours”
events. J and the arts-worker talk about how her main support worker could help and
suggests being picked up and cooking together too. J likes this idea and says she
would like to cook here one day. (T/A.3.1; Obs.3.1)
A way to encourage the forming of social worlds within the art-making space can be
done by celebrating each other for additional things, rather than only the artworks created.
This occurred in the last session of the last phase of workshops:
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An arts worker reminds us that its S’s birthday tomorrow so we check in if we should
sing happy birthday, J squeals with excitement and S grins and smiles whilst we all
sing very loudly together. T.C loves it, and we all are smiling and laughing together
(Obs.3.3).
As facilitators, we are part of the group and as has been stated, can be viewed as
friends by the participants, therefore bringing in some parts of ourselves can also be
beneficial to forming relationships and modelling discussions but can also distract from the
flow of the group when done without gauging the group first:
I tell the group I lost my licence so won’t be able to visit them at their other
community centre. Everyone enjoys my story about how I had got it wrong… it takes
the attention from the group which was already compromised with the sawing [noise
in the background]. T agrees he can lend me his Tardis. J needs the toilet and [staff]
quickly respond. (Obs.2.2).
This happened again, when I interrupted flow: S meows and J says cheeky, T notes the
cat as do I. We joke about the cat. I notice I [then] ask questions and by doing this have
broken the silence though [many in the group] are now chatting (Obs.2.2). It is possible here
that I also could have helped the group maintain focus rather than go along with the jokes.
This shows how important it is to gauge the workshop and to be able to hold the group’s
focus, which requires concentration. However, I contradict myself with my actions when
even in the last session, as I have got to know participants and their art making rhythms, I
still push E in a direction I want him to go. I note that I haven’t been so directive in these art
sessions but feel the pressure of the exhibition and think this is the reality for most art making
groups- there is nearly always a show (Obs.3.3).
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My facilitation flowed more easily over time, which affected the group, and when
there were less distractions outside the group: It’s just me and the group, staff are around
doing other things which helps me hold the focus of the group (Obs.3.3). However, I also see
the change over time when in this same last session, the arts workers have become familiar
with the way these art workshops are running and I notice them going around and talking to
participants about their techniques which engages them and they respond positively. They
are talking about the art each person is doing, making jokes and all seem to enjoy the
bantering this creates (Obs.3.3). Facilitation remained important in the forming of social
relationships within the group and can be achieved by having time to get to know the group
and being reflective of the process, as is seen in most art therapy paradigms.
Summary
This section looked at how art-making encouraged the group to interact both
professionally and personally. The participants influenced each other’s art works as well as
formed relationships that gave the art making space an atmosphere that was relaxed and
comfortable to work in. People who did not know each other became friendly and those who
did know each other through making art together in the past, showed that they had formed
familiar bonds. By the last phase, the group had knitted well together and each of the
members seemed to feel they belonged, which was shown in their ease with each other as
well as their confidence in commenting on others art works and general jokey discourse. As
the facilitator, I too grew more familiar and comfortable with the group, so much so I was
sorry the art workshops had to come to an end. I felt we were equal partners in the process
and that I belonged to this group, this took time, as it had with the rest of the group. This
connection we had all formed felt genuine, and seemed to have increased with our reflective
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processes because they allowed us to ponder and discuss artworks and their associated
processes.
Community
This third section addresses the last two research questions:
5) Can making art connect people to their community?
6) Can regional community involvement in art workshops contribute to the UN
conventions’ concept of inclusion and cohesion?

COMMUNITY

Transferability

Figure 6-30: The codes for the theme of community.

Exhibition
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The main major theme of Community came from the themes of transferability and
auction/exhibition which are shown in Figure 6.31. Like the larger themes of self, and social,
community also incorporates how the facilitation has encouraged some of the community
connection to take place. This section examines each of the themes that demonstrated how
art-making can influence the interactions people have with their local communities. When the
art-making in the studio went somewhere outside that specific art-making space the code of
transferability was again added. The discussions around auctions and exhibitions were also
allocated to the community theme as that meant other people would witness the participant’s
art or art-making.
Transferability
Making art does not require a specific space, and although there are many benefits to
making art in a studio, and with others, it is not the only way to make art. Neurodivergent
people have a history of making art together in groups, however this research showed how
the process of art-making is important outside the art studio too. This section looks at how art
making in an art studio is transferable to other areas in the participants’ lives. Showing the art
was important to the people who made it, whether this happened within or outside the art
studio. One arts’ worker said: both T and M have been given sketchbooks and they take them
home and often fill them up and bring them back to show (T/A.1.1). I explored this a little and
learnt that three other participants also specifically showed the arts workers who had
encouraged them to do this (T/A.1.1). Most of the group sketched outside the studio, but not
all brought them in to show the arts workers or the group. I checked this activity with them:
the other thing you said to me is you like making art at home everybody here likes making art
at home as well (T/A.3). This was reinforced by family members with one parent
commenting: he’s taking his sketchbook and crayons with him. I clarified with: so, he'll
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continue making art outside when there is no place to go to for making art? She responded
with:
Yes… and he’s got books of drawings he’s done at home and he’s always fine going
out into the garden getting bits of leaves and twigs and sticking them in the vaseshe’s artistic (laughs) and makes all sorts of arrangements which I see (F/A Int.6).
Another parent concurred in an interview when they commented: she likes drawing her
horses or colouring in when she has holidays she just sits at home and draws (F/A Int.4) and
another agrees: you’ll never stop her doing her art, it’s part of her psyche- you know because
if you go on holidays she does get panicky because she’s not going to be at her art (F/A
Int.3). This sentiment is reiterated by an arts-worker:
Like she comes here on her day off, she comes to do art half a day so that’s how much
she enjoys painting, drawing and potting… [when she] hasn’t got a project to work
towards she will just do some flowers or should just make up her own thing. I think
the community has supported her in achieving her art really...When she walked out
today she said I’ll bring my book in next week and the book is something to draw out
of, or show me, or whatever (A/W Int.1).
In the last phase in Talking Allowed (T/A.3.1), a participant had brought a book in to
draw from and said he liked making art at home, When I enquired about it we got discussing
making art in places outside the studio again. The facilitation that was needed to take artmaking outside was not difficult, but I needed to check that people still wanted to do this
after the six week break we had and asked: we also agreed last time you like making art
somewhere else, you said you wanted to make art outside. So, is that still true do you still
want to go out next Tuesday and make art outside with what is around us? They responded
with: yeah; yes; yes, I would; nods (T/A.3.1) which led us to have that one session at the
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beach collecting what was there to make art as was described earlier in this chapter. Whilst
we were outside amongst the local community making art, two passer-byes struck up
conversation and asked us what we were doing. This meant we interacted with community as
creative artists, discussing our work (Obs.3.2).
Another Interview from a familiar arts worker highlighted the way group art-making
can bring different people together from the local community:
she was doing art at the [disability organisation] consistently every day and she was
part of the project they did there on a mural which I was part of as well. It was
between people with disability, as well as my people, and aboriginals. So, there were
five people and we worked together and [she] was very proud of her achievements, to
be part of the community (A/W Int.1).
This ability to transfer the art-making to where the participant wanted to be, allowed
for different connections to be made with their art, themselves, the others and not least, the
community that had historically promoted them as the artists they identified as being.
Auction/Exhibition
During the second phase one participant talked about the auction that they put on
annually to sell the artworks they have made over the year, and about exhibiting work in an
annual local show. The discussion sowed the seed of the exhibition we put on at the
conclusion of the research.
E: I go the show every year.
Arts worker: You mean you like putting your work in a show
E: Yeah
Arts worker: The auction or the [town] show?
E: The [town] show and the auction
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Arts worker: And the auction, hope you like the auction
E: Yeah
Researcher: You enjoy making the art in the workshop and you like showing it
somewhere, is that right?
E: Yes (T/A.2)
An arts worker confirmed that going to see their art exhibition is an opportunity that is
good for them to get to go out and go somewhere different for the day (T/A.2.3). The
interviews also revealed the importance of showing the completed artwork, when they
described how the participants felt about exhibiting and auctions: he’s quite excited about
going to the auction (F/A Int.6). This enthusiasm was described by others:
she gets very excited about it. There is no way in the wide world that we could miss it
[auction] because that would disappoint. But building up to the next year is great
because she’s getting out art books and things like that. She’s always thinking about
it…at the end of the year when there is an auction there is just so much to see (F/A
Int.3).
The art auction is held each year in a different public venue and some of the
participants are regulars there. The families continued to express how much this meant to
them and the effects of mixing with the wider, less familiar community:
Well like the art auction is a really great way for him to become involved in the
community and get out there and be noticed. In fact, [his] art has been, well most has
been bought up by the family- it’s quite difficult for people to obtain [his art] because
we buy it all back because we love it so much; and so I don’t know whether that’s
made his a little bit more popular because it’s hard to get- although his stuff is so
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unique it’s just nice to know the people want it and people want to buy his artwork
and I’m really slack about following up on that (F/A Int.5).
Another described how being recognised was very important part of the exhibiting:
[He] really wants to be, he really likes being the centre of attention, and with
unbridled passion. And then reiterated that: He loves being the centre of attention so I
would say that would be totally up his alley. He wouldn’t suddenly go into shyness or
something like that. The artist identity is again understood as being part of this
recognition when she says: he would just love to show his- well he does do really
amazing work, is beautiful but to him he can be very proud of being able to show that
off (F/A Int.2).
Though exhibiting is not essential for the artists, it is enjoyed which was
demonstrated here when I asked: how would you be if there was no exhibition or auction?
and one participant answered: I’d think about giving it away to the Gold Coast [to family]
(T/A.2.1). I then asked if others would still make it and they agree they would:
O: Yeah.
Researcher: What would you do with it?
O: I don’t know
Researcher: Would you still want to be making it?
O: Yes
(T/A 2.1)
One participant also has exhibited some work in a different town and sold work which
he had said was important to him: I drawed a caterpillar and I sold one of the paintings I did
to the café (T/A.2.2). This participant was keen to make money, and with the support of a
worker from a new service, unfamiliar to him, he achieved that dream.
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During the art making sessions I commented ‘you all said you would like to display
this art somewhere so people could see it would you like to hang this somewhere in an
exhibition’ The responses were positive: yep, oh yes, I would, (after I reword it) yes (T/A.3).
This confirmed we would start looking at how and where we could have an exhibition, which
would require facilitation. When this came up in conversation, the whole group had shown
they were keen to show their art, so we started thinking about what we would exhibit. This
section shows how collecting data led to a public exhibition of their art.
The Culminating Exhibition
The facilitation helped to provide a culminating exhibition that had originated as a
response to one of the events associated with art-making that were very enjoyable to group,
namely, the auction. We had already discussed, and I had heard from third parties, the
importance of these events, so together we had discussed that we could put the art they made
in an exhibition and then set about preparing. I decided I would fundraise for this, as it was
what the group wanted and as a researcher I was aware that giving back is important, which
also helped to quash any concern I had around where the power lay as a researcher. I helped
them by putting the paintings in old frames I had found in the council pick up. Being
resourceful was useful, but I thought that ideally, we could have gone out looking for
materials together so the whole process was more holistic. The local gallery offered to help
frame and the council paid for this. That type of organising needed facilitation support and
soon became the focus.
I had shifted some of my facilitation attention and asked in the last hours of the last
session: Have you noticed I’ve started focusing on results and less on process, that’s what
happens for an exhibition and is part of the process that leads to an exhibition (Obs.3.3).
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This was the reality of an exhibition and changed the free nature of the artmaking, though I
did not hinder their process of art-making, rather my focus became more fixed on product.
The exhibition itself demonstrated more pride and positive feelings in the participants
whilst also connecting to the wider community. When I asked them how it felt seeing their
works on the wall at the gallery, they replied with: It feels good, and all that, (gesticulating
around her) it feels amazing; and very exciting; good and this is the full [me], whilst happily
pointing at his work; another added: Good…it has been a good time and nothing is worrying
me. I then asked how it felt knowing that people were going to come and see their work
which they answered with: They might think it’s really excellent and all that; another said:
it’s very pleasing; another with interesting, it’s fun. One participant elaborated with I feel like
I’ve done something that could make me a lot of money and improved my drawing confidence
and I like drawing for this and another beamed with this is me, I drawed this, I am the king
(pointing at self-portrait). I took some photos of the event which are shown below in Figures
6.32 and 6.33 and 6.34. These images visually illuminate the above data collected at the
culmination of the research.
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Figure 6-31: Connecting with the community through the artworks.

Figure 6-32: Connecting with art at the exhibition.
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Figure 6-33: Enjoying the exhibition.
Summary
The validating of community connections was important to the participants in that
they could enjoy an event that they starred in, and see their work on the walls looking
professional which most artists find to be a rewarding experience after the work they
put in. The author asked how the participants felt at the culminating exhibition and
used this data, along with the images to illustrate better what exhibiting outside the art
workshop meant to them. The enjoyment felt by the group members at being at, and
central to, a culminating community event was complimentary to the first three phases
of the research, it provided an additional fourth phase that had been at the bequest of
the participants. It also wrapped-up the project by celebrating the participants and
their artworks with others outside of the group. The data that built the theme of
community, showed how art-making can be used as a tool to increase connection with
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the local regional areas that neurodivergent populations are part of. The facilitation of
an art workshop can contribute to implementing the desires the participants have on
what they want to do with their art. The facilitator supports the group to make their
ideas happen and could have more input into this if groups are organised in a
participatory manner.
Conclusion
The most frequently occurring sub-themes were within the theme of Self, which was
central to the findings. Self is placed centrally within the Bronfenbrenner-inspired concentric
circle visual diagram in Figure 6.35. The theme of Social had the second most sub-themes
and is placed around Self; whilst the codes that make up Community sit outside Social. It
could be said that each of these codes interacted with all the themes just as the
multidirectional influences of Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological Child Development Theory
described (Bronfenbrenner, 2005)
The sub-themes expression, focus and self-esteem that built the theme of Self; along
with the sub-themes of building relationships and facilitation, that created the theme of
Social; and then codes of transferability and exhibition/auction that made the theme of
Community were compiled from the data. The data created these themes whilst interrelating
with the formulation of sub-questions that had been influenced by the literature in the area.
These are illustrated in the Figure 6.35 The facilitation process had a considerable impact on
how connections to self, others and community were formed through the art-making process.
This influence was used to illustrate how the art workshop had contributed to the outcome’s
main themes of Self, Social and Community which are visualised in Figure 6.35, with the
descendant arrow showing that the facilitation influenced each theme.
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Person-centred
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COMMUNITY
• Exhibition
• Transferability
SOCIAL

• Building
relationships
• Facilitation

SELF

• Self-esteem
• Focus
• Expression

Figure 6-34: The themes of self, social and community were influenced by facilitation.
In each section of this chapter, I showed results from the participant’s subjective
feedback using quotes and anecdotes as the core data. I then triangulated this participant
direct data with the more objective data that came from my observations and solidified the
outcome with third-party data. This data were verified using triangulation of the three
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sources, and was visually ratified using images of the art workshops and exhibition. All data
sources were utilised which 1) authenticated the findings; 2) triangulated the findings by
using three sources in each theme; and 3) added to its rigour by representing different
perspectives. Below in Figure 0.35 is a map that aims to demonstrate the sources and data
collection process.

IMAGES
ILLUSTRATION

Photos
THIRD PARTY-

TRIANGULATION
Interviews
OBJECTIVE
VERIFICATION
Observations

PARTICIPANTS
SUBJECTIVE
EXPERIENCE
Focus Group/Talking
Aloud
EREC

Figure 6-35: Data analysis technique- validation through triangulation of sources illustrated
with images.
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The categories, or major themes, were also influenced by Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological
Systems Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 2005), which helped with grouping the data.
The impact art-making had on participant’s sense of self was multiple and complex.
The findings show that a development of a connection to self was made through developing
self-esteem. This was done by making choices which showed agency; through experiencing
positive feelings; and through pride in the work that was being done. These self-esteem codes
also had an impact on both social and community interactions. For example, pride in an
artwork was demonstrated in the showing of the work, which was then acknowledged
through the group responding to the person and their artwork that was expressing something
of their self. Showing to others and having others respond in the group was themed as social
whilst showing, gifting and the response this was given was themed under community.
Thereby the sub-themes that made up Self were affected by and affected the other codes and
themes.
The focus that occurred during art-making gave each of the participants a personal
space where they were connected to their art. Their art was an expression that had come from
them. Thereby the object was being related to and was also them, the subject. This focus
demonstrated a comfort in the art-making space, a comfort with what they were making, a
comfort with themselves. The expression of self that came through the focus and pride in
showing work strengthened as time progressed, thereby there was a development of self over
time. The social aspects also developed alongside the self, as people got to know each other
through their art or through the process of art-making. This, in turn translated to outside the
studio, where the regional community were invited into the worlds of the participants.
The art studio was a place of intense creativity and often bubbled with laughter, yet also
could be still, even Zen-like in its atmosphere. The participants were making art that they
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took ownership of, and were proud of, so much so they were beginning to show the work to
the group as soon as they felt it was ready. As they had talked about the importance of
making art and showing work at exhibitions and the auction, it seemed a good idea to show
the completed work which we did. Art-making during this research project impacted the
participants’ connections to themselves, to others and to their local community in a variety of
ways. It seemed that the connection to self was central to all the other connections.
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7. Chapter Seven: Discussion
Species Homo sapiens appears to be unique in its capacity to adapt to, tolerate, and
especially to create the ecologies in which it lives and grows (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. xiii).

Introduction
The research findings in the last chapter have indicated that there are various ways
that art-making can impact neurodivergent people in regional Australia. They have
demonstrated how art-making can benefit people who regularly experience social isolation
and its associated effect on Quality of Life (QoL), namely through the formation of
relationships. This chapter is divided into five main sections.
In the first section I address the research questions by describing how they relate to
the main findings. The following research questions are addressed in the first section:
1) How does non-directive art-making in a group support the connection of the participant to
their art?
2) Can art-making connect the participant to themselves?
3) What are the social outcomes on short or brief art interventions?
4) Can making art connect people to their community?
5) Can regional community involvement in art workshops contribute to the UN conventions’
concept of inclusion and cohesion?
I focus on the various relationships formed, with particular emphasis on relationship to self
which was coded regularly in the data and aligned with both Social and Community
interaction. I show how facilitation based in democratic and reflective practice, contributed to
these relationships; which influenced how participation and inclusion occurred within the art
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studio. In the second section, I develop a Six-stage facilitation paradigm based on the
research findings that can be utilised to ensure a dynamic, participant-led art studio.
Connections through art-making
I had enquired about how art making may influence connections made by the participants.
The findings to this research have shown that art-making in this research had four clear areas
where participants formed connections throughout the research. Some of these connections
increased as time went on, however this study was an exploration that did not set out to
measure change. Instead, it explored the art-making process in relation to its impact on the
participants in real time. The multiple relationships that the group formed are described
further in this section and are organised in relation to the questions the study sought to
answer.
1) How does non-directive art-making in a group support the connection of the
participant to their art?
Connecting with the self through art
Cardinal (2009) stated that “Art can and must be allowed to release the flow of
inventiveness to help individuals accede to self-knowing, and thus to conscious life” (p. xvi).
Connecting to self, thus an enriched self-knowing, was an outcome of the art-making in this
research. It was reflected in the art that was made and demonstrated throughout the
discussions and actions of the art group.
Agency and autonomy were exhibited repeatedly throughout the research and were
identified as an important component of self-esteem. This is a particularly significant
outcome because of the disempowering actions and exclusion that neurodivergent people
have historically lived with. As has been discussed, stigma, prejudice and discrimination
often faced by this population has a negative effect on self-esteem (Corrigan, 2014; Paterson
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et al., 2012). Self-concept has been shown to influence how damaging the effects of stigma
are on self-esteem (Corrigan, 2014; Paterson et al., 2012).
This research showed that group art-making developed self-concept through the
exploration of artworks, and the sense of pride associated with identifying as an artist. Being
pleased with the work produced, and by being recognized within the group as a fellow artmaker/artist also contributed to the self-esteem of the participants. This outcome
complements other research in the area that has found that sense of self is an important factor
in the Quality of Life of neurodiverse populations (Parmenter, 2014). Similarly, Solvang
(2012) found sense of self in identity politics within the disability arts movement. This can be
explored and communicated through making art (Moon, 2012; Wexler & Derby, 2015).
Parmenter (2014) asked: “How do we create environments where the interdependence
of individuals is a central feature and where individuals perceive their identity and
conceptualization of self in the context of a mutually dependent society?” (P. 422). This
research has demonstrated that by incorporating art therapy frames that value relationships
and understand the interconnectedness of individual within and external to groups we can
edge closer to creating these environments.
Using object relations theory (Fairbairn, 1954), it could be argued that within this
study a connection to the art work was found where the art is a safe object to impart the self
into, as it safely holds the self (Malchiodi, 2012c). The safe or transitional space of the art
studio became better formed over time, demonstrated with the comfort shown by the
participants, their positive feelings, pride and their enthusiasm to show their work to the
group. The connection to the art work could also be seen using the sociological lens of flow
(Csikszentmihalyi, 2014), that the art makers created the object that lead them to reflexively
inform themselves of what was required next. In keeping with the work of Csikszentmihalyi
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(2014) and renowned art psychotherapist Malchiodi (2012c), a safe, in-the-moment
connection was created leading to the participants expressed sense of wellbeing. In this way,
the self was being auto-nurtured.
This perspective also aligns with the flow described earlier as it is experienced during
the art-making by first connecting the idea of an art-making activity to the experience of
making art, then subsequently looking at the art, and connecting with the subjective object
that holds the creator within it. Heidegger came to see the experience of art as the heuristic
circle (1996); that is a continual give-take cycle, or spiral of learning. In this study, this was
observed in the participants as they created, paused, created again whilst being fully
immersed in their creative experience. A continual bi-directional feedback sat within the
demonstrated intense focus they had on the creative process, it emulated flow
(Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) and aligned with ‘reflexive arc’ theory (Dewey, 1896).
The Zen-like atmosphere that came about more readily in the last phase of the artmaking provided focused, reflexive moments of creative tranquillity. This could be better
described by philosophical ideas of mindfulness (Siegal, 2009), where being in the here and
now (Rogers, 1975) keeps one in tune with where they are at in any given time which also
develops sense of self. Being and Time by Heidegger (Heidegger, 1996) uses the term being
there from the German dasein, which allows for experience of art, rather than seeing only the
aesthetic in the object created. The moment of immersion was continual in this research, it
showed the art-making process was providing a moment of peace in the lives of the
participants and therefore provided a form of respite.
The Zen-like focus that was found in the research could also be attributed to flow, a
connection with the process of making art that became the sole consideration of each of the
participants at one time or another. The group focus, and bi-directional learning is how
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communities of practice are formed, thus not only does the individual feed and is fed by artmaking, but also by each other. When group concentration occurred, it was a moment of
equity because each of us, neurodivergent, neurotypical or other, connected to the art-making
process. That sense of connection belonged to all involved in the art-making in the study, as
it did not discriminate according to the wiring of our brains. This research showed that
connection to our art-making elucidated participants inner worlds and sense of belonging,
which occurred regularly throughout the research.
A creative feedback loop was not only shown in the connection participants made
with their art-work but was also reflected in facilitation and research techniques that were
person-centred, democratic, and thereby responsive. The participants said/showed what they
wanted from the art workshop, the facilitator discussed the possibilities, then the participants
contributed until a plan was made that came from the group through interactions that allowed
a to-and-fro process. This process encouraged agency through valuing them in their role of
artist reflecting the theory of social-role valorisation (Wolfensberger, 1983) where having a
role that is seen by others as valued leads to integration, which for this group included the
integration of self with both their own identity and within the group. A sense of self was
achieved by using a democratic frame that invited all participants to be involved in decision
making as occurred when they chose where to make art and then where to exhibit.
It is this connection to the art that is the first space in which both community arts and
art therapy dovetail.
2) Can art-making connect the participant to themselves?
Agency and autonomy
The participants in this study had been used to the art facilitators directing their work
as an art teacher may do, as was shown in the first phase of the research when arts workers
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were directing how the art works could be created. This inadvertently counteracted agency
and autonomy. Developing technique through classes is useful to all artists, but because of
neurodivergent people’s marginalisation and inequity it is imperative that these spaces are
aware of the intrinsic power dynamics in teaching and facilitation. An interview with an arts
worker explained that when he would advise on technique, the artist would immediately
apologise, as if he had done something wrong (Int. 6). Another arts worker had been
surprised by the emerging different styles of the participants that they knew. The influence of
arts workers is the influence any artist sharing an art studio would experience. Remaining
person-centred allows this to be a positive rather than inadvertently removing the agency of
the participant as was seen when staff had spoken over a participant causing him to stop
describing his artwork. As Rhodes (2008) highlighted, remaining neutral as an arts
facilitator/worker is impossible, and not always a bad thing: “the work that comes out of
studios […] however non-interventionist their intentions, is unimaginable without the studio
environment, and especially the presence of arts workers to facilitate personal artistic practice
and growth” (p. 133).
In this study, agency was core to the creative process, as it required the choosing of
art materials, techniques, possibly a subject, when to finish and how/if to show it. The group
modelled agency in a safe and open environment, thus practicing agency, which could
support confidence in making choices outside the group. This was illustrated by the surprise
the facilitators had when they commented that a participant’s art style was something they
hadn’t seen before. It was new (Obs.1.1) as they were making all the choices for themselves.
Lack of agency is the one thing that oppressed peoples and cultures have in common
(Kenny et al., 2015; Recknagel & Holland, 2013; Rooke, 2013; Tiller, 2013). Tiller (2013)
felt that it is agency that needs measuring when looking at the emancipatory position that arts
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can occupy. Australia’s current NDIS (National Disability Insurance Scheme) also places
agency as fundamental in the lives of people with disability and aims to support
neurodivergent people’s rights by ensuring they have choice and control over their lives
(Soldatic, van Toorn, Dowse, & Muir, 2014). This emphasises that developing self through
utilising agency in an art studio can be emancipating both personally and practically as
occurred in the research.
There was a need to support agency through facilitation. This was demonstrated in an
interview with a family member of a participant when I said: “so for people to feel agency
within their community they need some sort of support to make sure that engagement was-” I
was interrupted by the interviewee with: “- a positive engagement, yes absolutely”.
Facilitation tools in line with person-centeredness using the PAR frame were used so that the
group’s ideas were acted upon (Gilchrist et al., 2015), which encouraged participant’s
agency. This was highlighted with their request to make art at the beach, which had the added
benefit of developing imagination and artistry through utilising novel materials and
techniques.
The art studio provided numerous opportunities to connect with the art and each
other. This was encouraged by facilitation that ‘held’ (Crago & Gardener, 2012) the space but
was receptive. Lieberman (2013) explained that a work environment that looks after us
increases likelihood of attachment which contributes to motivation and engagement (p. 268)
which could go toward explaining the comfort felt by the group as time progressed. The art
making environment instilled agency and supported the interactions of all in the group thus
increasing identity development. Sandel (1998) stated that identity is formed by our social
interactions and our innate attachment to our network or community, rather than by a choice
we make that requires agency (p. 152). This concept of identity is a product of a less
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individualistic concept of self that is born into a network of others and thereby developed in
line with that network.
Identity formation
The study illuminates how self-connection develops through group art-making by
increasing opportunity to exert agency and experience autonomy, which supported identity
formation. Reflective practice contributed to self-concept, as was shown with participants
responses that indicated pride in being artists. Reflection is important in PAR and art therapy
and was a constant in each of the three phases of the research. I ensured we made time to
reflect at the end of each day during the research, and then again at the start of the next day;
by the end this occurred spontaneously. These outcomes were enhanced by using facilitation
techniques that semi-themed the work to support exploration and by reminding the group that
we were experimenting. This semi-directive approach increased expression of inner worlds
through participant’s art works (Schaverien, 1992). Sandel (1998) also explained reflection is
paramount to the formation of identity as it is agency in the cognitive sense. Rawls (2009)
perspective saw agency in choosing what can pass that boundary of self, which also increases
the identity of the subject. Therefore, both agency and reflection are an important part of
identity formation which develops in response to our networks as occurred throughout the
study.
The process of art-making and a culminating exhibition solidified the artist-identity,
and in this research also contributed to a sense of pride that was illustrated in the photos of
the community event, the opening of a local exhibition. The participants were artists rather
than people often branded with a medicalised label (Goodley, 2001).
Self-esteem was developed and capped by the joy participants found in exhibiting the
work as artists in their community. A sense of self developed during the open and
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experimental group art-making. It demonstrated that relationships within the group also
contributed to developing identity, that they were intertwined. Self-disclosure through the
safe transitional object of art helped form deeper relationships within the group as they got to
know each other, not just through words, but imagery and shared imagining. Development of
sense of self through art-making contributed not only to increased wellbeing, but also to the
formation of relationships. This occurs by sharing imagined worlds in a way that encourages
interaction, and by creating an unchartered shared experience. Winance (2016) wrote that
neurologically this is hardwired and described the work of Lieberman (2013) stating “our
social brains are hardwired for reciprocity and in influence by others. This notion designates
the idea that autonomy is conditioned by the social relations in which individuals are
embedded” (p. 12).
3) What are the social outcomes on short or brief art interventions?
Social relationships
Lieberman (2013) identified that “When we are connected we are happier healthier
and better citizens” (p. 250). This was demonstrated in the art group as we formed our
community of practice. Art-making within this research group built friendships through
social interactions, and through the utilisation of the art space, where people got to know each
other on a deeper level than other activities may provide. This is relevant because multiple
studies have shown there is a need for social participation and the nurturing of friendships in
the lives of neurodivergent people (Howarth et al., 2016).
The art-making group contributed to the formation of friendships, and social
interactions demonstrated in the group member’s comfort with each other that grew over the
nine months, as did their enthusiasm to show their work. During an interview, a family
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member of one participant had pointed out how she had felt this could be more valuable than
trying to enforce relationships between neurodivergent and neurotypical people:
Researcher: and you also said earlier, the idea of us clicking with our people whoever
they are isn’t just for them [neurodivergent people] …but for each, and every one of
us?
Interviewee: we all enjoy engaging with people who are like ourselves, I have a broad
range of acquaintances, but my friends like to do things that I like to do, engage in
things I like to engage in, activities I like to engage in…I guess they have similar
ability to do that- like I do as well (Int.2)
The interviewee went on to explain that there can be strength in exclusivity that
occurs within groups that form because of a shared perspective and understanding which can
build identity “because we can do whatever we are best at in those groups… [School] was an
unpleasant engagement … apparently, we’ve fought to go against the sheltered workshop
kind of stuff to inclusive education- it was not better” (Int.2).
The members of the group joked, laughed, had serious discussion and interacted more
comfortably as time went on. Their friendships grew within that space and as was indicated
by the offer of having dinner some time from one participant to the other, (and could be
transferred externally). The group members were familiar with each other which created a
relaxed atmosphere that contributed to the community of practice where they shared
techniques, ideas, conversation, humour and support.
The facilitation enhanced the experience of connection by remaining person-centred
and democratic. Research on planning with people with intellectual disability using the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (Collings et al., 2017) showed the importance of
independence, and social relationships that were supportive through trust, genuine positive
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regard and authentic interaction. Art-making groups can support the building of all
relationships including those between the participants and facilitator, as I experienced when I
was included in jokes and general banter, which could be useful in learning about building
other relationships. (This type of relationship could enhance the ability of neurodivergent
people in accessing and utilising the NDIS through the experience that specifically facilitated
art-making can offer in relation to genuine positive regard and authenticity of the
relationships).
A social world is important to people for the building of relationship with other, but
also a relationship with self. However, relationship with self is not only beneficial to identity,
self-esteem and social worlds but also to our connections with the wider community. In this
research, the facilitation technique along with the PAR framework allowed for the artworks
to be taken out of the art studio to the community as an exhibition, reaching beyond the
physical and conceptual perimeters of the art studio.
4) Can making art connect people to their community?
Community Connection
Clarke, Friese, and Washburn (2015) offered that people within their social worlds
are:
groups with shared commitments to certain activities, sharing resources of many
kinds to achieve their goals and building shared ideologies about how to go about
their business. They are interactive units, worlds of discourse, bounded not by
geography or formal membership but by the limits of effective communication” (p.
140).
The participants were effective in communicating their desire to exhibit their art and
because we, as a group, had grown, it was easy to discuss, look at possibilities, and finally to
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seek out a venue. The art exhibition gave a space to communicate to outside the art-making
space with art that had been created within a space that formed relationships and could now
extend those relationships externally. Simplican, Leader, Kosciulek, and Leahy (2015, p. 20)
has shown that a person’s social network and their social participation in their community
become one and the same thing. The art-making on the beach allowed the public into the
artist’s worlds, the exhibition took this further as friends as well as strangers went to see the
artworks displayed in a public gallery.
This research demonstrates how art-making in a group can form stronger connections
to the communities they are part of outside the art-making space. People from outside the art
studio could both see the artist’s work and purchase it at the culminating exhibition. The joy
that was felt by participants at the exhibition opening gave the research a finish that had not
been imagined at the start. The event was well attended and provided council, members of the
public, family and friends an opportunity to get together as a community to celebrate the
work of the group. This community event again instilled self-esteem through strong artist
identity, pride, positive feelings, agency; social relations through new and broader group
interaction and gifting; community connectivity by welcoming people who do not know the
capabilities of the artists, and those who do and wanted to see more. The Access and
Participation Department of Communications and the Arts (APDCA, 2017) in Australia
stated “there is still a need for the achievements of people with disability in the arts sector to
be more broadly promoted” (p. v). The research process met some of the recommendations of
the National Arts and Disability Strategy Evaluation Report 2013–2015 (APDCA, 2017) by
providing a space where artists with disability both presented and marketed their work to a
broader audience.
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5) Can regional community involvement in art workshops contribute to the UN
conventions’ concept of inclusion and cohesion?
Facilitation: Democracy, Reflection and Learning
Social interaction is a good indicator of how comfortable people feel in a space and
was regularly demonstrated during the art-making workshops. The workshops were inclusive
as was the design of the research. That is, all voices were listened to, so decisions were made
by each participant that enriched the whole group. However as all were neurodivergent, some
may argue that though the group was cohesive, it did not include neurotypical people. Milner
and Kelly (2009) PAR research showed how disabling many ‘mainstream’ settings were to
neurodivergent people. Like the family member mentioned in section c above, Simplican et
al. (2015) note how both Hall (2010); and Milner and Kelly (2009) have argued that
segregated spaces benefit neurodivergent people by offering a shared sense of belonging,
forming friendships naturally, and providing safety. Though the group members were
creating in an unofficially segregated space, their relationships grew, and they engaged fully
in the art making process, with each other, the wider community, and with the research
process. Simplican et al. found that most definitions of inclusion have the common thread of
interpersonal and community interactions, both of which have been shown in this research to
naturally occur through engaging in group art-making.
The art-making group in this research had built their own relationships within and
external to the art group, both interrelating and community relating. The comfort that was
shown and the exchanges around the art-making contributed to what could be seen as the
sense of belonging that Hall (2010) found from his Scottish study. The relationships in this
study were influenced by the facilitation of discussion and reflection. Høyrup’s work on
identifying reflection as a tool for organizational learning, stated that “Reflection processes
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are embedded in social interaction” (Bronfenbrenner, 2005; Høyrup, 2004, p. 444).
Reflection processes may be natural in social interaction, however neurodivergent
populations who have been socially marginalized would be more likely to need support in
practicing this, thereby the author encouraged reflective processes throughout the research.
Reflection is recognised as a key tool in art therapy. Rubin (1999) coined Art Therapy
as “involved doing with relaxed reflection - with or without words” (p. xvi). This practice
contributed to a research environment where learning occurred for the participants as well as
the researcher as advocated by Flyvbjerg (2006). Using reflective practice served to empower
and inform whilst collecting the data and contributed greatly to creating a situated learning
environment (Høyrup, 2004, p. 444). The research project created what Lave and Wenger
(1991) described as a community of practice through continual information sharing and
transparent processes of information gathering. The group, researcher and participants were
the experts who were both teaching and learning from each other.
Introspective reflection is different from group reflection (Høyrup, 2004), though both
were advocated during this research project, which focused on how the individual was feeling
and what they were expressing throughout. This individual reflection was coupled with
responding to the whole group’s ideas for art-making and exhibiting. Contemplation of self
and the art making process, is a continuing part of the cycle of application of learning that in
this research employed both art therapy and participatory action research (PAR) paradigms.
The need for critical reflection is core to individual learning (Høyrup, 2004), thereby
empowerment. Parmenter (2014) rationalised that to experience good Quality of Life (QoL)
we need to centralise self-identity and self-image. The reflective practices that contributed to
connection with the self in this research would thereby increase QoL. Tools of informal
learning were utilised, as well as reflective processes that borrowed from humanistic
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counselling and art therapy approaches, which contributed to the outcome to theme of self.
These tools supported exploration of how a person felt whilst creating art (Rubin, 2011),
encouraged introspection and sharing, which advanced the multiple connections made
throughout the research.
This learning model emphasised reflection and could be looked at as an educational
paradigm, achieved by encouraging introspection and critical thinking throughout the
learning by putting self at centre. The art therapy theories that encourage showing and
optionally discussing art work influenced group formation, whilst creating a community of
practice, leading to social connection as an outcome of the study. This type of group work
ensured participants were supported in having their perspective acknowledged and responded
to which as aforementioned, increased agency. The method encouraged understanding
between people, which can counteract bullying and other forms of persecution within a group
(Bacchini, Esposito, & Affuso, 2009). Thereby, it contributed to the ethical society Parmenter
(2014) advocated as imperative in changing the life chances of neurodivergent people.
Society needs people to be and feel equal. By utilising the democratic processes
championed by Mayo (2000); Popple (1995); Tiller (2013), the study increased participants
sense of agency. Apple and Beane (1995) showed how facilitation can be used to instil
democratic process: “Democratic educators seek not simply to lessen the harshness of social
inequities in schools, but to change the conditions that create them (p. 11).
Paradigms and Perspectives
Making room for our differing realities
The experimental and limitlessness that art spaces can inspire was captured by
Cardinal (2009) when he stated:
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What looks like wild disorder could prove to be nothing less than another kind of
order, as yet ill-understood. Art making hastens intentionality and self-awareness, and
thus fosters expression, message making, and dialogue. To glimpse the hidden form
beneath the garbled surface may not be easy at first, but it is a necessary stage in the
understanding of the Other (p. xvi)
The research findings underline how our perceived individual realities can be
expressed, if not also explored, in an art-making studio. When the group had been asked to
make art that represented them at the start of the research, the explanations of the finished
work had been: “That’s me all colours, football”; “this is me” (Blue self-portrait); “it’s a
horse”; “it’s a volcano- it’s the colour of volcanoes”; “a waterfall underwater”; “me, scarf,
blue” (T/A.1.1). The group, by sharing their perspectives of themselves, gave idiosyncratic
insight. In this study, art-making provided a place where the art-makers could communicate
their inner worlds, or as Buchanan (2016) described “a window to the soul” (p. 1), which is
central to art therapy paradigms (Rubin, 2012; Schaverien, 1992).
Frank (1942) recognised the cultural symbolic controls created by different cultures as
promoting certain cognitive maps, that help people make sense of the world, and underplaying others. Neurodivergent people have historically been considered as people who are
deficient (Obejas, 2016), which had a negative influence on how they have been treated by
others in society. This has created a problematic cognitive map. The cultural richness of this
‘map’ has been a detriment to other possible positive maps, as one is repressed in the name of
the other. Subjectivity is impacted by social and political standpoints so that certain pieces of
information resonate and thus dictate what we accept as our reality (Harding, 2016), creating
an individualised map. If culture holds that neurodivergent people are lesser, then this
attitude increases the associated specific neurological schemas (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth,
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1979). The increased schema can make changing perceptions of neurodivergent people more
difficult. This has been reinforced by Skrbis, Calcutt, and Woodward (2009) research into the
brains increased capacity to learn and accept information if it is congruent with previously
processed information, thus, making humankind’s ability to move out of pre-conceptions
physiologically problematic.
Discrimination and oppression that has become intrinsic due to repeated
normalisation of inequitable social structures are usually reinforced by current cultures and
then seem inevitable and unchangeable. However, we can be buoyed by more recent research
by van Kesteren, Ruiter, Fernández, and Henson (2012) who have shown that when looking
at brain lesions using neuroimaging, that sometimes novel or incongruent information can
also be as equally well remembered (p. 211). This could come about when people see the
human expression, even the artist, within a neurodivergent person rather than seeing the
person as deficit. The boundaries that were pushed in the process of art-making, and the artist
identities that were strengthened in this research could help us to push our own boundaries in
understanding, thus changing the deficit perspectives too many people have of
neurodivergent people. Recent work on processing information by van Kesteren et al. (2012)
was in line with Tiller’s work on agency (Tiller, 2013, 2015), that used art to differently view
the status quo we find ourselves in, by bringing new realities inspired through imagination.
Berger (2008) stated in the title of his seminal work Ways of Seeing that “the
relationship between what we see and what we know is never settled”. The neurodiversity
model accepts diverse perspectives, just as an artistic space does. This is imperative to
creativity and unlocks ways of seeing, just as was described by the participants when they
shared their own perceptions on their art works. The group’s tightness, their innate creativity,
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and the unbounded imaginations enabled the members to see the artist within themselves and
each other. All perspectives wee appreciated in the creative art-making space.
This idea of alternative realities was also apparent when participants barked, or
meowed and though all laughed only a couple of the participants understood, appreciated and
responded (Obs.2.2). Art utilises a spectrum of tools to communicate with the viewer. Art
often challenges our preconceptions. During this research, the refreshing honesty of a
participant, whose acquired brain injury often meant they said things in a manner that was
unfiltered, allowed us all to relax with, at times raw communications. It highlighted our
human urges and how we control them, or not. This participant’s abstract piece of art that
depicted ‘various outlooks of space’ (T/A.2.1), gave insight into his perceptions, his work
was not only mesmerising, but was outside his own usual style. This was summed up by
Wexler (2012) when she described “What has emerged are the artists' own narratives and
self-representations, bringing art and education closer to eroding the boundaries between
normality and disability as these terms are defined by Western cultural standards” (P. 128).
This specific richness that lay within the art-making space was only possible through the
neurodivergence of the group. The art-making group members grew and began to share a
little more of their art, thereby themselves each time we met. This enriched the creative
experience for all within the group as was shown by their ever-evolving styles of art,
increased focus, and the Zen-like atmosphere that was felt most powerfully in the third phase.
Complementary research paradigms
The constructivist epistemological stance of building our reality mirrors the process of
creating art. It is also seen within case study design that utilises a PAR framework because of
the ability for the research to grow according to all involved. This research used
complementary methodology which gave the research a certain freedom to evolve and thus
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also allowed the relationships to emerge and be captured in the data. The case study design
was well placed as it did not limit what emerged from the real-life setting. Flyvbjerg (2006)
emphasised the need to carry out research without being hemmed in by method that does not
provide opportunity to capture nuance of the case being explored. Flyvbjerg (2006) also
discussed how human behaviour and our pursuit of understanding it, is more complex than
much methodology allows. The case study design complemented PAR by providing a
pedagogical framework where people’s expertise was understood and therefore promoted
within the context of an art workshop. A community of practice developed, which in turn
supported the participants building of a shared identity as described by Wenger (1999).
Parmenter (2014) viewed this as the next step in achieving full and meaningful inclusion.
By developing an intersection of art therapy and community arts paradigms, an
accessible model was created that could be used by any art group with ambitions of
increasing intra (within) or inter (with others) connection. This was achieved in this research,
through reflection processes that encouraged the artists to explore their own and other’s
work. This process became familiar as it was practiced, which increased the formation of a
community of practice. It is also a valuable method of developing sense of self for those who
enjoy the therapeutic frame but have not signed up for therapy. Pedagogy often associated
with community arts often occurs in such an environment. However, learning does not have
to be the focus of the group, but is rather a naturally occurring learning (Lave, 2011a;
Massola, 2016; Smith, 2001).
The transformative and social practice that is espoused by community artists could be
looked at through an art therapy lens where community transformation meets individual
transformation. Using art therapy frames, individual transformation continues through
introspection throughout the art-making process. If we look at art therapy as internal and
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community arts as external, then within a systems theory these would not be isolated and
designated to hold only those positions, but rather would encompass the intra and the inter
correspondingly. The art itself would connect the two.
Each of the above questions were answered using both art therapy and community arts
perspectives. In this research the paradigms of both have dovetailed to create a practice and a
space that inspires meaningful connections. Psychodynamic art therapy approaches have been
utilized with the embodiment of the artist’s feelings within the created images as described
by Schaverien (1992); the accompanying inner worlds of the artists that was emphasized by
Havsteen-Franklin (2008); the inter-relational aspects of art therapy espoused by Skaife
(2001); and not least, the introspection that occurs during the reflective process of
showing/discussing the art with the group as described by Malchiodi (2012a). These aspects
were deepened with being in the moment with the art therapeutically as described by Mirza
(2005), which harnessed both the individual’s and the group’s state of creative flow, coined
by psychologist Csikszentmihalyi (2015). The community arts frame that empowers through
agency and belonging (Hall, 2004, 2010, 2013) and what Kaplan (2007) described as social
activism arising from art therapy. These amalgamate in this research, combining the practice
of both disciplines without diminishing either one.
In answering and exploring the research questions and looking at the art making
disciplines that are foundational to them, a model was created. This model incorporates the
art psychotherapy approaches mentioned above and throughout the thesis, alongside
community arts paradigms that are steeped in social activism and community connection. The
model’s transparency ensures that the process is accessible to those interacting with it. This
minimises any exclusivity that can unwittingly push people to the ‘margins and beyond’ and
avoids the cultural continuation of exclusion as described by Bauman (2013). The dovetailing
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of these art practices requires the facilitator to be attentive not only to the individual and their
internal relationship with their art, and with themselves, but also the whole group. It asks the
facilitator to be responsive to their interactions which will reveal opportunities where they
can lead the space. The facilitation should then take the inspiration that occurs in the shared
art-making space and share it with the community outside, as would be emphasized with
community arts. Therefore, the model emphasises the connection, the intersection of where
these disciplines meet. A six-stage model has emerged where the outcomes of the group artmaking process can be correlated to six stages. These are outlined below, accompanied by a
visualisation that captures how the stages occurred.
Developing a Model
Six Seminal Stages
What emerged from this research was an increased sense of self built through selfesteem, focusing on the art-making, artistic expression, enriched relationships within the
group and a comfortable group dynamic. This increased sense of self lead to the formation of
a community of practice where the group naturally learnt from each other whilst making art
together, influencing each other, and making decisions together. The experience of agency
was influenced by the facilitation technique that had emphasised a hands-off approach which
encouraged decision making from the beginning. However, agency was also shown by each
person’s choice to attend the group right through to deciding to sell their art to the public
which required minimal facilitation. A working group developed over the three iterative
phases of the research that lead to more group decision making. The processes involved in
the study revealed specific stages that illustrated how the art group evolved to become
increasingly reflective, creative, productive and didactically rich. These developments have
been placed within stages and are outlined below using current literature that supports the
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relevance of each. I use italics to show when the study’s outcomes and main theories have
been incorporated into building each stage. The stages are then translated into a table that can
be utilised by arts workers, group facilitators and others involved in group work.
Stage 1: Setting Up
The facilitator used ‘here and now’ paradigms (Crago & Gardener, 2012) that kept
the space person-centred (Miller, Barnaby, Torkington, Molyneux, & Raymond, 2013) by
putting focus on each group member, as well as considering the group dynamic. This helped
the facilitator hold the group (Crago & Gardener, 2012). However, a hands-off approach was
used to encourage participant’s agency at all levels from the start e.g. deciding if they wanted
to stay, where to sit, what materials and techniques to employ, and the art’s theme. The
facilitator worked at staying in the here and now, which also ensured the hands-off approach
did not disconnect the facilitator from the group’s early machinations. By using a democratic
frame, agency was encouraged because it required decision making from participants,
contributing to an understanding that each member is important in the group’s cohesion.
Facilitation was particularly important at this stage as it set the group’s trajectory as valuing
all voices whilst also focusing on each individual participant (Howells & Zelnik, 2009). Selfesteem came from the immediate positive regard (Rogers, 1975) offered by the facilitator,
along with practicing agency (Bandura, 2006) from the outset. Identity as an artist within the
group was in its early stages as participants made choices about their art materials and
techniques. Agency and identity are inextricably linked and often inhibited in oppressed
populations (Mackenzie & Stoljar, 2000b) while the artist identity in neurodivergent artists is
often undervalued (Lige, 2011) making this stage important in promoting the artistry and
autonomy of the participants.
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Stage 2: Making Art
In the second stage, the choices made at the setting-up stage continued into the artmaking stage thereby increasing agency, self-esteem and identity as an artist. This is where
focus on creating the art began. The participants made art that was semi-themed like “you as
an artist” and “what/who are important in your life”. These loose themes helped the
participants avoid a creative block by having too much choice before the group had gelled.
Some members were comfortable early in using their own themes, or just pure creative
expression which allowed authentic artistic expression (Rubin, 2008) uninhibited by the
facilitator. The facilitation continued to enhance the art group functioning (Got & Cheng,
2008) by ensuring that voices were heard, ideas discussed and questions asked that
encouraged thoughtful responses such as “how do you feel while you are making art?”. The
focus of the facilitator was shown by making comments or asking questions about techniques
and materials, colours etc. This was done without influencing choices e.g. “is that you?”,
“beautiful lines” etc. This stage focused on art-making and the individual in the group.
Stage 3: Showing the art/Discussing the Art
In the third stage the participants were encouraged to move from their inner world of
art-making to sharing by intermittently holding up their work. They would reflect on
materials and what the work meant to them, then comment on each other’s work, which
increased their agency, identity as artists and self-esteem. At this stage pride was displayed
openly. This helped them get to know each other through their art and their thoughts about
each other’s art which contributed to forming a tighter group dynamic (Riley, 2001). This
lead to the larger theme of social because of their building relationships, which continued
throughout the three phases. Thereby the connection that was being made with the self, led to
the development of social relationships within the group. The intermittent discussion also
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helped the group dynamic, as people started to work together and were influenced by each
other’s works. The group were at early stages of building identity as a group (Riley, 2001), as
they started connecting more deeply to the art-making process and thereby each other. This
association was enhanced by the technique of showing, witnessing and responding to each
other’s work (Malchiodi, 2012a). The environment became a safe place to creatively express
which supported a sense of group belonging (Hall, 2013).
Stage 4: Enrichment
At this stage, the hands-off facilitation had allowed focus on the art-making which
then lead to the sense of flow seen in the participants with their art works. Flow has been
identified as an important occurrence by McDonald (2008), in being able to remove the self
and connect to the art. New identities and roles were being formed within the group (Howells
& Zelnik, 2009) which enriched the art-making environment. Jokes, group banter and chat
occurred more freely as time progressed also indicating belonging to the space, and possibly
to each other. A practicing community developed, demonstrated by making decisions as a
group, sharing knowledge (Wenger, 2013) of techniques and opinions. This community of
practice led to ideas being voiced confidently. An atmosphere had been created that
influenced the artists and their work (Moon, 2012). The participants belonged to the group
because they were comfortable (Hall, 2013) and kept attending with enthusiasm.
Stage 5: Stability
In the fifth stage of the art making group, bigger decisions that were less safe were
made and agreed upon by the group e.g. making art outside, having a picnic outside and
showing the art at an exhibition. This autonomy and agency stemmed from their comfort
which had been an important aspect of the facilitation i.e. picking up on ideas and exploring
them with the group (Moon, 2007). Agency continued to be practiced along with other parts
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of self that were highlighted in the first stages. Decisions were made together. Community
was built from social interactions, and an acceptance of those in the group as described by
Howarth (2001). A safe, creative and engaged community of practice had been formed
through group art making (Clennon et al., 2016) which had increased the participants
attachment and belonging to the group (Hall, 2013).
Stage 6: Transition
In this final stage, agency had reached a peak as the art-makers had become exhibitors
and sellers of their work. The community theme developed here as it was community outside
the art studio who were invited into the artist’s worlds (Hall, 2013), through the safe
transitional object of art (Skaife, 2001). Identity as an artist was then able to be reflected to
the participants by the public, increasing the identity as artist developed in stage three. Social
interactions occurred both within and external to the group, and then with people outside the
group. The artists identity was formed again in a new context (Schachter, 2005) which
inadvertently validated the artists identity. This last stage culminated the artist’s celebration
of their achievements, increasing self-esteem, agency, identity as an artist, and not least pride
in what the participants had achieved individually and as a collective.
In the stages, there are six clear areas that occurred, however they did not occur in
isolation or in pure chronological sequences. Rather, some stages interlinked and/or
overlapped in others. To develop this model further and for it to be practical, accessible and
beneficial for participants, particularly those who face marginalisation, the above sequence
can be used. It can help identify key moments that contributed to the dynamic, focused and
creative art-making group. The stages indicate the main actions that lift the art class, the
workshop, or art project to be an experience for personal, group and community
transformation. Figure 7.1 below shows the stages in relation to the research findings.
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Figure 7-1: The Outcomes at each stage.
Above, Figure 7.1 provides visual explanation of how the outcomes created the six
stages. The grey scale represents the stages that though depicted as separate can be
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concurrent. The multiple horizontal colours each represent a finding and when this occurred
in the research. I.e. yellow colours represent connection to self, social connections are shown
in green, and blue represents the community connections formed in the final stages. The
above diagram can be used to inform group art spaces in the future. Below in Figure 7.2 is a
condensed visualisation of the progression of the art-making frame’s stages.

Facilitation: Person-centred Hold group Democratic Encourage agency
A broad theme.
Show/discuss art
Support silence/discussion
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to Community

Relationship to Others
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Figure 7-2: Stages and characteristics of an art group.
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The model above in Figure 7.2 shows the sequential stages and how these stages can
develop concurrently e.g. the characteristic self-expression in stage 2 and flow in stage 4;
however, enrichment stems from art-making thereby stage 2 is required for stage 4 to
progress. The diagram shows how the theme of self runs throughout and that relationships
develop from this sense of self and continue on outside the art studio to the wider community
with an art event. Identity as an artist may be apparent in Stage 1 and is reflected back by the
community in stage 6, thus it runs concurrently and also develops. The interactive nature of
the stages means the characteristics in each stage interconnect, yet each stage has a role in
creating the next one.
Role of art-making in Building Relationships
Through art-making, a relationship with the self, the inner world of the artist, has
emerged which was encouraged by the self-esteem, agency, identifying as an artist, focus that
led to flow, free expression in the art making, feeling good about the art making and the
accompanying pride. These attributes were the basis of the relationships formed with others
in the group which helped create a thriving community of practice, and a connection to the
wider community. The stages show this development. If a relationship with self is core to
forming relationships and a community of practice then the facilitation of an art group that
allows the connection with the self to develop would improve the likelihood of relationships
being formed within, and external to, the group.
This research employed many theories and perspectives, including systems theories
i.e. Bronfenbrenner (2005); person centred research (CDS, 2016) with participatory action
research (Reason & Bradbury, 2001; Whyte, 1991); perspectives of art-making, namely the
social aspect of community arts (Kirby, 1991) and introspective aspect of art therapy
paradigms (Malchiodi, 2014; Moon, 1997); along with some changing perspectives of the
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disability movement (Obejas, 2016; Walker, 2014). In this chapter I discussed how these
theories relate to the research findings.
I had wanted to understand the wellbeing that seemed to emanate from art-making
spaces that I had been previously fortunate to work in. I had a strong interest in whether
facilitation played a part; or if it was the art making itself; or possibly the escape from the
outside world; and/or the connections that may be impacted. I found that it could be any one
of these at any given time and sometimes all together that created the art studio atmosphere I
had sought to understand better. The findings have shown that art-making in a group in
regional Australia developed relationships in four specific areas:
1) Relationship to the art, which was expressed with focus that lead to flow, and
developed through showing and discussing the art works created.
2) Relationship with self which occurred through the art-making and reflective
practice also expanded through the showing of the art and discussion of individual art
works.
3) Relationship to others denoted in the group interactions, the developing discussion
of each-others art, enriched by expressing inner worlds to each other.
4) Relationship to community through making and then exhibiting the art works
publicly.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have described how the connection with self, expanded the
opportunity in connecting with others and the wider community. The facilitation is important
in cultivating those connections and was achieved by in this research using positive regard
(Rogers, 1975), and a person-centred (Cambridge & Carnaby, 2005), democratic frame
(Smith, 2001). The facilitation and the research put the participants as the experts (O'Brien,
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2003) which allowed the study to grow into previously unimagined areas like making art
outside and the exhibition. I have shown how an art workshop, or art-making in a group, can
be enhanced by facilitation that enables development across a series of stages. This six staged
frame within this study facilitated an art-group that was both inclusive and cohesive as
recommended by U.N (2008); UNESCO (1994). This research and the consequent model
were made possible by keeping the participants central to the development of the research
(O'Brien, 2003).
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8. Chapter Eight: Conclusion
No society can long sustain itself unless its members have learned the sensitivities,
motivations, and skills involved in assisting and caring for other human beings.
(Bronfenbrenner, 2005, p. 825).

I conclude this thesis by addressing how the research could be utilized in further
studies in the areas of neurodiversity and art-making. The research outcomes are placed in a
frame that underscores the three main connections that emerged from the findings. I look at
how Bronfenbrenner’s Human Development Systems Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 2005;
Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007) has supported the research, particularly when looking at the
development of the development of an artist within a group art-making environment. I touch
on some of the ways the model will influence group art-making spaces and their facilitation
before closing this thesis.
Changes, Limitations and Future Possibilities
The research design and outcomes have limitations. Identifying these aims to support
any future investigations in art-making. The facilitation is critiqued along with the methods
that did not gather information as envisioned at the start of the research, along with the
outcomes and transferability to other populations. I then look at the direction future research
could take to further investigate art-making and its impact on neurodivergent, regional and
other populations.
Facilitation: Getting in the Way
I reflected in an observation during the research that “There is a difference between a
workshop and a class, so it is unsurprising the art teachers are in teaching mode”. However, I
soon took on that same role, I fell into the dominant position of facilitator rather than
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maintaining a more equitable, co-constructed role after I intervened and noted that It was
interesting to see how the art was not, in my view enhanced by my direction (Obs. 3.2). When
does this interruption become disempowering? It is valuable to see this with a Foucauldian
lens of words and their often disguised power (Foucault, 1972), particularly because I
unwittingly fell into a directive role. This shows how neurotypical people can remain blinded,
even when they think they understand some of the causes of inequity. It is a fine line between
doing for and with. How do we, as was emphasised in an article by McLean (2014), not
become as artist/facilitators complicit in the marginalisation of groups and recreate dominant
discourse that allows the structural inequities to continue?
When PAR impacts research plans
The focus group originally had a lack of focus on the discussion I was trying to
generate within the group. I asked if they would prefer to be making art and they agreed they
would. I then asked the questions and prompts that I had prepared whilst they made art.
Consequently, the focus group morphed into being a focus on art-making whilst individuals
responded to the prompts and questions. The artists found this process more comfortable
which they demonstrated by smiling, nodding and answering the questions. This adaptation
to being closer to a Talking Aloud (T/A) method, suited the group and thereby remained
person-centred, whilst also responding directly to what was being told to the researcher
which honoured the PAR frame.
Developing EREC to increase emotional intelligence
The emotional recognition emoji chart (EREC) could be used as a method that is
visual, accessible, and quick, and could help to gauge how a participant is feeling in that
moment. However, the emoji can be interpreted differently which was demonstrated during
the research. The EREC could have been used to gather quantifiable data but though they
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were enjoyable, and useful to the participants in possibly identifying how they felt, they
proved numerically inconclusive as the data had too many variables. Another issue with the
EREC in this research were the minimal types of emotions that may inadvertently have
contributed to the minimizing of the complexity of the feelings we have.
These emotional responses were given to the participants rather than participants
giving me the themes of what emotions they may have, which went against having
participants front and centre. This is an issue that could be addressed by first running a
workshop that helps identify individual ideas of what emotions are present during art-making
and encourage the group to come up with the most important five. This method could
contribute to emotional intelligence explorations, agency, communication and creative data
gathering processes. It could be used to increase emotional intelligence in that it helps show
how our faces communicate different emotions and the process of responding to as well as
making the symbols of our emotions would increase agency and be a useful exploration of
emotion.
Limitations
Neurodivergent people are individuals, therefore grouping them all together to make
claims that art-making impacts them in the same way would be minimising autonomy. It is
also pertinent to note that though it is purported as highly important by many, not all people
want to connect. The phases occurred intermittently over nine months which could have
influenced the type of connections that were made. Though the thesis argues the importance
of connection throughout, I do not to assume all people are comfortable with it. However,
person-centred facilitation should pick up on individual variations and work with them, as
was the case with young man who always worked alone but joined and engaged in the group
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after the first session. Still, he may not have wanted to continue participating in this way if he
had stayed until the last phase.
The study was carried out in a regional town which may not reflect what occurs in
other art-making groups in other regional areas. Regional and urban areas may produce
different outcomes, particularly regarding connection to community, as the populous of urban
areas would imply increased transport, more art-making spaces, and maybe less or even more
familiarity with other services. There is room for this type of art making exploration in urban
areas as well as within other regional and rural and remote areas. Further exploration would
be beneficial also in a variety of different cultural settings both within Australia and overseas.
Possibilities for Further Research
In future research studies, an embodied-emotions chart (EEC) could be developed
bespoke to any space, and be a useful tool to express self, without having to rely on verbal
language. This would be accomplished by asking participants to come up with emotions, then
express them individually. Then they could take a ‘selfie’, or photograph of each other in the
pose of the emotion, whilst they embodied that emotion or acted it out. This activity could be
measured as effective for a participant using emotional intelligence scales and could be
measured to show how effective it is in communicating a research participant's non-verbal
responses.
This research had a small sample size located in a regional area, so to replicate the
study with larger sample sizes across different demographic areas, such as urban, rural and
remote, would be of value to compare if the same art-making model and types of
relationships arose. A question worthy of exploration is: Is there a relationship between
models of art-making and different demographic settings, particularly in relation to the type
of relationship connections formed? A further area of study could be a comparison between
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inclusive and more segregated spaces to illuminate if and how relationship connections vary
between such spaces?
By utilising the data from this study, the six stages that were developed could be
verified by feeding the qualitative into a quantitative methodology that would capture the
experiences of more neurodivergent art-makers. Critical realism as described by Zachariadis,
Scott, and Barrett (2013), shows there to be “a concordance between critical realist premises
and action research with its cyclical inquiry and advancement of social change” (p. 73), thus
making a mixed methodology useful in further research that aims to impact policy, that
occupy the Macrosystem (values, cultures and laws).
Bronfenbrenner and the Development of an Art-maker
The central finding of connection to self (intra-personal) through art-making can be
experienced within Bronfenbrenner’s microsystem (the immediate relationships and
environment of the art-maker) and could be researched further in the context of his systems.
The Mesosystem (connects the art-maker’s systems) in neurodivergent people’s lives could
be studied to highlight how the NDIS supports the agency of an individual, and the people in
their lives, to traverse the systems by creating more opportunity to connect.
This research had strength in its authenticity as it researched in a real-world setting
where I was immersed as both researcher and facilitator. It picked up on the nuances of the
interactions that occurred within the art-studio and thus was able to respond to the
participants’ communication of ideas and suggestions that enhanced the art workshop and the
research. The constructivist methodology, the participatory action research (PAR) within a
case study design, and the constructivist grounded theory data gathering, all contributed the
research process empowering all the participants. This meant that the focus of this study was
on the process, not solely on the outcomes. This gave it dasein or ‘being there’ (Heidegger,
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1996), and a ‘here and now’ focus (Crago & Gardener, 2012; Rogers, 1975) important to
wellbeing.
Isolation, Stigma, and Sense of Self; Connection and Belonging
In the second chapter I reviewed isolation and its effect, namely stigma. I decided it
was an important consideration in this study and therefore could be focused upon, so that
neurodiverse populations could experience a more equitable platform, at least within the artmaking environment. I was influenced by literature on social worlds that lead my question as
to whether art-making in a group supported the formation of social worlds, and relationships
that increased quality of life (Cohen, 2004; Cohen & Wills, 1985; Longman et al., 2013). I
found through the review of literature that belonging is a protective factor, (Hagerty et al.,
1996; Hall, 2010), that could be developed alongside Mead (1934) philosophy of the socially
formed self, through group art-making.
The research showed that connection to self, and to other, both within and outside the
art-making space arose through a person-centred, democratically facilitated art workshop.
Essentially, this exploratory research uncovered a myriad of occurrences within the creative
space of an art studio. It demonstrated how art-making encouraged connection through the
experience of flow, reflection, discussion and by effectively sharing the non-verbal
representations that art excels at activating. These manifestations travelled beyond the walls
of that studio space to a regional gallery where the local community celebrated the works of
art. They did this by interacting with the participant’s art, discussing the work, and
purchasing it to hang in their homes. Both the embodiment of the artist in the artwork along
with gifting (giving the art to another), was highlighted by Hall (2013), as being significant in
forming attachment and belonging in the lives of neurodivergent populations. Most people
who bought artwork at the culminating exhibition were new to these artists’ work, therefore
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the art had reached beyond its usual parameters. This gave it the capacity to change the
perceptions people may have had around the artist and their capabilities which, as Hurley et
al. (2014) indicated, can reduce stigma. The interactions that occurred during the art-making
were internal to the participant, shared with the group, and shared externally with the wider
community, giving the visual art-making process three main tiers.
The three main themes of the research findings can be used as a model in designing
and evaluating art spaces that are also interested in forming connection. The below model
(Figure 8.1) situates the self at centre as core to the relationships formed by the art-makers
socially with others (Circle 2), and also with the wider community (Circle 3). A community
of practice, flow, unfettered expression within a group, and a sense of belonging have a good
chance of occurring if the domain of self is nurtured both at the early stages and throughout
the art making process. I propose using the three-tier model like the one shown in Figure 8.1
when designing, delivering and evaluating programmes and projects that want to enhance
connection. This could ensure the individual has space to connect with self (Circle 1), form
relationships (Circle 2) within the project and others in it, as well as demonstrate their
abilities in the wider community (Circle 3). It could be a useful tool for evaluating areas of
impact in programs by asking such questions as: How does this project/program impact a
person’s sense of self (self-esteem, agency, autonomy); social worlds (relationships,
communications); community connection \outside the programme (exhibitions, events, interagency presence).
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3.
COMMUNITYextending the
relationships to
outside the
studiobelonging

2.
SOCIALrelationships with others.
creating a community of
practice and sense of belonging

1.

SELFself-esteem, agency,
connecting & sharing inner worlds
helps to connect to others
BELONGING

Figure 8-1: Connection with self that influences social and community connection.
The findings placed within the three-tiered model in this research, were mapped over
the nested model by Bronfenbrenner (1999) to draw any relationship between his ecological
environmental systems and art-making. I argue that art is an important pursuit when looking
at intra-personal connection (the reflection that occurs within an individual) that supports
developing identity. However, as discussed, the self needs to be located within the
relationships and connections that form the web in which it exists. Parmenter (2014)
described this self as occupying a space within the individual’s inner world also referred to
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by Parmenter as mind, spirituality, or even a religion. Whichever way the inner world of the
self is described, the relationship we have with ourselves is influenced by and influences
those around us. Below Figure 8.2 shows tthe relationship between Bronfenbrenner’s systems
model and group art-making, arising within this study as it realtes to the neurodivergent
population that comprised the art-makers.

MACROSYSTEM
(Wider Community)

EXOSYSTEM
(NDIS)

MESOSYSTEM
(GROUP INFORMED FACILITATION)

MICROSYSTEM
(ART GROUP)

INDIVIDUAL
(PARTICIPANT)

INTRASYSTEM
(REFLECTION &
EXPLORATION)

Figure 8-2 Art making and Bronfenbrenner’s Systems
Two of the over-arching themes identified within the art making model, namely Self
and Social, emphasised social connection reflecting Bronfenbrenner’s Microsystem
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(immediate surroundings), where the art makers personally interacted with one another. The
third over-arching theme of Community reflects Bronfenbrenner’s Macrosystem (values,
customs and laws affecting the art-maker), where the art makers were impacted by the
cultural context and belief systems of those external to the art making room within the
regional community. Art-making was also dependent upon what Bronfenbrenner described as
the Mesosystem (connects the systems), the system that provides the links between these bioecological systems.
The Chronosystem (dimension of time affecting the art-maker) is relevant to artmaking regionally but the study, owing to time limitations, has not explored changes in
structure that are ongoing within the disability reform area. Returning to Figure 8.1 above artmaking builds links between the individual artist (Circle 1), other artists in the group (Circle
2) and the community (Circle 3), rising from both the individual artist’s agency and/or the
facilitator’s support. Supported art studios will be impacted by the introduction of the NDIS
as it relates to financial management of such opportunities, however people using the NDIS
and their advocates can embody the mesosystem and link an individual to their chosen art
studio.
The importance of connection with the self in art is expressed by art therapist Pat
Allen (2008) when she explains “the more fully these artists come to know themselves, the
more they are able to authentically participate in life and community” (p. 11). This selfknowing aligns with our dualistic nature, honoured in the agency, focus and artist identity
that nurtured each participant’s inner world throughout this research. Systems connected to
and were influenced by the people in the group and then again, outside the group. This
outcome sits comfortably in the recommendations of a pluralistic-holistic, multidimensional
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disability model by Solli and da Silva (2012), as art-making in a group encourages pluralisticholistic perspectives supporting connection to self, ergo, others and community.
The outcomes placed within a Three-tiered model ( Figure 8.1) show that making art
in a group elicits at least the three main connections I have outlined, and the facilitation can
contribute to these by ensuring that a space is equitable, experimental and engaging. The
modelling of a person-centred and democratic functioning art space can support a person’s
agency, belonging, friendships and highlight opportunities for community connection. This is
particularly useful because neurodivergent populations have been marginalised, excluded,
isolated and demoted in recent history. This has not only had a detrimental impact on their
sense of self and wellbeing, but has interrupted cohesiveness and diversity within our
societies so affects us all, no matter where we class our neuropathways. Effectively, this
study found that art-making increases agency which contributes to belonging.
There is a great need to restore connectedness to increase our sense of belonging. As
humans, we have a physiological need to connect to others for our survival as was found in
the theory of attachment (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Bowlby, 1988). Neurological imaging
demonstrates we feel social isolation pain in much the same way we feel physical injury
(Eisenberger et al., 2003). The emotional need to belong is shown in work by Wood and
Waite (2011) where they showed a base need for connection, to attach to our communities. If
that attachment is ruptured through exclusion and segregation it is imperative to reconnect.
This was emphasised in the opinions of neurodivergent people in research by MacDonald
(2016), one of whom succinctly expressed, that “everybody should have someone to talk to
and share their feelings with” (p. 233). Art-making in a group within this study delivered on
this by using art as the conduit for connectivity.
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This research supports both art therapy perspectives, where making art illuminates
internal processes (Malchiodi, 2012c; Moon, 1997), and community arts standpoints, that
encourage increasing empowerment (Rooke, 2013) and participation (Anwar McHenry
(2011a). Paradigms from the two disciplines were integrated to create a model that
encompasses each, whilst maintaining their strengths. This amalgamated model was built
with democratic facilitation techniques that encouraged active participation were used within
this study within the art studio and were aimed to inform the wider community rather than
purely giving lip service to inclusion (Thill, 2015). The group of art-makers formed a
community of practice which inspired and contributed to ground-up learning, whilst telling
their stories through art (Kasat, 2013). The ability for art to tell people’s stories was
experienced within the regional community with a view to the evolution of more inclusive
and diverse community.
The model has implications for the future of art-making groups. It can be utilised to
ensure authentic connections are created and nurtured within the art studio. In addition, it will
enhance the agency and belonging individuals experience which, as has been discussed, will
impact the quality of life of those who participate. This is relevant to neurodivergent
populations but also to any marginalised group, or indeed those who are not societally
marginalised as it emphasises connection, the core of wellbeing. Connection encourages
empathetic understanding of ‘other’ which is significant in removing the unnecessary barriers
between different groups of people. These barriers cause discriminative, inequitable practices
and structures that inhibit our development.
The holistic nature of this study allowed the incorporation of multiple angles and
lenses that helped explore the impact art-making can have in a group. Accordingly, this
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research was influenced by Bronfenbrenner (1979), who gave a hopeful perspective on our
human development when he wrote:
Seen in different contexts, human nature, which I had once thought of as a singular
noun, turns out to be plural and pluralistic; for different environments produce
discernible differences, not only across but within societies, in talent, temperament,
human relations, and particularly in the ways in which each culture and subculture
brings up the next generation…Viewed in historical as well as cross-cultural
perspective, this diversity suggests the possibility of ecologies as yet untried that hold
a potential for human natures yet unseen, perhaps possessed of a wiser blend of power
and compassion than has thus far been manifested (p. xiii).
The open-endedness of neurodivergence, could be looked at like a spectrum of colour
where none takes precedence over the other but contributes to the rainbow. The colours
interrelate, offset, change the appearance of another depending on where they sit in relation
to the other, and in what context. The diverse neuro-functioning experienced by humans is
equal, none is lesser or greater than the other, they all contribute to our spectrum of human
diversity (Obejas, 2016). If using a feminist standpoint theory of Harding (2016) here, we
could also see that each of us would interpret the colours on our rainbow depending on our
social and political experience. It is imperative for an equitable society that the perspectives
of all, particularly the people relegated to the margins, many of whom participated in this
study, come to be valued equally to dominant, normative discourses.
Van Trigt et al. (2016) agreed that disability is part of the human condition which
contributes to the view that disability is a part of us rather than apart from us. Thereby there
is a need for people of all neuro-functioning to fully share in the creation of our social fabric.
This can be chipped at politically, as the NDIS is doing in Australia, as a useful step to future
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changes that incorporate our uniqueness as richness rather than as a problem. The
neurodiversity movement acknowledges that there are neurotypical people, because there is a
greater number of specific ways that the brain functions, nevertheless that does not make
them any better or worse than people who claim to be neurodiverse. In comparison any
model that incorporates the word disability is inadvertently ensuring many of the inequitable
power structures associated with deficit (Obejas, 2016).
Some of the old, less dynamic institutions where neurodivergent individuals were
located have reformed to become art-making places where difference, rawness, and
authenticity (Rhodes, 2008) are encouraged, and artist identity nurtured (Solvang, 2018). This
research gave credence to the work of Solvang (2018) by connecting to the four main areas of
disability and art she outlined. These are 1) social mindedness, that in this research was
implemented through using PAR and a democratic frame; 2) the artistry that was found
through the open facilitation; 3) encouraging rawness rather than technique, that was also
encouraged with the un-themed or semi-themed directive; and 4) disability aesthetic that was
celebrated with the culminating exhibition.
Renowned British artist Grayson Perry stated: “Making and consuming art lifts our
spirits and keeps us sane. Art, like science and religion, helps us make meaning from our
lives, and to make meaning is to make us feel better” (APPG, 2017, p. 12). Inside a weatherprone tin shed, in a small regional town in NSW, Australia, a group of artists showed that by
making art together connections form. Indeed, spirits were lifted, and each participant felt
better whilst engaged in the creative pursuit of art-making. They gifted this work to their
community through exhibition, where it was consumed by the public. This enhanced their
sense of belonging, their wellbeing, quality of life, and not least, their ability. When adding
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interacted with the artists and their artworks.
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Appendix 2: Recruitment Advertisement

Would you like to participate in art
workshops for research?
• Do you use local disability or mental health services?
• Are you over 18?
• Are you available on a Tuesday between 10am and 1pm?

• Do you use local disability or mental health services?
• Are you over 18?
• Are you available on a Tuesday between 10am and 1pm?
WHAT? The research is about the impact of art making on people
using disability and/or local mental health services
WHEN? November 2015, February 2016, April/May 2016 and
September 2016
WHERE? In the art making space at Life Without Barriers, Nambucca
Heads, N.S.W.

Organization

Contact: Emma Gentle, PhD candidate
egen6102@uni.sydney.edu.au
ph: 0415687310
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Appendix 4: Focus Group Probes and Questions
P1 Focus Group Questions:
Focus Group:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

How do you feel about coming to the art project?
Why do you come to art projects?
Do you know people here?
How do you feel when a project finishes?
What materials do you like to use?
What other things do you do when you are not here?
Are there any feelings you want to talk about now?
What feelings are there?
How would you show them? Choose from these visual aids.

Art Making Questions:
1. How would you feel about making some art that is of you?
2. Is it OK for the group to talk about your art? Can you help the group to talk about
your art?
3. Can you make art about this group? Can we all talk about your art again?
4. Can you make art about what you do outside this group? Can we talk about that
art too?
5. Are there materials you like to use? Which ones? Have you thought about what
you like about them?
6. Are there people you like to make art with? Do you prefer to make art with
people or on your own?
7. Are there colours you prefer? Which ones? Do you think about what these colours
feel like to you or remind you of?

P2 Think Aloud:
Reflections from last focus group (P1):
•
•
•
•
•

We made art of ourselves, our people and we talked about showing it.
You used paint, collage and drawing as well as some sculpture.
We said we didn’t like being directed too much.
The group chatted about themselves, their art, their families and friends. We talked
about how we got tired sometimes from making art and that we also liked it. Some
people liked it more than other activities. Some had other activities they liked.
You said you enjoyed art making and showed this by being very focused on your
work and showing it and discussing with the group.
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We made art last session then we went around and talked about it. I have that art and
would like to exhibit it. Where shall we do that?
The emotions charts were used to show how you feel. We will use them again. Let’s
go through them again.
Make a picture of you when you make art. You can use words to describe how you
feel when you make art. Who sees this art- do a picture of them? How do they feel
when they see your art?

P2 Think Aloud Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How do you feel about coming to the art project this time?
Why do you come to art projects? What else do you do when not making art?
What materials would you like to use this time?
What other things did you do between the sessions?
How are these art workshops are going?
Can you link these faces to the emotions?
I have planned that we do more work on self-portraits and art work about others
and your community. But also, if you feel like doing something else, that’s Ok too.
8. Is there anything else you would like to say about making art? E.g. is it important?
Why? How do you feel when you make art?
9. What do you want to do now? What materials?

P3 Think Aloud:
Reflections from last focus group (P2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We talked about how we liked to make art last group and preferred chatting whilst
making art rather than just talking like we I was trying to do for the focus group
We also said that we liked a bit of direction but not too much
You all said you are really enjoy coming to the art making group
Most people liked using the materials they usually would use
People liked the idea of making art outside, so we decided we would do that on the
second and third weeks of the next sessions
You all said you liked making art at home too and some of you bring it in to show the
art tutors
Some of my instructions were clear but other times they weren’t. Lie when I said you
could use words with your art. However, you all used that instruction in a way that
suited you, like making cartoons.
You enjoyed making art of yourselves and our family/friends/homes
Today we will make art as a group but will oversee sections of it. It is of our
community here in the art group. Can we do our version of this art group?
Can you all give me words today that describe this art group? Is this art group
different from the other ones? How? Why?
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You like experimenting but like some direction so let us come up with how we can
make this happen in these art groups.
Let’s look at these emoji’s and see how we feel and go over them again.
Remember my question for my research? It is how does art making feel for you? How
does it make you feel about you, about people in the art group and does that influence
how you are in your community?
You told me it makes you feel good generally and that you like making art with others
and all of you also like to show your work to others. Let’s go around and check on
that whilst you are making art.
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Appendix 5: Interview Questions
These questions are taken from the focus group questions we have used with the person
whom you are guardian/carer /parent of. We will use these again in future focus groups. The
focus groups give a subjective view. These questions are to help get another perspective. You
can elaborate.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How do they feel about coming to the art project?
Why do they come to art projects?
Do they know people here?
How do they feel when a project finishes?
What materials do they like to use?
What other activities do they do when they are not making art?
Which emoji represents them arriving at an art session?

8. Which emoji represents them after art making?

At the end of the art workshop I feel:

At lunchtime I feel:

At the start of the art workshop I feel:

Name:

Date:
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Appendix 7: NVivo Analysis Diagrams
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